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2 Schedule of Classes
Listing of Courses
Course Numbers and Hours
Prerequisite
Section Number, Time, and Days
Building and Room Number
Temporary Buildings I
Explanation of Entries
Schedule of General Studies Courses 1(
General Studies Area A 10 General Studies Area D 4(|
General Studies Area B 18 General Studies Area E 4(
General Studies Area C 27
Schedule of Departmental Courses 5(
Accounting 50 Clothing and Textiles 6'
Administration of Justice 52 Community Development 6r
Aerospace Studies 50 Computer Science 6$|
Agricultural Industries 51 Conservation and Outdoor
Animal Industries 53 Education 6*
Anthropology 54 Design 6J
Applied Science 55 Economics 7(
Art 55 Educational Administration and
Biology 58 Foundations 7'
Black American Studies 58 Elementary Education 72
Botany 58 Engineering 7(
Business Administration 60 Engineering Technology 7J
Chemistry 60 English 81
Child and Family 65 Family Economics and
Chinese 85 Management Si
Cinema and Photography 66 Finance 84
ii




































liberal Arts and Sciences 108
schedule of Vocational-Technical Insti
General Studies Area A 151
General Studies Area B 151
































Physical Education for Men \j6





















Special Education J^Soeech j.t*
Speech Pathology and Audiology 146




tute Courses - 151
Forest Products Technology 157
General • }57
Highway and Civil Technology 158
Library and Audio-Visual
Technology i58













Monday, October 11-Saturday, December 18
Advance registration and program change period for graduate students,
j
No graduate registration or program change will be processed Monday, !
December 20-Saturday, January 2.
Monday, October 4-Friday, December 10
Advance registration period for all undergraduate students. New stu-
j
dents should refer to the Advisement and Registration procedure on
page 1 for further procedural information. ;
ALL CONTINUING UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS ARE EXPECTED TO BE REGISTERED |
by December 10.
Wednesday, December 15
Undergraduate students will have their advance registration cancelled
if fees are not paid at the Bursar's Office by 4:00 p.m. on this date, unless
they have received approval for deferred payment.
Monday, January 3-Thursday, January 13
Beginning-of-the-quarter registration period for graduate students. No
graduate students will be admitted or readmitted on January 3, 4, 5.
Beginning-of-the-Quarter Activities for Undergraduates
The dates listed below from January 2 through January 7 are for under-
graduates.
Sunday, January 2
New student orientation starts.
Monday, January 3
Advisement and registration for new and re-entry students. Continuing
students who did not advance register or had their registration cancelled
for non-payment of fees must wait until Wednesday, January 5, to register.




Advisement and registration open only for program changes.
Wednesday, January 5
Advisement and registration open for registration only. This is the first
day continuing students can register in the Arena. Late fee of $5 will be
assessed.
Thursday, January 6
Advisement and registration open until 12 o'clock noon for registrations
and program changes. Late fee of $5 will be assessed. This is the deadline




Inceptions will be made for students through Tuesday January 11, who
live either a conflict causing them to need to change a section or who are
iyolved with a cancelled class, causing them to make a change.
Friday, January 7
! jgistration activities returned to Woody Hall.
Thursday, January 13
leadline for payment of fees by students whose fees were deferred,
i-aduate students registration will be cancelled if fees are not paid by
00 P.M.
Friday, January 14
Igt day officially to withdraw from school to be eligible for a refund of
i;as.
Friday, January 28
list day for undergraduates to officially withdraw from a course without
:,ceiving a letter grade.
iraduate students officially dropping a course after this date need not
ft given an evaluative letter grade.
list day to change from credit to audit or vice versa for all students.
Thursday, March 2
iist day for making a program change or withdrawing from school ex-
pt under exceptional circumstances.
Calendar of Events
December, 1971
9, Friday Deadline for admission to candidacy for students expect-
ing to complete Ph.D. requirements in June, 1972.
January, 1972
8, Saturday Dental Admissions Testing Program *
10, Monday Test of English as a Foreign Language *
15, Saturday Graduate Record Examination *
February, 1972
5, Saturday Graduate Student Foreign Language Test *
5, Saturday Admission Test for Graduate Study in Business *
12, Saturday Law School Admission Test *
26, Saturday American College Testing Program (national) *
26, Saturday Graduate Record Examination *
March, 1972
4, Friday Deadline for admission to candidacy for students expect-
ing to complete Ph.D. requirements in September, 1972.
: Pre-registration is requited. Applicants should contact the Counseling and Testing Center for
rletails at least 4 weeks before the test.
VI
University Calendar
FALL, 1971 New Student Days Sunday-Tuesday, September 19-21
Quarter Begins Tuesday, September 21 *
Thanksgiving Vacation Tuesday, 10 p.m.-Monday,
8 a.m., November 23-29
Final Examinations Saturday-Friday, December 11-17
WINTER, 1972 Quarter Begins Monday, January 3 *
Washington's Birthday Holiday Monday, February 21
Final Examinations Saturday-Friday, March 11-17
SPRING, 1972 Quarter Begins Monday, March 27 *
Memorial Day Holiday Monday, May 29
Final Examinations Saturday-Friday, June 3-9
Commencement Friday, June 9
SUMMER, 1972 Quarter Begins Monday, June 19 *
Independence Day Holiday Tuesday, July 4
Final Examinations Monday-Friday, August 28-
September 1
Commencement Friday, September 1
FALL, 1972 New Student Days Sunday-Tuesday, September 17-19
Quarter Begins Tuesday, September 19 *
Thanksgiving Vacation Tuesday, 10 p.M.-Monday,
8 a.m., November 21-27
Final Examinations Saturday-Friday, December 9-15
WINTER, 1973 Quarter Begins Tuesday, January 2 *
Washington's Day Holiday Monday, February 19
Final Examinations Saturday-Friday, March 10-16
SPRING, 1973 Quarter Begins Monday, March 26 *
Memorial Day Holiday Monday, May 28
Final Examinations Saturday-Friday, June 2-8
Commencement Friday, June 8




HIS bulletin contains the schedule of classes offered for the winter
jiarter, 1972, by Southern Illinois University at Carbondale. It also pro-
des information relative to advisement and registration, fees, and allied
formation.
Admission
jquiries concerning undergraduate admission should be directed to the
iimissions Office; those on the graduate level to the Graduate School,
bdergraduate admission applications should be completed at least
iirty days in advance of the desired entrance date.
Registration and Advisement
Itmthern Illinois University at Carbondale uses an academic advisement
slstem whereby each undergraduate academic unit has a chief academic
ijlviser and a number of assistant advisers selected from the teaching
5|culty. Undergraduate students entering the University for the first time
receive selective dates from the admission process from which they are
I select the preferred date on which they will come to the campus to be
jiivised and to advance register. This includes both freshmen and transfer
ijidents. They are not to write for appointments nor are they to come to
'jirbondale expecting to register unless it is the date indicated for them
i| do so.
j
Graduate students will initiate advisement with their advisers, and will
fmplete the registration process at the graduate school, where all
jgistration forms will be completed and retained. Graduate students will
»t be required to go through the Registration Center. The registration
]!ocess is handled at a later time, and the student receives a fee statement
ll' mail. Cancellation of graduate student registrations for non-payment
<| fees occurs on the date indicated in the Registration Calendar. Grad-
ate students may register during the period indicated in the Registration
'lilendar. No late fee will be assessed during this period. Graduate stu-
i[nts who need to make program changes must follow the same procedure
i undergraduate students in that these must be personally processed by
e graduate students through the Registration Center.
(After advisement the student may register for classes. See the Registra-
>n Calendar in this bulletin. Ordinarily, registration offices are open
>m 8:00 to 11:30 a.m. and 1:00 to 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday,
jid from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. on Saturday.
|During the registration process the student goes through the Registra-
>n Center, where he assigns himself to specific sections of the courses
is to take.
I
Mere attendance does not constitute registration in a class, nor will
^tendance in a class for which a student is not registered be a basis for
asking that a program change be approved permitting registration in
that class.
New Students
Students entering the University for the first time are permitted to ad-
vance register only after they have been admitted to the University as
evidenced by their receiving the Certificate of Admission.
New undergraduate students, freshmen and transfer, will be expected
to advance register on the same date that they come to the campus for
advisement. Dates for students to do so will be selective ones in which
the students are asked to come to the campus on specific dates as de-
termined by the University. Students should not expect to be advised
and registered on the same date they are admitted nor are they to come
to the campus for advisement and registration without an appointment.
Appointments for advisement and registration will be mailed from and
are to be returned to the Office of Admissions and Records.
New graduate students may register during the registration periods
indicated on the registration calendars. Arrangements should be cleared
with the School of Graduate Studies and Research to do so to assure that
the appropriate adviser will be available.
Re-Entering Students
Students who have attended the University at some former time but not
during the session immediately prior to the time they plan re-entry are
expected to advance register during the periods outlined in the Registra-
tion Calendar. After completing readmission procedures (Admissions
Office for undergraduate students and graduate school for graduate stu-
dents) advisement appointments should be made at the advisement offices
of the academic units into which the students are entering and clearance
of the registrations should be completed on that same day at the Registra-
tion Center.
Current Students, Carbondale
Students currently registered in the University will be continued in
their present curricula unless a change of college or major is made.
A change of college or major area of concentration is initiated with the stu-
dent's adviser. Either change should be made at the time of advisement.
Undergraduate students currently registered in the University will
schedule appointments with their adviser. Registrations should be proc-
essed through the Registration Center as soon after advisement as
possible.
Graduate students in a degree program should make appointments with
the departmental adviser for program advisement. Unclassified graduate
students preparing for a degree program should contact the departmental
adviser for pre-advisement. Unclassified graduate students in other cate-
gories may report directly to the graduate school for registration proce-
dure. Unclassified students who are planning to take qualifying courses
|
must report those courses to the Graduate Admissions office before register-
ing each quarter.
Current Students, Edwardsville
Undergraduate students attending Southern Illinois University at Ed-
wardsville who plan to attend Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
must initiate their registration process by presenting to the Office of Ad-
i
missions and Records at Carbondale either an official transcript of their
I
university record or a letter of good standing from the registrar at Ed-
. wardsville. The reason for reporting to the admissions office is to permit
the necessary coding changes to be made so that pertinent information
about their academic programs, etc., can be up-dated to reflect the change
;
of campus. Graduate students report first to the School of Graduate
Studies and Research.
Payment of Fees
Undergraduate students receive their fee statements at the time of regis-
i
tration. During the advance registration period students are asked to delay
paying their fees in person at the Bursar's Office until the day following
registration. This is to permit necessary fee information to reach the
: Bursar by the time of fee payment. Students will find it easier simply
1 to mail the fee statement along with a check or money order for the
proper monetary amount to the Bursar's Office so as to arrive there by
the deadline dates which are stated in the Registration Calendar located
earlier in this bulletin. If students pay fees in person at the Bursar's
Office they receive a Certificate of Registration at that time. When fees
are paid by mail the Certificate will be mailed to the address given by
the student on the back of his fee statement. Students will receive their
printed schedule of classes within one week after the cancellation date.
It is important that these forms be carried by the students at all times.
Undergraduate students registering at the start of a quarter must pay
fees at the time of registration.
Graduate students receive fee statements by mail and must clear their
fees at the Bursar's Office by 4:00 p.m. on Thursday, January 13.
Fees for a Regular Quarter
The University reserves the right to change fees and to have the change
go into effect whenever the proper authorities so determine. Undergrad-
uate students pay the following regular fees:
Not more More than 5, 11 or
than 5 hrs. less than 11 more
Tuition Fee—Illinois Resident $ 39.00 $ 78.00 $117.00
Tuition Fee—Out-of-State Resident . . . (133.00) (265.00) (398.00)
Student Welfare and Recreation
Building Trust Fund Fee 5.00 10.00 15.00
Book Rental Fee 3.00 6.00 8.00
Student Activity Fee 3.50 7.00 10.50
Student Center Fee 5.00 5.00 5.00
Athletic Fund Fee 3.00 6.50 10.00
Total—Illinois Resident $ 58.50 $112.50 $165.50
Total—Out-of-State Resident (152.50) (299.50) (446.50)
Students who register for a course for audit or for a non-credit course
will be assessed fees according to the imputed hours of that course. Im-
puted hours is generally the number of hours the class meets per week.
Graduate students do not rent their textbooks and do not pay the book
rental fee. They must purchase their books.
Students having special fee status, such as scholarship holders, faculty,
and staff, will pay fees according to their particular status.
3
The activity fee is prorated according to the number of hours carried.
Health Service benefits vary according to the amount paid. In certain
instances graduate assistants, research assistants, graduate fellows, or
students on fee code 27 may seek permission from the health service to
pay the full activity fee even though they are only part time students.
Written consent from the Health Service must be presented at the time
of registration so that the student may be properly assessed.
Late Registration
A late registration fee will be charged any undergraduate student register-
ing after the date specified in the Registration Calendar. Graduate stu-
dents will not be charged a late fee if they register within the period
indicated in the Registration Calendar.
Auditing of Courses
Students may register for courses in an audit status. They receive no
letter grade and no credit for such courses. An auditor's registration must
be marked accordingly. They pay the same fees as though they were
registering for credit. They are expected to attend regularly and are to
determine from the instructor the amount of work expected of them. If
auditing students do not attend regularly, the instructor may determine
that the students should not have the audited courses placed on their
record cards maintained in the Office of Admissions and Records. Stu-
dents registering for a course for credit may change to an audit status or
vice versa only for fully justified reasons and only during the first four
weeks of a quarter. Such a change will require the student's academic
dean's approval.
Program Changes
Students are officially registered only for those courses appearing on their
schedule of classes. Any change therefrom can be made only after fees
are paid and must be made through an official program change, which
includes the following steps:
1. Initiating the change.
Students report to their advisers for approval and Program Change
form completion. Graduate students must also secure approval from
the graduate school. If the change involves only that of changing
sections within the same course, this may be done at the Registration
Center without the necessity of securing adviser approval.
2. Registration.
Students must take the program change form to the Registration Cen-
ter after approval by the adviser.
Program changes which involve the adding of a new course to the
schedule or the changing of sections must be done by the "last day to
add a class" as indicated in the Registration Calendar.
Dropping a Course
A program change must be made in order to drop a course. A student
may not drop merely by stopping attendance. The last date for dropping
a course by an undergraduate student without receiving a letter grade
is the last day of the fourth week of a quarter. Graduate students may not
necessarily receive a grade for dropping after the fourth week. (Refer to
Registration Calendar.)
Changing Fee Status
Students making program changes which result in their moving from one
fee status to another will be assessed additional tuition and fees when
appropriate. If the change is to reduce the academic load resulting in a
lower tuition and fee status, students may apply for the appropriate
tuition and fee refund provided the reduction in program is made officially
by a program change during the same period at the start of a quarter in
which students withdrawing from the University are eligible for a refund.
This is usually during the first ten days. For dates refer to the Registra-
tion Calendar.
Withdrawing from School
A student who finds it necessary to withdraw from school while the quar-
ter is in progress must report to the Office of Admissions and Records to
initiate official withdrawal action. No withdrawal will be permitted during
the last two weeks of a quarter, except under exceptional conditions. A
refunding of fees is permitted only if a withdrawal is officially completed
by Friday, January 14.
A student who advance registers, including paying of fees, and then
finds that he cannot attend school must also officially withdraw from
school. He may do this either by reporting to the Office of Admissions and
Records in person or by writing to the Dean of Student Services. This
must be done by the end of the first two weeks, if he expects to get a
refund.
Cancellation of Registration
An advance registration including the payment of tuition and fees may
be considered invalid if the student is declared to be ineligible to register
due to scholastic reasons. The same situation may exist due to financial
or disciplinary reasons if certified to the Registrar by the Dean of Student
Services.
Personal Data Changes
At the time of registration students are asked to review a Biographic Data
Sketch containing personal data. Certain items, if in error, may be cor-
rected at that time. Other items which may require some type of verifying
evidence, are changed by reporting to the offices listed below.
1. Local Address Change.—Housing Office, School of Graduate Studies
and Research, Office of Admissions and Records, Registration Center,
or VTI Office.
2. Name Change, Marital Status Change, Date of Birth Change.—
Records Section of the Office of Admissions and Records. Verification
may be required.
3. Selective Service Data Change or Information.—Registration Center.
4. Legal Residence Change (whether an Illinois or out-of-state resi-
dent) .—Must be requested by completion of the Application to be
Classified an Illinois Resident form in the Office of Admissions and
Records. Before the change is made the student must have met the






!ourses which students are to take to meet the General Studies require-
nents are listed in the front part of the Schedule of Classes. These
Durses are listed by the area which they satisfy and within the area by
Durse number and section number.
Departments in which courses are being offered are listed in alpha-
etical order. Courses within each department are listed in order by
Durse number and section number.
Course Numbers and Hours
j'he line containing this information shows the number of the course
Irst, followed by the short title and number of hours of credit. Course
umbers are three-digit numbers. In some cases the three digits may
le followed by a letter which is also part of the course number.
In a variable-hour course the student decides the number of hours for
hich he is going to register in consultation with his adviser.
The course numbering system is as follows:
30-099 Course not properly in the following categories
00-199 For freshmen
J30-299 For sophomores
30-399 For juniors and seniors
{30-499 For seniors and graduate students
30-600 For graduate students only
Prerequisite
he prerequisite entry lists requirements which must be satisfied before
I
student registers for the course. These prerequisites may be listed in
Iirious ways. Usually they are other courses in the same department,
jidicated by a course number. A prerequisite in another department is
ndicated by the department's code letters and the number.
Section Number, Time, and Days
jhe section number is indicated in the first column. The times given
itdicate the beginning and ending of each class period. Students register-
ig for courses listed as "to be arranged" may obtain times and days from
jistructor indicated or, if no instructor is listed, from the department
liairman offering the course.
Building and Room Number
jhe following list of building abbreviations will help in the location of
lassrooms. Buildings are listed alphabetically according to the code used
in the class schedule. Temporary buildings are indicated in the schedule
by a four-digit number.
If a building contains more than one classroom, then the number oi
the room follows the building's code name.
code: building name





BAILEY: Bailey Hall (T.P.)
BOAT: Boat Dock
BROWN: Brown Hall (T.P.)
CL: General Classroom Building
COMM: Communications Building
FELTS: Felts Hall (T.P.)
GYM: Gymnasium
HDBALL: Handball Courts
H EC: Home Economics Building
LAWSON: Lawson Hall
LAKE: Lake on the Campus
LIB: Morris Library
LG: Little Grassy Lake
LS I: Life Science Building I
LS II: Life Science Building II
L-APS: Physical Plant (Building 56)




0403 1009 S. Forest 0720
0412 907 S. Forest 0721
0415 807 S. Forest 0725
0429 1009 S. Elizabeth 0742
0431 1007 S. Elizabeth 0744
0432 1005 S. Elizabeth 0831
0436 908 S. Forest
0437 904 S. Forest
0438 900 S. Forest
0442 903 S. Elizabeth 0832
0448 814 S. Forest 0833
0451 810 S. Forest 0834
0452 808 S. Forest
0453 806 S. Forest 0842
0461 811 S. Elizabeth
0465 804 S. Elizabeth 0843
0481 910 S. Elizabeth 0857
0483 1002 S. Elizabeth
0485 1006 S. Elizabeth
0487 1010 S. Elizabeth 0861
0551 CESL
0552 CESL
0555 Thompson at Grand 0862
0685 506 S. Graham
0686 511 S. Graham 0864
0701 801 S. Washington
code: building name
NKRS A: James W. Neckers Building
A
NKRS B: James W. Neckers Building
B
NKRS C: James W. Neckers Building
C
PIERCE: Pierce Hall (T.P.)
PULL: Pulliam Hall (University
School)
PULL I: Pulliam Hall (Industrial Ed-
ucation Wing)




TECH A: Technology Building A
TECH B: Technology Building B
TECH D: Technology Building D
TENNIS: Tennis Courts
U CTR: University Center
WARREN: Warren Hall (T.P.)
WHAM: Wham Education Building
WHLR: Wheeler Hall
LOCATION
Corner of Washington and Pari





the James W. Neckers Building
and the Forestry Research Lab
oratory
Next to 0831 (above)
Next to 0832 (above)
Cinema and Photography—next
to 0833 (above)
West of the Agriculture Build
ing's north wing
Next to 0842 (above)




of the Communications Build
ing on Lincoln Drive
General Classrooms—next tc
0861 (above)
Northwest of the Agriculture
Building's north wing
(865 Next to 0864 (above) 0875 General Classrooms—next to
•871 General Classrooms—southeast 0871
of the Communications Build- 0889 901 West Chautauqua
ing on Lincoln Drive
Explanation of Entries
rhe entry for each course is arranged as follows:
i
First Line: The course's identification number is followed by the short
itle and the number of quarter hours of credit.
I
Second Line: The prerequisite (if applicable)
.
Section-Number Lines: The first column lists section numbers for
ourses offered. Following each section number are the time the class
egins and the time it ends. The days on which the class meets, the place
/here it meets, and the instructor's last name complete the entry.
SCHEDULE OF GENERAL STUDIES COURSES
COURSE & TITLE &
SECTION NO. HOURS DAYS
BLDG.
& RM. INSTRUCTOR
General Studies Area A—Man's Physical Environment and Bio-
logical Inheritance (GSA)
101A INTRO-PHYS SCIhNCE
1 08.00 M W F
08.00-C9.50 T
2 08.00 M W F
10.00-11.50 T
3 08.00 M W F
10.00-11.50 M
4 08.00 M W F
01.00-02.50 T
5 08.00 M W F
01.00-02.50 W
6 10.00 T THF
10.00 M
7 02.00 TwTHF
8 03.00 TW F
01.00-02.50 M
9 03.00 TW F
08.00-09.50 F
10 03.00 TW F
03.00-04.50 T
11 03.00 TW F
08.00-09.50 TH





2 02.00 MTW F
02.00 TH




2 12.00 M WTHF
102B SPACE SCIENCE
1 02.00 M WTHF
105A MUL BASIS-MAT&LIFE
1 CI. 00 M W F
12.00-01.50 TH
12.00-01.50 TH
2 01.00 M W F
12.00-01.50 TH
12.00-01.50 TH
3 01.00 M W F
02.00-03.50 F
02.00-03.50 F




1 02.00 T THF
02.00-03.50 W
02.00-03.50 W
2 02.00 T THF
02.00-03.50 W
02.00-03.50 W
3 02.00 T THF
02.00-03.50 M
02.00-03.50 M
4 02.00 T THF
04r.O CR
PARK 124 NICKELL WILLIAM
PARK 317
PARK 124 NICKELL WILLIAM
PARK 317
PARK 124 NICKELL WILLIAM
PARK 317
PARK 124 NICKELL WILLIAM
PARK 317
PARK 124 NICKELL WILLIAM
PARK 317
PARK 124 NICKELL WM E
NKRS B 240
PARK 124
PARK 124 NICKELL WM E
PARK 317
PARK 124 NICKELL WM E
PARK 317
PARK 124 NICKELL WM E
PARK 317
PARK 124 NICKELL WM E
PA»K 317
PARK 124 NICKELL WM E
PARK 317
04h.O CR







LAWSON 121 SANUERS FRANK C JR
LAWSON 121 BEFRSf BRIAN
04.0 CR
LAWSON 121 SANDERS FRANK C JR
04.0 CR
NKRS B 240 BROWN GEORGE
NKRS C 109
NKRS C 218
NKRS B 240 BROWN GEORGE
NKRS C 107
NKRS c 218
NKRS B 2 40 BROWN GfT 0RGE
NKRS C 107
NKRS C 116
















02.00-03.50 M NKRS C 109
02.00-03.50 M NKRS C 116
5 02.00 T THF NKRS B 440
10.00-11.50 M NKRS C 107
10.00-11.50 M NKRS C 218
6 02.00 T THF NKRS B 440
10.00-11.50 M NKRS C 109
10.00-11.50 M NKRS C 213
110A EARTH ENVIRONMENT 04.0 CR
1 10.00 M W F LAWSON 171 FRANK CHARLES U
12.00-01.50 M PARK 213
ABOVt SECTION RE STR-PR ES I DENTS SCHOLARS
ORCONSENT
2 10.00 M W F LAwSON 171 FRANK CHARLES
04.00-05.50 M PARK 213
3 10.00 M W F LAWSON 171 FRANK CHARLES
10.00-11.50 T PARK 213
4 10.00 M W F LAWSON 171 FRANK CHARLES
02.00-03.50 T PARK 213
5 10.00 M W F LAWSON 171 FRANK CHARLES
06.00-07.50 PM T PARK 213
o 10.00 M W F LAWSON 171 FRANK CHARLES
12.00-01.50 W PARK 213
7 10.00 M W F LAWSON 171 FRANK CHARLES
04.00-05.50 w PARK 213
8 10.00 M W F LAWSON 171 FRANK CHARLES C
08.00-09.50 TH PARK 213
9 10.00 M W F LAWSON 171 FRANK CHARLES
12.00-01.50 TH PARK 213
10 11.00 M W F LAWSON 151 FRANK CHARLES
02.00-03.50 M PARK 213
11 11.00 M W F LAWSON 151 FRANK CHARLES
08.00-09.50 T PARK 213
12 11.00 M W F LAWSON 151 FRANK CHARLES
12.00-01.50 T PARK 213
13 11.00 M W F LAWSON 151 FRANK CHARLES
04.00-C5.50 T PARK 213
14 11.00 M W F LAWSON 151 FRANK CHARLtS
08.00-09.50 W PARK 213
15 11.00 M W F LAWSON 151 FRANK CHARLES
02.00-03.50 W PARK 213
16 11.00 M W F LAWSON 151 FRANK CHARLES
06.00-07.50 PM h PARK 213
17 11.00 M W F LAWSON 151 FRANK CHARLES
10.00-11.50 TH PARK 213
18 11.00 M W F LAWSON 151 FRANK CHARLES
02.00-03.50 TH PARK 213
19 03.00 M W F LAWSON 161 BERTONI LOOIS
08.00-09.50 M PARK 213
20 C3.00 M W F LAwSON 161 BERTONI LOUIS
10.00-11.50 M PARK 213
21 03.00 M W F LAWSON 161 BERTONI LOUIS
06.00-07.50 PM M PARK 213
22 03.00 M * F LAWSON 161 BERTONI LOUIS
10.00-11.50 W PARK 213
23 03.00 M W F LAWSON 161 BERTONI LOUIS
04.00-05.50 TH PARK 213
24 03.00 M W F LAWSON 161 BERTONI LOUIS
06.00-07.50 PM TH PARK 213
25 03.00 M W F LAWSON 161 BERTONI LOUIS
08.00-09.50 F PARK 213
26 03.00 M W F LAWSON 161 BERTONI LuUIS
10.00-11.50 F PARK 213
27 03.00 M W F LAwSON 161 BERTONI LOUIS
12.00-01.50 F PARK 213
1106 EARTH ENVIRONMENT 04.0 CR
1 C8. 00-09. 50 M PARK 2 06 BERTONI LOUIS
TO BE ARRANGED





















































































































































































































































7 and 13-25 are inquiry groups;
md 26-30 are lecture/lab groups.
BIOLOGY 04.0 CR
M W F LS I 133 MILLER DONALD M
09.50 T LS I 208
M W F LS I 133 MILLER DONALD M
05.50 T LS I 208
M W F LS I 133 FILLER DONALD M
07.50 PM T LS I 208
M W F LS I 133 MILLER DUNALD M
11.50 W LS I 203
12
GSA
5 C9.00 M W F LS I 133 VILLER DONALD m
06,00-09.50 TH LS I 208
6 09.00 M W F LS I 133 MILLER DONALD M
02.00-03.50 TH LS I 208
7 09.00 M W F LS I 133 MILLEk DONALD M
10.00-11.50 F LS I 208
8 03.00 M W F LS I 133
10.00-11.50 T LS I 208
9 03.00 M W F LS I 133
02.00-C3.50 T LS I 208
10 03.00 M W F LS I 133
C4.00-G5.50 w LS I 208
11 03.00 M W F LS I 133
06.00-07.50 PM W LS I 208
12 03.00 M W F LS 1 133
10.00-11.50 TH LS I 208
13 03.00 M W F LS I 133
12.00-C1.5C TH LS I 208
14 03.00 M W F LS I 133
12.00-01.50 F LS I 208
GSA 201A: An invitational "honor lab" will be fo rmed,
3:00 -4:50, Monday.
201B INTRODUCT BIOLOGY 04.0 CR
1 09.00 T TH LS I 133
12.00-01.50 T TH LS I 211
2 09.00 T TH LS I 133
10.00-11.50 M F LS I 213
3 09.00 T TH LS I 133
12.00-01.50 M F LS I 213
4 09.00 T TH LS I 133
04.00-05.50 M W LS I 213
5 09.00 T TH LS I 133
06.00-07.50 Ph M W LS I 213
6 09.00 T TH LS I 133
10.00-11.50 T TH LS I 213
7 09.00 T TH LS I 133
12.00-01.50 T TH LS I 213
8 01.00 T TH LS I 133 WUNDERLE STEVEN L
02.00-03.50 T TH LS I 211 FAULKNER JUDITH
9 01.00 T TH LS I 133 WUNDERLE
10.00-11.50 T TH LS I 211
10 01.00 T TH LS I 133 WUNDERLE
12.00-01.50 M F LS I 211
11 01.00 T TH LS I 133 WUNDERLE
02.00-03.50 M F LS I 211
12 01.00 T TH LS I 133 WUNDERLE
04.00-05.50 M W LS I 211
13 01.00 T TH LS I 133 WUNDERLE
08.0C-09.50 T TH LS I 211
14 01.00 T TH LS I 133 WUNDERLE
C2. 00-03. 50 T TH LS I 213
GSA 201B: An invitational "hionor lab" will be formed,
4:00- 5:50, Tuesday and Thursday.
210A INTRO ENVIRON BIOL 04.0 CR
1 C8.00 M W F LAW SON 141
09.00 M LS I 307
2 08.00 M W F LAWSON 141
10.00 M LS I 307
3 08.00 M W F LA* SON 141
11.00 M LS I 307
4 08.00 M W F LAWSON 141
01.00 M LS I 307
5 08.00 M W F LAW SON 141
03.00 M LS I 307
6 08.00 M H F LAWSON 141
04.00 M LS I 307
7 08.00 M W F LAWSON 141
C5.0C M LS I 3C7
13
8 08.00 M W F LAWSON 141
07.00 PM M LS I 307
9 08.00 M W F LAWSON 141
C8.00 T LS I 307
10 08.00 M w F LAWSON 141
C9.00 1 LS I 307
11 08.00 M W F LAWSON 141
10.00 T LS I 307
1Z 08.00 M W F LAWSON 141
03.00 W LS I 307
13 03.00 M w F LAWSON 151
07.00 PM w LS I 307
14 03.00 M w F LAWSON 151
09.00 TH LS I 307
15 03.00 M W F LAWSON 151
12.00 TH LS I 307
16 C3.00 M w F LAWSON 151
01.00 TH LS I 307
17 03.00 M W F LAWSON 151
03.00 TH LS I 307
18 C3.00 M W F LAWSON 151
04.00 TH LS I 307
19 03.00 M W F LAWSON 151
06.00 PM TH LS I 307
20 03.00 M W F LAWSON 151
07.00 PM TH LS I 307
21 03.00 M M F LAWSON 151
09.00 F LS I 307
12 03.00 M W F LAWSON 151
10.00 F LS I 307
23 03.00 M W F LAWSON 151
11.00 F LS I 307
24 03.00 M w F LAWSON 151
11.00 T LS I 307
2106 INTRO ENVIRON BIOL 04.0 CR
1 08.00 M w F LAWSON 151
09.00 M LS I 326
2 08.00 M M F LAWSON 151
10.00 M LS I 326
3 08.00 M w F LAWSON 151
11.00 M LS I 326
4 08.00 M w F LArtSON 151
12.00 M LS I 326
5 08.00 M M F LAWSON 151
03.00 M LS I 326
6 08.00 M W F LAWSON 151
04.00 M LS I 326
7 C8.00 M k F LAWSON 151
06.00 PM M LS I 326
8 08.00 M Vi F LAWSON 151
08.00 T LS I 326
9 08.00 M W F LAwSON 151
09.00 T LS I 326
10 08.00 M w F LAWSON 151
10.00 T LS I 32o
11 08.00 M W F LAWSON 151
11.00 T LS I 326
12 08.00 M w F LAWSON 151
12.00 T LS I 326
13 CI. 00 M w F LAWSON 161
01.00 T LS I 326
14 01.00 M w F LAWSON 161
03.00 T LS I 326
15 01.00 M w F LAWSON 161
C4.00 T LS I 326
16 01.00 M w F LAWSON 161
05.00 T LS I 326
17 01.00 M w F LAWSON 161
08.00 w LS I 326
14
18 01,,00 M W F LAWSON 161
09,.00 M LS I 326
19 01.,00 M W F LAWSON 161
10,,00 W LS I 326
20 01,,00 M W F LAWSON 161
11,,00 W LS I 326
21 01,,00 M M F LAWSON 161
12.,00 W LS I 326
22 01,,00 M W F LAWSON 161
03,,00 W LS I 326
23 01,,00 M W F LAWSON 161
04,,00 W LS I 326
24 01,,00 M W F LAWSON 161
08,,00 TH LS I 326
25 03,,00- 04.,20 T TH LAwSON 151
09.,00 TH LS I 326
26 03,,00-04,,20 r TH LAWSON 151
10,,00 TH LS I 3 26
21 03,,00- 04,,20 T TH LAWSON 151
11,,00 TH LS I 326
28 03,,00-•04.,20 T TH LAWSON 151
12.,00 TH LS I 326
29 03.,00-04,,20 T TH LAWSON 151
01.,00 TH LS I 326
30 03,,00-04.,20 T TH LAWSON 151
03,,00 F LS I 326
31 C3,,00- 04.,20 T TH LAWSON 151
04,,00 TH LS I 326
32 03,,00-•04.,20 T TH LAWSON 151
06.,00 PM TH LS I 326
33 03,,0C-04,,20 T TH LAWSON 151
08,,00 F LS I 326
34 03,,00-•04.,20 T TH LAWSON 151
09,,00 F LS I 3 26
35 03,,00-04,,20 T TH LAWSON 151
10,,00 F LS I 326
36 03,,00-04,,20 T TH LAWSON 151
11,,00 F LS I 326
29^A SURVIVAL OF MAN 04,0 CR
1 09.,00 T THF LAWSON 151
08,,00 M PARK 301
2 09,,00 T THF LAWSON 151
08.,00 w PARK 301
3 09.,00 T THF LAWSON 151
09.,00 W AG 14d
4 09.,00 T THF LAWSON 151
03,,00 TH PARK 301
5 09,,00 T THF LAWSON 151
09,,00 M AG 150
6 09,,00 T THF LAWSON 151
12,,00 TH AG 143
7 09,,00 T THF LAWSON 151
12,,00 TH AG 170
8 09,,00 T THF LAWSON 151
02,,00 T AG 148
9 C9,,00 T THF LAwSON 151
04,,00 TH LS II 130
10 09,,00 T THF LAWSON 151
CI,,00 F AG 150
11 09,,00 T THF LAWSON 151
03,.00 M AG 188
12 09 .00 T THF LAWSON 151
02,.00 14 AG 224
13 03 .00 T TH LAWSON 131
12,.00--01,.50 F AG 220
14 C3,.00 T TH LAWSON 131
08 .00--09,.50 M AG 152
15 03 .00 T TH LAWSON 131
12 .00--01,.50 T AG 143
15
16 03.00 T TH LAWSON 131
03.00-04.50 W LS II 430
2998 SURVIVAL OF MAN 04.0 CR
1 10.00 T THF LAWSON 151
08.00 M AG 188
2 10.00 T THF LAWSON 151
12.00 W LS II 130
3 10.00 T THF LAWSON 151
02.00 W LS II 130
4 10.00 T THF LAWSON 151
03.00 M LS II 430
5 10.00 T THF LAWSON 151
09.00 W LS II 146
6 10.00 T THF LAWSON 151
01.00 W LS I 307
7 10.00 T THF LAWSON 151
10.00 M PARK 301
8 10.00 T THF LAWSON 151
10.00 W PARK 301
9 10.00 T THF LAWSON 151
11.00 M PARK 301
10 10.00 T THF LAWSON 151
11.00 W PARK 301
11 10.00 T THF LAWSON 151
02.00 M TECH A 410
12 10.00 I THF LAWSON 151
02.00 W TFCH A 210
301 PRIN OF PHYSIOLOGY 04.0 CR
1 10.00 M W F LS I 133 GASS GEORGE HIRAM
03.00-04.50 M LS II 149
2 10.00 M W F LS I 133 GASS GEORGE HIRAM
11.00-12.50 T LS II 149
3 10.00 M W F LS I 133 GASS GEORGE HIRAM
11.00-12.50 TH LS II 149
4 10.00 M W F LS I 133 GASS GEORGE HIRAM
12.00-01.50 M LS II 149
5 10.00 M W F LS I 133 GASS GEORGE HIRAM
05.45-07.25 T LS II 149
6 10.00 M W F LS I 133 GASS GEORGE HIRAM
08.00-09.50 W LS II 149
7 10.00 M W F LS I 133 GASS GEORGE HIRAM
02.00-03.50 W LS II 149
8 CI. 00 M W F LS I 133 STRACK L CU I S E
05.45-07.25 TH LS II 149
9 CI. 00 M W F LS I 133 STRACK LOUIS E
02.00-03.50 T LS II 149
10 CI. 00 M W F LS I 133 STRACK LCUIS E
08.00-09.50 M LS II 149
11 01.00 M W F LS I 133 STRACK LOUIS E
08.00-09.50 F LS II 149
12 01.00 M W F LS I 133 STRACK LOUIS E
08.00-09.50 T LS II 149
13 01.00 M W F LS I 133 STRACK LOUIS E
C8. 00-09. 50 TH LS II 149
14 CI. 00 M W F LS I 133 STRACK LOUIS E
05.45-07.25 w LS II 149
15 01.00 M W F LS I 133 STRACK LOUIS E
10.00-11.50 S LS II 149
302 PSYC-PHSL FOUN B£H 03.0 CR
1 10.00 M W F LAWSON 231 IRwIN
312 CONS OF NATURAL RES 03.0 CR
1 11.00 M W F LAWSON 161 STAHL JOHN R
315 HISTORY OF BIOLOGY 03.0 CR
1 08.00 M W F LAWSON 101 GALBREATH EDWIN C
321 INTRO PALEONTOLOGY 03.0 CR
1 10.00 W F PARK 111
03.00-04.50 M PARK 107
2 10.00 W F PARK 111










3 10. 00 W F PARK 111
08,00-09.50 PM M PARK 107
4 11.00 1 TH PARK 111
C8.0C-C9.50 M PARK 107
5 11.00 1 ' TH PARK HI
10.00-11.50 M PARK 107
6 11.00 1 TH PARK 111
Cl.00-C2.50 M PARK 1C7
INTR TO ROCKS L MIN 03.0 CR
1 09.00 M W PARK 2 04 BELL FRANK J
08.00-09.50 TH PARK 112
2 C9.00 M M PARK 204 BELL FRANK J
10.00-11.50 TH PARK 112
3 09.00 M W PARK 204 BELL FRANK J
12.00-01.50 TH PARK 112
4 03.00 1 TH PARK 204 BELL FRANK J
04.00-C5.50 TH PARK 112
5 03.00 1 TH PARK 204 BELL FRANK J
C6. 00-07. 50 PM TH PARK 112
WEATHER 03.0 CR
1 09.00 W LAWSON 171 JONES DAVID L
10.00-11.50 w AG 150
2 09.00 w LAWSON 171 JONES DAVID L
12.00-01.50 w AG 150
3 09.00 H LAwSON 171 JONES DAVID L
C2. 00-03. 50 W AG 150
4 09.00 w LAwSON 171 JONES DAVID L
08.00-09.50 TH AG 150
5 09.00 W LAWSON 171 JONES OAVID L
10.00-11.50 TH AG 150
6 09.00 M LAwSON 171 JONES DAVID L
12.00-01.50 TH AG 150
7 C9.00 W LAWSON 171 JONES DAVID L
02.00-03.50 TH AG 150
8 C9.00 W LAWSON 171 JONES DAVID L
08.00-09.50 F AG 150
9 09.00 H LAWSON 171 JONES DAVID L
10.00-11.50 F AG 150
CLIMATE 03.0 CR
1 09.00 M LAwSON 171 SHARPE DAVID M
10.00-11.50 M AG 150
2 C9.00 M LAWSON 171 SHARPE DAVID M
12.00-01.50 M AG 150
3 C9.00 M LAwSON 171 SHARPE DAVID M
02.00-03.50 M AG 150
4 09.00 M LAWSON 171 SHAHPE DAVID M
08.00-09.50 7 AG 150
5 C9.00 M LAWSON 171 SHARPE DAVID M
10.00-11.50 1 AG 150
t> C9.00 M LAWSON 171 SHARPE DAVID M
12.00-01.50 T AG 150
7 09.00 M LAWSON 171 SHARPE DAVID M
02.00-03.50 T AG 150
a C9.00 M LAWSON 171 SHARPE DAVID M
08.00-09.50 W AG 150
9 09.00 M LAWSON 171 SHARPE DAVID M
10.00-11.50 w AG 148
1 ENVIRON POLLUTION 03.0 CR
PREREQ JR STANDING
1 C8.00 M THF WHAM 105 VERDUIN JACOB
2 03.00 M THF WHAM 105 VERDUIN JACOB
NUTRITIONAL ECOLOGY 03.0 CR
1 11.00 M W F H EC 140B KUNISHI FRANK
ECOLOGY 03.0 CR
1 09.00 M W F TECH A 111 ROBERTSON PHILIP
2 11.00 M W F NKRS B 440 WUNDERLE
3 C2.C0 M U NKRS B 440 WUNDERLb STEVE
02.00 F LS I 133 wUNDERLt STEVE
ECONOMIC BOTANY 03.0 CR






MEAT IN MANS WORLD 03.0 CR
09.00 M 1 F AG 102
ANAL OF PHYS SYSTEM 03.0 CR
PREREQ 1ST LEVEL GSA & MATH 111A&B
01.00 T TH TECH A 111
04.00-05.50 T TECH D 122
01.00 T TH TECH A 111
04.00-05.50 TH TECH D 122
ANAL OF PHYS SYSTEM 03.0 CR
PREREQ GSA 358A
03.00 T TH TECH A 221
06.00-07.50 PM M TECH D 122
03.00 T TH TECH A 221
06.00-07.50 PM TH TECH D 122
03.00 T TH TECH A 221
06.00-07.50 PM T TECH D 122
ACOUSTICS OF MUSIC 03.0 CR
04.00 M W F LAWSON 121 GORDON RODERICK D

















































































































































































































































10,00 MT TH LAWSUN 141 MCFARLIN
10.00 F WHAM 303
10.00 MT TH LAWSON 141 ^CFARLIN
12.00 T PULL 41
10.00 MT TH LAWSON 141 MCGARLIN
12.00 F PULL 41
02.00 M W F LAWSON 141 BARTON
12.00 T PULL 39
02.00 M W F LAWSON 141 BARTON
03.00 W PULL 39
02.00 M W F LAWSON 141 BARTON
08.00 TH PULL 37
02.00 M w F LAWSON 141 BARTON
08.00 T PULL 37
02.00 M W F LAWSON 141 BARTON
11.00 TH H EC 120
02.00 M W F LAWSON 141 BARTON
02.00 T H EC 206
02.00 M W F LAWSON 141 BARTON
C2.00 TH PARK 2 04
02.00 M W F LAWSON 141 BARTON
10.00 T LS I 315
02.00 M W F LAWSON 141 BARTON
12.00 F PARK 301
02.00 M W F LAWSON 141 BARTON
10.00 F 0862 102
C2.00 M W F LAWSON 141 BARTON
06.00 PM TH 0862 102
02.00 M W F LAWSON 141 BARTON
04.00 T 0862 102
MAN AND HIS WORLD 04.0 CR
08.00 M W F LAWSON 171
01.00 M H EC 306
08.00 M W F LAWSON 171
02.00 M H EC 306
08.00 M W F LAWSON 171
03.00 M H EC 306
08.00 M W F LAWSON 171
04.00 M H EC 306
08.00 M W F LAWSON 171
08.00 T H EC 306
08.00 M W F LAWSON 171
09.00 T H EC 306
08.00 M W F LAWSON 171
10.00 T H EC 306
08.00 M W F LAWSON 171
11.00 T H EC 306
08.00 M W F LAWSON 171
12.00 T H EC 306
08.00 M W F LAWSON 171
01.00 T H EC 306
08.00 M W F LAwSON 171
C2.00 T H EC 306
08.00 M W F LAWSON 171
03.00 T H EC 306
11.00 M W F WHAM 105
08.00 W H EC 306
11.00 M w F WHAM 105
04. CO T H EC 306
11.00 M W F WHAM 105
09.00 W H EC 306
11.00 M W F WHAM 105
10.00 W H EC 306
11.00 M W F WHAM 105
C4.0C TH H EC 3 06
11.00 M W F WHAM 105
12.00 W H EC 306
11.00 M W F WHAM 105






























11.00 M W F WHAM 105
02.00 W H EC 306
11.00 M W F WHAM 105
03.00 W H EC 306
11.00 M W F WHAM 105
04.00 W H EC 306
11.00 M W F WHAM 105
08.00 TH H EC 306
11.00 M W F WHAM 105
09.00 TH H EC 306
CI. 00 M LAWSON 151
01.00 T TH LAWSON 161
10.00 TH H EC 306
01.00 M LAWSON 151
01.00 T TH LAWSON 161
08.00 F H EC 306
01.00 M LAWSON 151
01.00 T TH LAWSON 161
09.00 F H EC 306
01.00 M LAWSON 151
01.00 T TH LAWSON 161
02.00 T H EC 306
01.00 M LAWSON 151
01.00 T TH LAWSON 161
10.00 F H EC 3 06
CI. 00 M LAWSON 151
01.00 T TH LAWSON 161
11.00 F H EC 306
01.00 M LAWSON 151
01.00 T TH LAWSON 161
12.00 F H EC 306
01.00 M LAWSON 151
01.00 T TH LAWSON 161
CI. 00 F H EC 306
CI. 00 M LAWSON 151
01.00 T TH LAWSON 161
02.00 F H EC 306
CI. 00 M LAWSON 151
01.00 T TH LAWSON 161
03.00 F H EC 306
01.00 M LAWSON 151
01.00 T TH LAWSON 161
04.00 F H EC 306
01.00 M LAWSON 151
01.00 T TH LAWSON 161
08.00 M H EC 3 06
01.00 M WTHF H EC 122A
ABOVE SECTION HONORS-ENROL BY PERMISSION
ONLY
03.00 M W F LAWSON 171
09.00 M H EC 306
03.00 M W F LAWSON 171
10.00 M H EC 306
03.00 M W F LAWSON 171
11.00 M H EC 306
03.00 M W F LAWSON 171
12.00 M H EC 306
03.00 M W F LAWSON 171
11.00 TH H EC 306
03.00 M W F LAWSON 171
12.00 TH H EC 3 06
03.00 M W F LAWSON 171
01.00 TH H EC 306
03.00 M W F LAWSON 171
02.00 TH H EC 306
03.00 M W F LAWSON 171
03.00 TH H EC 306
03.00 M W F LAWSON 171
11.00 W H EC 3 06
20
GSB
48 C3.00 M U F LAWSON 171
01,00 T H EC 106
49 03.00 M * F LAwSON 171
02.00 TH H EC 106
102B MAN AND HIS WORLD 04.0 CR
1 09.00 MTWTH AG 220
THE ABOVE SECTION RESTRICTED-PRESIDENT
SCHOLARS
2 09.00 T TH WHAM 105
10.00 T TH AG 220
3 09.00 T TH WHAM 105
11.00 T TH AG 220
4 C9.00 T TH WHAM 105
12.00 T TH AG 220
5 09.00 T TH WHAM 105
01.00 T TH AG 220
6 09.00 T TH WHAM 105
02.00 T TH AG 220
7 09.00 T TH WHAM 105
03.00 T TH AG 222
8 09.00 T TH WHAM 105
04.00 T TH AG 220
9 09.00 T TH WHAM 105
08.00 W F AG 220
10 09.00 T TH WHAM 105
10.00 T TH AG 16b
11 10.00 M W PARK 124
11.00 M W AG 220
12 10.00 M W PARK 124
12.00 M W AG 220
13 10.00 M W PARK 124
01.00 M W AG 220
14 10.00 M W PARK 124
02.00 M W AG 220
15 10.00 M h PARK 124
03.00 M W AG 222
lo 10.00 M w PARK 124
04.00 M W AG 220
17 10.00 M W PARK 124
08.00 T TH AG 220
18 10.00 M W PARK 124
09.00 T TH AG 222
19 10.00 M W PARK 124
10.00 T TH AG 222
20 12.00 T TH LAWSON 141
01.00 T TH AG 222
21 12.00 T TH LAWSON 141
02.00 T TH AG 222
22 12.00 T TH LAWSON 141
02.00 T TH AG 188
23 12.00 T TH LAWSON 141
C4.00 T TH AG 188
24 12.00 T TH LAWSON 141
08.00 W F AG 222
25 12.00 T TH LAWSON 141
09.00 W F AG 222
2o 12.00 T TH LAWSON 141
11.00 W F AG 188
27 12.00 T TH LAWSON 141
12.00 W F AG 188
28 12.00 T TH LAWSON 141
01.00 W F AG 188
29 02.00 T TH LAWSON 151
03.00 T TH AG 188
30 02.00 T TH LAWSON 151
08.00 W F AG 188
31 02.00 T TH LAWSON 151
09.00 W F AG 188
32 C2.00 T TH LAwSON 151










































109 INTRO-BLACK AMERICA 04.0 CR
1 06.00-07.25 PM M W WHAM 105 SCOTT ROBERT N
03.00-04.50 TH TECH A 222 SCOTT ROBERT N
2 06.00-07.25 PM M W WHAM 105 SCOTT ROBERT N
03.00-04.50 TH TECH A 210 SCCTT ROBERT N
3 06.00-07.25 PM M W WHAM 105 SCOTT ROBERT N
03.00-04.50 TH TECH A 208 SCOTT ROBERT N
A 06.00-07.25 PM M U WHAM 105 SCCTT ROBERT N
03.00-04.50 TH TECH A 120 SCOTT ROBERT N
5 06.00-07.25 PM M W WHAM 105 SCOTT ROBERT N
03.00-04.50 TH WHAM 212 SCOTT ROBERT N
6 06.00-07.25 PM M W WHAM 105 SCOTT ROBERT N
03.00-04.50 TH WHAM 301A SCCTT ROBERT N
7 06.00-07.25 PM M W WHAM 105 SCOTT ROBERT N
03.00-04.50 TH NKRS A 258 SCOTT ROBERT N
8 06.00-07.25 PM M W WHAM 105 SCOTT ROBERT N
03.00-04.50 TH NKRS A 160 SCOTT ROBERT N
9 06.00-07.25 PM M W WHAM 105 SCOTT ROBERT N
03.00-04.50 TH LS II 146 SCOTT ROBERT N
10 06.00-07.25 PM M W WHAM 105 SCOTT ROBERT N
03.00-04.50 TH LS II 350 SCOTT ROBERT N
11 06.00-07.25 PM M W WFAM 105 SCCTT ROBERT N
03.00-04.50 TH LS II 450 SCOTT ROBERT N
12 06. 00-07. 25 PM M W WHAM 1C5 SCCTT ROBERT N
03.0J-04.50 TH AG 116 SCOTT HUBERT N
13 06.00-07.25 PM M W WHAM 1C5 SCCTT ROBtRT N
03.00-04.50 TH AG 144 SCOTT KOBERT N
14 C6. 00-07. 25 PM M W WHAM 105 SCCTT ROBERT N
03.00-04.50 TH AG 168 SCOTT ROBERT N
15 G6. 00-07. 25 PM M W WHAM 105 SCCTT ROBERT N
03.00-04.50 TH AG 224 SCOTT ROBERT N
16 06.00-07.25 PM M W WHAM 105 SCOTT ROBERT N
03.00-04.50 TH LS I 16 SCOTT ROBERT N
17 06.00-07.25 PM M W WHAM 105 SCOTT ROBERT N
03.00-04.50 TH LS I 205 SCOTT RORERT N
18 06.00-07.25 PM M W WHAM 105 SCOTT ROBERT N
03.00-04.50 TH PULL 41 SCOTT ROBERT N
19 06.00-07.25 PM M W WHAM 105 SCOTT ROBERT N
03.00-04.50 TH PARK 111 SCCTT ROBERT N
20 06.00-07.25 PM M W WHAM 105 SCCTT ROBERT N
03.00-04.50 TH H EC 104 SCCTT ROBERT N
201B SOCIETY £ BEHAVIOR 04.0 CR
1 09.00 M w LAWSON 151 MCGLYNN
08.00 W F AG 224
2 09.00 M W LAWSON 151 MCGLYNN
08.00 W F H EC 201
3 09.00 M rt LAWSON 151 MCGLYNN i
02.00 W F WHAM 112
4 09.00 M W LAWSON 151 MCGLYNN
10.00 W F 0861 101
5 09.00 M W LAWSON 151 MCGLYNN
03.00 w F LS II 146
6 09.00 M H LAWSGN 151 KCGLYNN
12.00 W F 0875 101
7 09.00 M W LAWSON 151 MCGLYNN
12.00 W F LS II 450
8 09.00 M W LAWSON 151 NCGLYNN
01.00 W F 0862 102
9 11.00 T TH LAWSON 151 PATTERSON EDGAR I
08.00 M W LS II 350
22
GSB
10 11.00 T TH LAWSON 151 PATTFKSGN EUGAR I
08.00 M W 0875 101
11 11.00 T TH LARSON 151 PATTERSuN EUGAR I
09,00 M N WHAM 202
12 11.00 T TH LAWSON 151 PATTERSON EDGAR I
11.00 F WHAM 329
11.00 W WHAM 210
ABOVE SECTION REST* TO PRES SCHOLARS
13 11.00 T TH LAWSON 151 PATTERSON EDGAR I
03.00 M w WHAM 317
14 11.00 T TH LAWSON 151 PATTERSON EDGAR I
12.00 M W WHAM 210
15 11.00 T TH LAWSON 151 PATTERSON EDGAR I
U.00 M W LS II 3 50
16 11.00 T TH LAWSON 151 PATTERSON EDGAR I
02.00 M W LS II 450
17 CI. 00 T TH WHAM 105 HENDRIX
08.00 T F WHAM 210
18 CI. 00 T TH WHAM 105 HENDRIX
08. OC T F 0875 102
19 01.00 T TH WHAM 105 HENDRIX
11.00 T F AG 154
20 01.00 T TH WHAM 105 HENDRIX
12.00 T F LS II 146
21 01.00 T TH WHAM 105 HENDRIX
12.00 T F WHAM 210
22 01.00 T TH WHAM 105 HENDRIX
09.00 T F AG 224
23 01.00 T TH WHAM 105 HENDRIX
02.00 T F LS II 450
24 01.00 T TH WHAM 105 HENDRIX
03.00 T F WHAM 317
25 02.00 M W LAWSON 171 NALL,F
08.00 M TH WHAM 210
26 02.00 M W LAWSON 171 NALL,E
08.00 M TH H EC 201
27 02.00 M W LAWSON 171 NALL,E
11.00 M LS I 323
11.00 TH WHAM 317
2d C2.00 M W LAWSON 171 NALL,E
12.00 M TH WHAM 205
29 02.00 M W LAWSON 171 NALL,E
12.00 M TH LS II 450
30 02.00 M U LAWSON 171 NALL,E
01.00 M TH 0862 101
31 02.00 M M LAWSON 171 NALL,E
03.00 M TH COMM 1021
32 C2.00 M W LAWSON 171 NALL,t
04.00 M TH 0875 101
33 07.35-09.15 PM M w LAWSON 101
34 07.35 - 09.15 PM M W AG 224
201C SOCIETY I BEHAVIOR 04.0 CR
1 11.00 M W LAWSON 141 CARRIER NEIL ALAN
08.00-09.50 TH LS I 308
2 11.00 M W LAWSON 141 CARRIER NEIL ALAN
10.00-11.50 TH LS I 308
3 11.00 M W LAWSON 141 CARRIER NEIL ALAN
12.00-01.50 TH LS I 308
4 11.00 M » LAWSON 141 CARRIER NEIL ALAN
02.00-03.50 TH LS I 308
5 11.00 M W LAWSON 141 CARRIER NEIL ALAN
04.00-C5.50 TH LS I 308
6 11.00 M W LAWSON 141 CARRIER NEIL ALAN
C6. 00-07. 50 PM TH LS I 308
7 11.00 M W LAWSON 141 CARRIER NEIL ALAN
08.00-09.50 F LS I 308
8 11.00 M W LAWSON 141 CARRIFR NEIL ALAN
10.00-11.50 F LS I 308
9 11.00 M W LAWSON 141 CARRIER NEIL ALAN





























13 03.00 M W TECH A 111 SCHMECK RONALD
10.00-11.50 T LS I 313
14 03.00 M w TECH A 111 SCHMECK RONALD























































21 04.00 M W LAWSON 151 CARRIER NEIL ALAN





















































28 06.00-07.50 PM W LAWSON 141

















31 06.00-07.50 PM W LAWSON 141

































2108 INTERCUL SEM-EUROPE 02. TG 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
STUDENT MIST REGISTER FOR EITHER 2 OR 4
CR
211A POLITICAL ECONOMY 04.0 CR
1 11.00 MTW PARK 124 RUSSELL

















































6 10. 00 N W F WHAM 105 JACKSON
09 ,00 TH AG 188
7 10,.00 H W F WHAM 105 JACKSON
10, 00 T 0495 220
8 10,,00 M W F WHAM 105 JACKSON
10, 00 T WHAM 329
9 10,,00 M W F WHAM 105 JACKSUN
10, 00 TH 0495 220
10 10.,00 M W F WHAM 105 JACKSON
10. 00 TH WHAM 329
11 10 ,00 M W F WHAM 105 JACKSON
11. 00 T AG 188
12 10.,00 M M F WHAM 105 JACKSCN
11. 00 TH 0862 102
13 02,,00 M W F WHAM 1C5
01, 00 T AB30TT 129
14 C2, 00 M W F WHAM 105 ARMOUR
01, 00 T WHAM 201
15 02. 00 M W F WHAM 105 ARMOUR
01, 00 TH WHAM 112
16 02. 00 M W F WHAM 105 ARMOUR
01, 00 TH WHAM 201
17 C2, 00 M W F WHAM 105
C2. 00 T WHAM 328
18 C2, 00 M W F WHAM 105 ARMOUR
02, 00 T LS I 323
19 02, 00 M W F WHAM 105 ARMOUR
02, 00 TH LS I 323
20 02. 00 M W F WHAM 105 ARMOUR
02. 00 TH H EC 104
21 02. 00 M W F WHAM 105 ARMOUR
C3, 00 T 0495 220
11 02, 00 M W F WHAM 105 ARMOUR
03. 00 TH 0495 220
23 05, 45- 07, 25 M W CL 109
24 05, 45- 07, 25 T TH WHAM 201
2b 07, 35- 09, 15 PM M W CL 109
26 07. 35- 09, 15 PM T TH WHAM 201
27 12. 00 mt THF 0495 220
SURVIVAL OF MAN 04.0 CR
1 09, 00 T THF LAWSON 151
C8, 00 M PARK 301
2 09, 00 T THF LAWSON 151
08, 00 W PARK 301
3 09. 00 T THF LAWSON 151
09, 00 W AG 148
4 09. 00 T THF LAWSON 151
03, 00 TH PARK 301
5 09, 00 T THF LAWSON 151
C9, 00 M AG 150
6 09, 00 T THF LAWSON 151
12. 00 TH AG 148
7 09. 00 T THF LAWSON 151
12. 00 TH AG 170
a 09.,00 T THF LAWSON 151
02. 00 T AG 148
9 09,,00 T THF LAWSON 151
04, 00 TH LS II 130
10 C9,,00 T THF LAWSON 151
01, 00 F AG 150
n C9,,00 T THF LAWSON 151
03, 00 M AG 188
12 C9,,00 T THF LAWSON 151
02,,00 W AG 224
13 C3,,00 T TH LAWSON 131
12, 00-01,,50 F AG 220
14 03,,00 T TH LAWSON 131
08,.00-•09,,50 M AG 152
15 03, 00 T TH LAWSON 131
12 .00-01,,50 T AG 148
25
16 03.00 T TH LAWSON 131
03.00-04,50 W LS II 430
2998 SURVIVAL OF MAN 04.0 CR
1 10.00 T THF LAWSON 151
08.00 M AG 188
2 10.00 T THF LAWSON 151
12.00 W LS II 130
3 10.00 T THF LAWSON 151
02.00 W LS II 130
4 10.00 T THF LAWSON 151
03.00 M LS II 430
5 10.00 T THF LAWSON 151
09.00 W LS II 146
6 10.00 T THF LAWSON 151
01.00 w LS I 307
7 10.00 T THF LAWSON 151
10.00 M
. PARK 301
8 10.00 T THF LAWSON 151
10.00 W PARK 301
9 10.00 T THF LAWSON 151
11.00 M PARK 301
10 10.00 T THF LAWSON 151
11.00 W PARK 301
11 10.00 T THF LAWSON 151
02.00 M TECH A 410
12 10.00 T THF LAWSON 151
02.00 W TECH A 210
300A UNITED STATES HIST 03.0 CR
1 12.00 T THF LAWSON 101 HUDSON GOSSIE h
2 06.00-07.25 PM M W LAWSON 151 BATINSKI MICHAEL C
300B UNITEO STATES HIST 03.0 CR
1 11.00 T THF LAWSON 141 ADAMS GEORGE W
2 12.00 M WTH LAWSON 161 FLADELAND BETTY L
300C UNITEO STATES HIST 03.0 CR
1 09.00 M * F WHAM 105 MURPHY
2 03.00 TWTH LAWSON 231 TRANI EUGENE P
302 LAW CIVIL RIGHTS 03.0 CR
1 10.00 M WTH WHAM 201 WAS8Y STEP
30 3 INTERNATIONAL REL 04.0 CR
1 08.00 TWTHF WHAM 201 MORRIS
2 12.00 MT THF 0862 101 STAUBER
3 02.00-03.50 M W WHAM 228 LEVINE MARK STEWAR
4 04.00 MTWTH WHAM 201 TURLEY
306 CHILD DEVELOPMENT 03.0 CR
1 03.00 MT TH H EC 14OB FLYNN TI 10THY M
310A CURRENT EVENTS 01.0 CR
1 10.00 F LAWSON 141 FORD
310B CURRENT EVENTS 02.0 CR
1 10.00 F LAWSON 141 FORD
12.00 M AG 222
2 10.00 F LAWSON 141 FORD
12.00 T AG 222
3 10.00 F LAWSON 141 FORD
01.00 W AG 168
4 10.00 F LAWSON 141 FORD
01.00 F AG 152
5 10.00 F LAWSON 141 FORD
G2.00 TH AG 148
6 10.00 F LAWSON 141 FORD
03.00 T AG 144







1 09.00 M W F CL 109 ELLIS R
314 ECUN ANAL AG POL US 03.0 CR
PREREQ GSB 211
1 02.00 F AG 155 LYBECKER DONALD W
02.00 MT AG 214 LYBECKER DONALD W
2 02.00 TH AG 155 LYBECKER DONALD W

















































355 GEOG OF U S
1 12.00
361 FUND OF 0EC1S MAKE
PREREO MATH 111-10 A£B
1 02.00
377 ISSUES OF TODAY
1 07.30-09.00 PM
385 CONTEMP POL ISMS
1 04.00








395B CULT TRAD- INDO-CH IN








































































































































MUSIC UNDERSTAND!:ng 03.0 CR
1 08.00 M W F LAWSUN 201 NADAF
2 11.00 M W F LAWSON 201 EDDINS JOHN M
3 02.00 M W F LAWSON 201 FLOYD
ART APPRECIATION 03.0 CR
1 10.00 W LAWSON 141
10.00-11.50 T 0843 103
08.00 TH 0843 103
2 10.00 W LAWSON 141
C9. 00-10. 50 TH 0343 103















10.00 w LAWSON 141
10.00-11.50 TH 0843 103
12.00 T 0843 103
1C.00 W LAWSON 141
08.00-09.50 S 0843 103
C9.00 T 0843 103
10.00 W LAWSON 141
03.00-04.50 M 0843 103
04.00 W 0843 102
10.00 H LAWSON 141
11.00-12.50 F 0843 103
12.00 T 0843 102
10.00 W LAWSUN 141
01.00-02.50 F 0843 103
12.00 TH 0843 102
10.00 W LAwSON 141
11.00-12.50 M 0843 103
10.00 TH 0843 102
10.00 W LAWSON 1^1
08.00-09.50 S 0843 102
10.00 M 0843 103
10.00 W LAWSON 141
11.00 TH 0843 102
01.00-02.50 T 0843 103
10.00 ta LAwSON 141
10.00 T 0843 102
01.00-02.50 TH 0843 103
12.00 T LAWSON 161
01.00-G2.50 b 0843 103
03.00 T 084 3 102
12.00 T LAWSON 161
09.00-10.50 V, 0843 103
10.00-10.20 F 0843 103
12.00 T LAWSON 161
08.00-09.50 F 0843 103
09.00 TH 0843 102
12.00 r LAWSON 161
11.00-12.50 k 0843 103
12.00 M 0843 102
12.00 T LAWSON 161
10.00-11.50 S 0843 103
03.00 F 0843 102
12.00 I LAWSON 161
10.00-11.50 S 0843 102
02.00 T 0843 102
12.00 T LAWSON 161
07.35-08.25 PM TH 0843 102
03.00-04.50 T 0843 103
12.00 T LAWSON 161
11.00 M 0843 102
03.00-04.50 TH 0843 103
12.00 T LAWSON 161
03.00 w 0843 102
03.00-04.50 F 0843 103
12.00 T LAWSON 161
02.00 w 0843 102
05.00-06.50 T 0843 103
12.00 T LAWSON 161
12.00 k 0843 102
05.00-06.50 M 0843 103
PROB-MORAL DEC- PHIL 03.0 CR
10.00 T TH LAWSON 161 STRATTON
11.00 TH AG 224
10.00 T TH LAWSON 161 STRATTON
12.00 TH H EC 203
10.00 T TH LAWSON 161 STRATTON
01.00 TH H EC 202
10.00 T TH LAWSON 161 STRATTON





5 10.00 T TH LAWSON 16i STRATTON
03.00 TH H EC 120
6 10.00 T TH LAWSON 161 STRATTON
08.00 F H tC 202
7 10.00 T TH LAWSON 161 STRATTON
09.00 F WHAM 206
8 10.00 T TH LAWSON 161 STRATTON
10.00 F WHAM 206
9 10.00 T TH LAWSON 161
11.00 F H EC 102
10 10.00 T TH LAWSON 161
01.00 F H EC 202
11 10.00 T TH LAWSON 161
09.00 T WHAM 228
12 10.00 T TH LAWSON 161
10.00 S H EC 208
13 11.00 T TH LAWSON 161 SCHILPP PAUL A
01.00 W H EC 202
14 11.00 T TH LAWSON 161 SCHILPP PAUL A
C2.00 W H EC 202
15 11.00 T TH LAWSON 161 SCHILPP PAUL A
C3.00 W 0862 101
16 11.00 T TH LAWSUN 161 SCHILPP PAUL A
08.00 TH H EC 208
17 11.00 T TH LAWSON 161 SCHILPP PAUL A
09.00 TH H EC 120
18 11.00 T TH LAWSON 161 SCHILPP PAUL A
10.00 TH H EC 202
19 11.00 T TH LAWSON 161 SCHILPP PAUL A
11.00 F H EC 122
20 11.00 T TH LAWSON 161 SCHILPP PAUL A
12.00 TH H EC 106
21 11.00 T TH LAWSON 161 SCHILPP PAUL A
01.00 TH H EC 203
22 11.00 T TH LAWSON 161 SCHILPP PAUL A
02.00 TH H EC 208
23 11.00 T TH LAWSON 161 SCHILPP PAUL A
03.00 TH H EC 201
24 11.00 T TH LAWSON 161 SCHILPP PAUL A
08.00 F WHAM 205
25 01.00 T TH LAWSUN 141 FOWIE JOHN
08.00 M H EC 104
26 01.00 T TH LAWSON 141 FOWIE JOHN
09.00 W LS I 307
27 01.00 T TH LAWSON 141 FOWIE JOHN
08.00 F H EC 106
28 01.00 T TH LAWSON 141 HOWIE JOHN
11.00 M PULL 37
29 01.00 T TH LAWSON 141 HUWIE JOHN
12.00 M H EC 202
30 CI. 00 T TH LAWSON 141 HOWIE JOHN
01.00 M H EC 202
31 01.00 T TH LAWSON 141 HOWIE .JOHN
08.00 T H EC 203
i2 01.00 T TH LAWSON 141 HOWIE JUHN
09.00 T H EC 208
33 CI. 00 T TH LAWSON 141 HOWIE JOHN
10.00 T H EC 202
34 CI. 00 T TH LAWSON 141 FOWIE JOHN
11.00 T H EC 202
35 CI. 00 T TH LAWSON 141 HOWIE JOHN
10.00 T H EC 118
36 CI. 00 T TH LAWSON 141 HOWIE JOHN
11.00 T H EC 120
37 C2. 00-03. 50 T H EC 102
38 03.00 T TH LAWSON 171 ALLEN
01.00 TH H EC 104
39 03.00 T TH LAWSON 171 ALLEN
02.00 TH H EC 202
29
40 03. 00 T TH LAWSCN 171 ALLEN
08. 00 TH H EC 102
41 03, 00 T TH LAWSON 171 ALLEN
08. 00 F H EC 122
42 03, 00 T TH LAWSON 171 ALLEN
09. 00 F WHAM 112
43 03. 00 T TH LAWSON 171 ALLEN
10. 00 F WHAM 201
44 03. 00 T TH LAwSON 171 ALLEN
11. 00 F WHAM 2 08
45 03. 00 T TH LAWSON 171 ALLEN
12, 00 F H EC 202
46 03. 00 T TH LAWSON 171 ALLEN
01. 00 F 0871 101
47 03. 00 T TH LAWSON 171 ALLEN
C2. 00 F H EC 2 02
48 03. 00 T TH LAWSON 171 ALLEN
C3, 00 F H EC 118
49 03, 00 T TH LAWSON 171 ALLEN
09 ,00 T LS I 315
HOB WESTERN HUMAN] TIES 03.0 CR
1 10 ,00 M A F LAWSON 161 PLUCHMANN G K
120B ELEMENTARY CHINESE 3.0 CR
PREREQ GSC 120A
1 10,,00 M * F WHLR 212 TAI JAMES H-Y
10 00 T 0720 121 TAI JAMES H-Y
123A ELEMENTARY FRENCH 03.0 CR
1 08 ,00 M WHLR 203
08 ,00 T WHLR 18
08 ,00 WTH WHLR 207
2 09 .00 T TH H EC 122
09,,00 W 0720 118
09 ,00 M WHLR 18
3 09,,00 T THF 0875 102
09 .00 M WHLR 18
4 11 ,00 T THF BAILEY 130
11 .00 W WHLR 18
5 11 ,00 r THF GYM 204
11 ,00 W WHLR 18
6 12 ,00 M W F H EC 104
12 .00 T WHLR 18
7 03 .00 T TH WHLR 212
03 .00 M WHLR 18
03 .00 F H EC 104
8 06 ,00-07.2 5 PM M * WHLR 207
05 .00 W WHLR 18
SEE FR LISTING FOR FR CCNVERSATION
123B ELEMENTARY FRENCH 03.0 CR
PREREQ GSC 123A
08.00 M W F WHLR 113
08.00 T WHLR 18
08.00 M W F PULL 37
08.00 T WHLR 18
09.00 T rH s H EC 104
09.00 W WHLR 18
10.00 TW F GYM 203
10.00 M WHLR 18
10.00 M WHLR 18
10.00 T WHLR 212
10.00 FH GYM 203
10.00 F H EC 118
11.00 TW F 0861 102
11.00 M WHLR 18
12.00 M W F WHLR 113
12.00 T WHLR 18
01.00 M rH PARK 204
01.00 F PARK 309
01.00 W WHLR 18
CI. 00 TH LS II 430
01.00 W WHLR 18
30
GSC
01.,00 MT LS I 308
10 02.,00 WTH WHLR 214
02,,00 F WHLR 18
02. 00 M PARK ill
11 02,,00 M GYM 204
02.,00 T TH WHLR 207
02.,00 F WHLR 18
12 03.,00 T F WHAM 214
03.,00 W WHLR 18
03,,00 M WHLR 113
13 03.,00 T THF WHLR 113
03,,00 M WHLR 18
14 04.,00 M H F WHLR 207
04,,CC TH WHLR 18
15 04,,00 MT TH WHLR 113
04,,00 M WHLR 18
16 06.,00-07 .25 PM T TH WHLR 207
C5,,00 T WHLR 18
17 06,,00-07 .25 PM M W WHLR 113
05,,00 W WHLR 18
SEE FR LISTING FOR FR CONVERSATION
123C ELEMENTARY FRENCH 03.0 CR
PREKEQ GSC L23B
1 09,,00 M F GYM 203
09.,00 T H EC 201
09,,00 w WHLR 18
2 03.,00 T THF PARK 3 09
03,,00 w WHLR 18
3 04,,00 M GYM 203
04,,00 TH WHLR 18
04.,00 W F WHLR 113
SEE FR LIST ING FUR FR CONVERSATION
126A ELEMENTARY GERMAN 03.0 CR
1 08,,00 MT F WHLR 207
08,,00 W WHLR 18
2 11,,00 M W GYM 204
11,,C0 F PARK 3 09
11,,00 TH WHLR 18
3 12,,00 TW F 0871 102
12,,00 M WHLR 18
4 01,,00 M H EC 102
01,,00 T WHLR 18
01,,00 W F GYM 204
5 06,,00-07 .25 PM T TH WHLR 212
05,,00 TH WHLR 18
SEE GER LISTING FOR GER CONVERSATION
126b elementary GERMAN 03.0 CR
PREREQ GSC 126A
1 08,,00 M W F WHLR 212
08,,00 TH WHLR 18
SECT 1L MUST ENROLL IN GER 126B, SECT 1
2 08,,00 M W F GYM 203
08,,00 TH WHLR 18
3 09,,00 M CL 326
09,,00 W WHAM 329
09,.00 F WHAM 321
09,,00 S WHLR 18
4 10,.00 M W F WHAM 319
10,.00 TH WHLR 18
5 11,,00 M W F WHLR 212
11,,00 TH WHLR 18
6 12,.00 MT F WHLR 212
12,,00 U WHLR 18
7 01,.00 T F AG 224
01,,00 TH WHLR 18
01,,00 H ABBOTT 129
8 CI,.00 M W F 0871 102
01,.00 TH WHLR 18
9 C2,.00 M W F H EC 104














C2.00 M W F PULL
02.00 TH WHLR
C3.C0 M W F WHLR
03.00 T WHLR
04.00 M W F WHLR
04.00 T WHLR
06.00-07.25 PM M W WHLR
07.35-06.25 PM W WHLR











































10.00 W F WHLR
ELEMENTARY LATIN 03,
PREREQ GSC 133A
01.00 MT TH WHLR
01.00 F 0720
ELEM PORTUGUESE 03,
04.00 M W F AG
ELEM PORTUGUESE 03,
PREREQ GSC 135A
09.00 M W F H EC
09.00 TH WHLR
SEE PORT LISTING FUR PORT CONVERS
ELEMENTARY RUSSIAN 03
01.00 TW F PULL
01.00 M WHLR
SEE RUSS LISTING FOR RLSS CONVERS



























































































































































C2.00 MT F LS I 307
C2.00 u WHLR 18
03.00 M PARK 309
03.00 TH WHLR 18
03.00 W F WHLR 107
04.00 M W WHLR 203
04.00 F WHLR 18
04.00 TH WHLR 107
06.00- 07.25 PM M w GYM 203
05.00 M WHLR 18
SEE SPAN LISTING FOR SPAN CGNVERSATIUN
ELEMENTARY SPANISH 03.0 CR
PREKEO GSC 140A
08.00 TW F PARK 309
08.00 M WHLR 18
09.00 T TH WHAM 205
09.00 F WHLR 18
09.00 M WHAM 201
09.00 M 0720 104
09.00 F WHLR 18
09.00 T TH 0861 102
10.00 T TH 0861 102
10.00 M 0720 117
10.00 F WHLR 13
10.00 MT TH 0861 101
10.00 F WHLR 18
11.00 M WTH LS I 205
11.00 T WHLR 18
11.00 M WTH WARREN 129
11.00 T WHLR 18
12.00 M w F PARK 3 09
12.00 TH WHLR 18
12.00 V W F WHLR 214
12.00 TH WHLR 18
CI. 00 MT TH C861 102
01.00 F WHLR 18
CI. 00 M 0875 101
01.00 T TH 0861 101
CI. 00 F WHLR 18
02.00 M LS I 205
02.00 WTH LS I 307
02.00 T WHLR 18
C2.00 M W F AG 216
02.00 T WHLR 18
C2.00 MT TH WARREN 129
02.00 W WHLR 18
C3.00 MT TH GYM 203
03.00 F WHLR 18
C3.00 MT TH H EC 118
03.00 F WHLR 18
03.00 MT F PULL 41
03.00 TH WHLR 18
04.00 T THF WHLR 203
C4.00 M WHLR 18
06.00- 07.25 PM T TH *HLR 214
07.35- 08.25 PM T WHLR 18
06.00- 07.25 PM M n WHLR 214
05.00 M WHLR 18
SEE SPAN LISTING FOR SPAN CONVERSATION
ELEMENTARY SPANISH 03.0 CR
PREREQ GSC 140B
10.00 TW F H EC 208
10.00 S WHLR 18
12.00 M WTH WHAM 328
12.00 F WHLR ie
12.00 M WTH PULL 41
12.00 F WHLR 18
04.00 M WTH WHLR 214





5 06.00- 07.25 PM
.
T TH H EC 122
07.35-08.25 PM T WHLR 18
SEE SPAN LISTING FOR SPAN CONVERSATION
ELEMENTARY ITALIAN 03 .0 CR
PREREQ GSC ]L44A
1 09.00 M W F 0861 102
09.00 TH WHLR 18
2 01.00 T F WHLR 107
01.00 TH WHLR 214
01.00 M WHLR 18
ORAL INTERP OF LIT 04 CR
1 08.00 MTWTH COMM 1020
02.00 F COMM 2014
THE ABOVt SECT [ON RESTR TO ELEMENTARY
MAJORS
2 11.00- 12.50 T TH COMM 1020
02.00 F COMM 2014
THE ABOVE SECTION RESTR TO ELEMENTARY
MAJORS
3 12.00 MTW F COMM 1018
02.00 F COMM 2014
4 12.00 MTWTH COMM 1017
02.00 F COMM 2014
SECT 4 - RESTRICTED TO SPEECH MAJORS
5 12.00 M W COMM 1020
12.00--01.50 F COMM 1020
02.00 F CCMM 2014
6 01.00 MTWTH COMM 1020
02.00 F COMM 2014
7 04.00 TWTHF COMM 1020
03.00 F COMM 2014
8 04.00 MTWTH CUMM 1018
03.00 F COMM 2014
9 07.35- 09.15 PM M W COMM 1017
03.00 F COMM 2014
10 07.35- 09.15 PM T TH COMM 1021
03.00 F CCMM 2014
11 07.35- 09.15 PM T TH COMM 1018
03.00 F COMM 2014
12 07.35- 09.15 PM M W COMM 1018
03.00 F COMM 2014
INTRO TO DRAMA 03 .0 CR
PREREQ SATISFACTORY COMPLETION OF GSD
101 6 102, OR EQUIV
1 08.00 M W 0720 118 SEITERS DAN
08.00 TH 0720 114
2 09.00 TWTH GYM 203 PIERPUNT PHILIP
3 10.00 T TH 0720 102 LETSON CEZARIJA £
10.00 M 0720 104 LETSON CEZARIJA E
4 11.00 - T TH TfcCH \ 122 CCDY ROBERT
11.00 M TECH A 210 CGDY ROBERT
5 12.00 M W F WHAM 303 GRAY PATSY R
6 01.00 M W F WHAM 303 GRAY PATSY R
7 02.00 M W F 0720 107 CCDY ROBERT
8 03.00 M W F WHAM 303 GRADDY WILLIAM &
9 04.00 M W F WHAM 303 fiOEHM HAROLD
10 06.00- 07.15 PM M W 0720 107 BOEHM HAROLD




6 102, OR CQUIV
OF GSD
1 08.00 M W F 0720 108 SIEGEL SHIRLEY F
2 09.00 T THF 0720 104 GROSS CLARENCE H
3 10.00 T THF 0720 109 FEENEY PAUL J
4 12.00 M WHAM 307
12.00 T TH WHAM 3 03
5 01.00 MT TH 0720 118
6 02.00 M AG 222
02.00 T TH 0875 102
7 03.00 MT TH ARENA 119































































































































































































































































FOUNDATIONS OF MUS 04.0 CR
1 10,.00 • TWTHF LAWSON 201 FLOYD
PHIL OF BEAUTI FUL 03.0 CR
1 10 ,00
'
r th LAWSON 171 MCCLURE GEORGE T
11,,00 TH H EC 2 02
2 10 ,00 r TH LAWSON 171 MCCLURE GEORGE T
01,00 TH PULL 39
3 10..00 r th LAWSON 171 MCCLURE GEORGE T
09,,00 F CL 328
4 10,.00 r th LAWSON 171 MCCLURE GtORGE T
10,.00 F PULL 41
5 10,.00 r th LAWSON 171 MCCLURE GEORGE T
01,.00 F H EC 2 06
6 10, 00 r th LAWSON 171 MCCLURE GEORGE T
02,,00 F H EC 102
? 10, 00 'r th LAWSON 171 MCCLURE GEORGE T
08,,00 M H EC 118
3 10, 00
'
r th LAWSON 171 MCCLURE GEORGE T
12,,00 TH H EC 104
9 10, 00 'r th LAWSON 171 MCCLURE GEORGE T
10,,00 M 0720 105
10 10, 00 r th LAWSON 171 MCCLURE GEORGE T
12,,00 M WHAM 305
11 10. 00 r th LAWSON 171 MCCLURE GEORGE T
02, 00 th 0720 106
12 10,,00 r th LAWSON 171 MCCLURE GEORGE T
03, 00 TH WHAM 303















































































































ii 09. 00 M W F LAWSON 141 EAMES s MORR IS












13 CI. 00 M W F LAWSON 141 EAMES ELIZAbFTH R
02. 00 F LS I 326
14 01. 00 M W F LAWSON 141 EAVES ELIZABETH R
03. 00 F H EC 201
15 01, 00 M W F LAWSON 141 EAVES ELIZA
09. 00 s H EC 202
16 01, 00 M W F LAWSON 141 EAMES ELIZABETH R
10, 00 s H EC 202
17 CI,,00 M W F LAWSON 141 EAMES ELIZABETH
08. 00 M H EC 120
18 01, 00 M w F LAWSON 141 EAMES ELIZABET
09,,00 T LS I 323
19 01, 00 M W F LAWSON 141 EAMES ELIZARET
10, 00 M 0861 102
20 01, 00 M W F LAWSON 141 EAMES ELIZABET
11, 00 M 0861 102
21 01, 00 M W F LAWSON 141 EAMES EL 12
12. 00 M H EC 106
36
GSC
11 01.00 M W F LAWSON 141
C4.00 F H EC 120
li 01.00 M W F LAWSON 141
10.00 M PULL 35
24 01.00 M W F LAWSON 141
11.00 M WHAM 312
209 MOD LIT FORM IDEA 04.0 CR
PREREQ SATISFACTORY COMPLETION OF GSU
101 & 102, OR EQUIV
1 08.00 MT THF 0834 102




PRES SCHOLARS OR CONSENT OF DEP
3 T TH 0720 116
10.00 W F 0720 106
4 12.00 TWTHF WHAM 307
5 12.00 MT THF ABBOTT 129
6 01.00 TWTHF 0720 117
A80VE SECTION RESTR : STUDENTS
7 01.00 MT THF 0720 102
8 02.00 MT THF 0834 102
9 03.00 TWTHF WHAM 307
10 03.00 MT THF WHAM 319
11 04.00 MT THF WHAM 319
12 05.45- 07.25 T TH 0720 107
13 05.45-07.25 T TH 0720 108
14 07.35-•09.15 PM M W 0721 101
15 07.35-•09.15 PM T TH 0720 107
210 INTRO TO FICTION 03.0 CR
PREREQ SATI SFACTORY COMPLETION OF GSD
101 L 102, OR EQUIV
1 08.00 M W F PULL 39
2 C9.00 M W F 0720 114
3 10.00 TW F 0720 117
4 11.00 M W F WHAM 317
5 12.00 M WTH WHAM 317
6 12.00 TW F 0720 106
7 CI. 00 T THF 0720 1C9
8 02.00 M WTH 0720 108
9 02.00 T TH 0871 102
02.00 M 0862 102
10 C3.00 M WTH WHAM 329
11 03.00 M W F 0720 109
ABOVE SECTION REST TO PRS OR CONS DEPT
12 04.00 M WTH 0720 107
13 04.00 MT TH 0720 116
14 06.00-•07.25 PM M W H EC 122
15 07.35-09.00 Pt* T TH LS II 430
2118 URIENTAL HUMANITIES 03.0 CR
1 09.00 M W F LAWSON 131
215 TYPES OF RELIG ION 04.0 CR
1 12.00 T THF NKRS B 440
08.00 W WHAM 319
2 12.00 T THF NKRS B 440
09.00 W WHAM 303
3 12.00 T THF NKRS B 440
03.00 T WHAM 323
4 12.00 T THF NKRS B 440
04.00 T WHAM 307
250H UNCOM LANG- VIETNAM 05.0 CR
PREREQ GSC ,250G OR EQUIV
1 08.00 MTWTHF HEC 203
11.00 MTWTHF 0720 121
25CY UNCOM LANG - JAPAN 05.0 CR
PREREQ GSC 250X
1 TO BE ARRANGED
299A SURVIVAL OF MAN 04.0 CR
1 09.00 T THF LAWSON 151






















2 09, 00 T THF LAWSON 151
08, 00 . w PARK 301
3 09. 00 T THF LAWSON 151
09. 00 w AG 148
4 09, 00 T THF LAWSON 151
03, 00 TH PARK 301
5 09, 00 T THF LAWSON 151
09, 00 M AG 150
6 09, 00 T THF LAWSON 151
12, 00 TH AG 148
7 09, 00 r THF LAWSON 151
12, 00 TH AG 170
8 09, 00 T THF LAWSON 151
02, 00 T AG 148
9 09, 00 T THF LAWSON 151
04, 00 TH LS II 130
10 09, 00 T THF LAWSON 151
01,,00 F AG 150
11 09, 00 T THF LAWSON 151
03, 00 M AG 188
12 09, 00 T THF LAWSON 151
02,,00 W AG 224
13 03, 00 T TH LAWSON 131
12,,00- 01.50 F AG 220
14 03, 00 T TH LAWSON 131
08,,00- 09.50 M AG 152
15 03, 00 T TH LAWSON 131
12,,00- 01.50 T AG 148
16 03, 00 T TH LAWSON 131
03, 00- 04.50 W LS II 430
299B SURVIVAL OF PAN 04.0 CR
1 10, 00 T THF LAWSON 151
08, 00 N AG 188
2 10, 00 T THF LAWSON 151
12,,00 1* LS II 130
3 10, 00 T THF LAWSON 151
02, 00 1•i LS II 130
4 10. 00 T THF LAWSON 151
03, 00 M LS II 430
5 10, 00 T THF LAWSON 151
09, 00 1N LS II 146
6 10, 00 T THF LAWSON 151
01,,00 I4 LS I 307
7 10, 00 T THF LAWSON 151
10,,00 M PARK 301
8 10, 00 T THF LAWSON 151
10, 00 W PARK 301
9 10, 00 T THF LAWSON 151
11, 00 M PARK 301
10 10,,00 T THF LAWSON 151
11. 00 W PARK 301 .
11 10.00 T THF LAWSON 151
02,,00 M TECH A 410
12 10,,00 T THF LAWSON 151
02, 00 W TECH A 210
310 REL FCUN- WEST C] VIL 03.0 CR
1 09,,00 T TH LAWSON 141 BARGEBUHR
10,,00 T WHAM 321
2 09, 00 T TH LAWSON 141 BARGEBUHR
11,,00 TH WHAM 205
3 09, 00 T TH LAWSON 141 BARGEBUHR
01,,00 TH WHAM 305
4 09, 00 T TH LAWSON 141 BARGEBUHR
08, 00 F WHAM 317
5 09. 00 T TH LAWSGN 141 BARGEBUHR
11,,00 F WHAM 303
6 09,,00 T TH LAWSON 141 BARGEBUHR
08,,00 F WHAM 2 06
7 09, 00 T TH LAWSGN 141 BARGERUHR



































































PHIL-REL UP INDIA 03.0 CR
1 02,,00 1 THF LAWSON 171 ALLEN OUUGLAS M
RECENT AMER LIT 03.0 CR
PRERtQ SATISFACTORY COMPLETION GF GSD
101 L 102, OR EQUIV










3 09,,00 TW F 0721 102 KITTRFLL ETHEL JEAN
4 10,,00 MT TH 0720 118 SHRIBER MICHAEL
5 11.,00 1 " TH 0720 102 HILLIARD LEWIS J
11.,00 F 0720 118 HILLIARD LEWIS J
6 12,,00 M wTH 0720 109 LEONARD JOHN J
7 12,,00 M WTH 0871 101 HILLIARD LEWIS J
8 01,,00 M WTH CL 326 CASS1DY THOMAS E
9 02,,00 M WTH GYM 203 MARTIN JOAN
10 03,,00 V, w F 0721 102 MARTIN JOAN
11 03,,00 M WTH 0721 101 VCNICFOLS EDWARD L
12 04,,00 M WTH 0720 109 MCNICHOLS EDWARD L
13 06,,00- 07 .25 PM M W 0720 116 KITTRELL ETHEL JEAN
14 07,,35- 08 .50 PM M w H EC 102 WESHINSKEY ROY
BLACK AMER WRITERS 03.0 CR
PREREQ SATISFACTORY COMPLETION OF GSD











2 10,,00 M W 0720 109
10.00 F 0720 105
3 11,,00 M W F 0720 102
4 01,,00 M W F 0720 105
5 06,,00 PM M W F 0720 114
6 07,,35-08 .25 PM M W F 0720 114
LATIN LIT I N TRANSL 03.0 CR
1 02,,00 M WTH LAWSON 221 SPECK
INTR0--8IBL1 CAL ST 03.0 CR
1 01,,00 M W WHAM 308 BARGEBUHR F P
09,,00 F LS II 430 SMITH LEMUEL E
2 01,,00 M W WHAM 308 BARGEBUHR F P
10,,00 F WHAM 328 SMITH LEMUEL E
3 01,,00 M W WHAM 308 BARGEBUHR F P
02,,00 F WHAM 328 EARGEBUHR F P
4 01,,00 M W WHAM 308 BARGEBUHR F P
04,.00 F WHAM 328 SMITH LEMUEL E
MODERN ART B-20 1 03.0 CR
1 08,,00 T LAWSON 151 WALSH ROBERT A
08,t 00 THF LAWSON 161
ART STUDIO NON MAJ 03.0 CR
1 10,.00- 11 .50 T THF 0842 101 BAUMAN RUTH
2 02,.00-03i.50 T THF 0842 101 KUNZ ROBERT M
A WORLD LI TERATURE 03.0 CR
PREREQ SATISFACTORY COMPLETION OF GSD
101 6, 102, OR EQUIV
11.00 M W F 0720 104
WORLD LITERATURE 03.0 CR
PREREQ SATISFACTORY COMPLETION OF GSD
101 & 102, OR EQUIV
MT TH 0720 104
Tt. F 0720 107
M WTH 0720 117











348 PHOTOGRAPHY AS COMM 03.0 CR
1 03.00 M W F LAWSGN 141 HORRELL C WILLIAM
351A MASTERPIECES NOVEL 03.0 CR
PRbREQ SATISFACTORY COMPLETION OF GSD
101 £ 102, OR EQUIV
1 03.00 T THF 0720 114
3516 MASTERPIECES NOVEL 03.0 CR
PREREQ SATISFACTORY COMPLETION OF GSD
101 I 102, OR EQUIV
1 12.00 M W F WHAM 312
2 02.00 M W F 72 106
354A HISTORY CF THEATRE 03.0 CR
1 12.00 M W LAwSON 151 MOE CHRISTIAN
12.00 F LAWSON 141
363 PHIL OF SCIENCE 04.0 CR
1 11.00 MTW WHAM 308
01.00 T WHAM 305
2 11.00 MTW WHAM 308
02.00 M H EC 202
365 SHAKESPEARE 03.0 CR
PREREQ SATISFACTORY COMPLETION OF GSD
101 I 102, OR EQUIV
1 10.00 M W F 0720 102
2 11.00 T THF 0720 117
3 12.00 T F 0721 102
370 AMERICAN FOLK MUSIC 03.0 CR
1 01.00 M w F LAWSON 201 EDDINS
371 EVOLUTION OF JAZZ 03.0 CR
1 09.00 M W F LAWSGN 201 BRANCH
2 12.00 M W F LAWSON 201 BRANCH
3 03.00 M W F LAWSON 201 FRANCH
382 GRAECO-RCM MEO PHIL 03.0 CR
1 08.00 M W F Ft EC 208 FTZKCRN
2 01.00 M W F H EC 2 08 DlfcFENBECK
3 02.00 M w F H EC 208 WOOD
4 03.00 M W F H EC 208 WOOD
386 EARLY AMER PHIL 03.0 CR
1 02.00 M w F LAWSON 161 HAHN LEWIS EDWIN
395A CULT TRAD- I NDO-CHI
N
04.0 CR
1 03.00-04.50 T H EC 201
03.00-04.50 TH H EC 208
TOPIC-VIETNAM
395B CULT TRAD- INOO-CH I 04.0 CR
1 09.00-10.50 T TH NKRS A 458
TOPIC-LAO £ CAMBODIAN
General Studies Area D—Organization and Communication of
Ideas (GSD)
101 ENGLISH COMPOSIT [ON 03.0 CR
1 08.00 M W F 0720 106
2 08.00 MT TH 720 107
3 08.00 T F 0834 101
08.00 W 0834 102
4 08.00 T THF AG 144
5 08.00 M WTH 0834 101
6 08.00 MT TH AG 222
7 09.00 M W F 0834 102
8 09.00 M TH 721 102
09.00 T 0721 101
ABOVE SECTION RESTR TO DEV SKILLS
9 09.00 T THF 0720 106
1C 09.00 T TH TECH A 122
09.00 F TECH A 120
11 09.00 T F 0871 102
09.00 W 0861 101
12 10.00 M W F H EC 122
13 10.00 T THF 0834 102
14 10.00 M LS I 32 3
10.00 WTH LS I 307
40
GSD
15 1C.00 M THF LS II 350
16 11.00 M W F GYM 203
17 11.00 M k F AG 224
AdUVb SECTION REST R TO DEV SKILLS
Id 11.00 M WTH 0862 101
19 11.00 M W F AG 216
20 11.00 M 0834 101
11.00 T TH 0834 102
21 11.00 MT TH AG 722
22 Ic.QQ M W F 0720 107
2 3 12. uO M w F 72 104
24 12.00 M w F 0834 101
25 12.00 MT TH 0834 102
2b 12.00 T 0834 101
12.00 rt F 0834 102
21 12.00 M W F AG 148
28 01.00 MT TH 0862 102
29 01.00 MT TH GYM 203
30 01.00 T THF 0721 101
31 CI. 00 M * F 0720 114
32 01.00 TWTH 0720 104
33 CI. 00 M WTH PIERCE 130
34 01.00 Tw F 0843 101
35 01.00 M W F AG 144
36 C2.00 T TH 0720 104
02.00 M 0720 118
37 C2.00 W 0720 104
02.00 T F 0720 108
ABOVE SECTION RESTK TO DfcV SKILLS
38 C2.00 T F 0720 117
02.00 W 0720 114
39 C2.00 T TH 0834 101
C2.00 W 0834 102
40 02.00 M w F WHAM 305
41 C2.00 Tw F PARK 204
42 03.00 M W F 0720 116
43 C3. 00 M 0720 114
03.00 T TH 0720 116
44 03.00 MT TH 0720 107
45 03.00 T THF 0720 102
46 03.00 M W F AG 144
47 03.00 T TH 0834 101
03.00 F 0834 102
48 C3.00 M WTH 0834 102
49 03.00 T TH 0720 104
03.00 F 0720 107
50 04.00 MT TH 0834 102
51 C4.00 MT TH 0720 114
52 04.00 MT TH 0721 101
53 06.00-•07.,15 pm M W 0721 101
54 06.00- 07.,25 PM T TH 0720 109
55 06.00-07,,25 PM M W 0720 109
56 06.00-•07,,25 PM T TH LS I I 2 50
57 C6.00-07,,25 PM T TH AG 144
58 06.00-•07,,25 PM M M AG 144
59 06.00-•07,,25 PM T TH AG 150
60 06.00-•07,,25 PM M w AG 150
61 07.35-C8, 50 PM M M 0875 102
62 07.35-•09,,00 PM T TH 0720 109
63 07.35-•09,,00 PM T TH AG 144
64 07.35-09,,00 PM T TH AG 150
65 07.35-•09,,00 PM M w AG 144
66 07.35--09,,00 PM M W AG 150
102 ENGL1SH COMPOSITION 03.0 CR
PREREQ gsc :101 OR THE APPROPRIATE ACT
<iCORE
1 08.00 M W F 0720 114
2 08.00 MT TH WHAM 312
3 08.00 W F 0720 107
08.00 T 0720 108
41
4 08.00 T THF 0720 117
5 08,00 • M W F 0720 116
6 08.00 F 0720 104
08.00 T TH 0720 116
7 08.00 M W F 0871 101
8 08.00 W F 0721 102
08.00 T 0720 114
9 08.00 T THF 0720 118
10 08.00 MT TH 0721 102
11 08.00 M W 0720 117
08.00 TH 0720 108
12 08.00 W 0720 105
08.00 T TH 0720 106
13 08.00 M W F ABBOTT 129
14 09.00 T TH 0834 102
09.00 F 0834 101
15 09.00 MT TH 0834 101
ABOVE SECTION RESTR TO DEV SKILLS
16 09.00 T TH 0720 105
09.00 W 0720 104
17 09.00 M W F 0721 101
18 09.00 M W F WARREN 129
19 09.00 M W F 0871 101
20 09.00 T TH 0720 117
C9.00 F BAILEY 130
21 10.00 T THf 0871 102
22 10.00 M W 0834 102
10.00 TH 0834 101
23 10.00 M W F 0875 102
24 10.00 TW F 0834 101
25 10.00 M W F 0720 116
26 10.00 MT TH 0720 106
27 10.00 M to F 0871 101
28 10.00 T TH 0721 101
10.00 M PARK 111
29 10.00 T PARK 3 09
10.00 to F 0720 118






31 11.00 M W 0720 108
11.00 TH 0720 109
32 11.00 T TH 0720 105
11.00 W 0720 113
33 11.00 M W F 0875 102
34 11.00 T TH 0875 102
11.00 F 862 101
35 11.00 M w F 0720 116
36 11.00 MT TH 0720 118
37 11.00 M to F 0871 101
38 11.00 Tto F 0834 101
39 11.00 T TH GYM 203






41 12.00 M W F 0720 105
42 12.00 T TH 0720 105
12.00 M 0720 106
43 12.00 M WTH 0720 118
44 12.00 MT TH 0720 114
45 12.00 MT TH H EC 122
46 12.00 T TH 0720 107
12.00 F 0720 109
47 12.00 M WTH 0875 102
48 12.00 M WTH 0720 116
49 12.00 T THF 0720 102
50 01.00 T TH 0720 105
01.00 M 0720 117
51 01.00 M to 0721 101
01.00 TH 0720 114
42
GSD
52 CI. 00 TW F 0862 101
53 01.00 M W 0720 109
01. oc TH 0720 108
54 01.00 MT TH 0875 102
55 01.00 T 0871 102
01.00 W F 0875 102
56 01.00 M W F 0720 107
57 CI. 00 MT TH 0834 102
58 01.00 w F 0720 118
01.00 T 0720 114
59 CI. 00 M 0834 101
01.00 W F 0834 102
ABOVE SECTION DEPT ADV PROG
60 02.00 T 0720 106
02.00 W F 0720 105
61 02.00 M WTH 0862 101
62 02.00 F H EC 203
02.00 T TH H EC 120
63 02.00 M WTH 0861 102
64 02.00 M W F 0875 102
65 02.00 W 0871 101
02.00 T F 0861 102
66 C2.00 M W F 0720 109
67 02.00 M W F 0834 101
ABOVE SECTIGN DEPT ADV PROG
68 03.00 M W F 0720 105
69 03.00 MT TH 0862 101
70 03.00 M W F 0720 104
71 03.00 M WTH 0875 102
72 03.00 T 0875 102
03.00 W F 0861 102
73 03.00 MT TH 0861 102
74 03.00 M wTH 0871 101
75 03.00 TW F 0720 118
76 03.00 M W F 0834 101
ABOVE SECTION DEPT ADV PROG
77 04.00 M W F 0720 105
78 04.00 MT TH 0862 101
79 C4.00 MT TH 0720 102
80 04.00 MT TH 0720 106
81 04.00 M WTH 0875 102
82 04.00 T 0720 109
04.00 W F 0720 108
83 C4.00 MT TH 0720 118
84 04.00 M WTH 0871 101
85 04.00 MT TH 0720 117
86 06.00- 07. 15 PM T TH 0720 105
87 06.00-•07.,15 PM M W 0720 104
88 06.00- 07. 15 PM T TH 0720 116
89 06.00-•07. 15 PM M W 0720 108
90 06.00- 07. 15 PM M W 0862 101
91 C6.00-•07.,15 PM T TH 0720 104
92 06.00-•07. 15 PM M W H EC 118
93 06.00-•07. 15 PM T TH 0720 114
94 06.00-•07. 25 Pf* M W 0720 105
95 07.35-•08. 50 Pt* T TH 0720 105
96 07.35-•08. 50 PM M W 0720 108
97 07.35-•08. 50 PM T TH 0720 114
98 07.35-•08,,50 PM T TH 0720 108
99 07.35-•08. 50 PM M W 0720 104
100 07.35-08.,50 PM T TH 0862 101
101 07.35-08. 50 PM M W H EC 118
102 07.35-08.,50 PM T TH 0720 104
103 07.35-•09. 00 PM M W 0720 109
104 07.35-•09.,00 PM M W 0720 1C5
105 07.35-•09,,00 PM T TH AG 224
103 ORAL COMM OF IDEAS 03,,0 CR
3 08.00 M W F COMM 2012
THE ABOVE SECTION IS PUBLIC SPEAKING
4 08.00 M W F COMM 1021
43
5 08,,00 M W F AG 170
6 08,,00 T THF COMM 1017
7 08,,00 T TH AG 170
08,,00 F COMM 1020
8 09,,00 M W F AG 170
THE ABOVE SEC IS PUBLIC SPEAKING
9 09,,00 M W F COMM 1021
10 09. 00 M W F ABBOTT 129
11 09 ,00 F CCMM 1017
09, 00 T TH COMM 1018
12 09,,00 T TH COMM 1022
09, 00 F COMM 1020
13 10,,00 MT LS II 4 30
10,,00 TH COMM 1021
ABOVE SECTION IS PUI
14 10. 00 MT TH AG 170
15 10.00 W COMM 1006
10,00 T F COMM 1021
16 10.,00 W FS AG 170
17 10,,00 w WHAM 210
10,,00 FS LS II 228
18 10 ,00 M W F COMM 1017
19 11, 00 MT TH AG 170
THE ABOVE SEC IS PUBLIC SPEAKI NG
'£0 11,,00 MT TH WHAM 305
21 11,,00 W F AG 170
11 ,00 T AG 116
22 11,,00 W COMM 1020
11, 00 FS COMM 1021
23 11 .00 W FS WHAM 305
24 11 ,00 M W F COMM 1017
25 01 ,00 M W F AG 148
THE ABOVE SEC [ON IS PUBLIC SPEAKING
26 01 .00 T TH COMM 1018
01 ,00 W CCMM 1006
27 01 ,00 M W F CCMM 1017
28 01, 00 M W COMM 2012
01,,00 F COMM 1021
29 02,,00 M W F AG 144
THE ABOVE SECTION RESTR TO PRESIDENTS
SCHOLARS
30 02. 00 M W F AG 148
THE ABOVE SECTION IS PUBLIC SPEAKI NG
31 02. 00 TWTH LS I 326
3 2 02, 00 M W F FELTS 130
33 02, 00 M W F AG 138
34 03,,00 M CCMM 1017
03, 00 W F COMM 1018
3 5 C3.,00 T THF ABBOTT 129
36 C3. 00 M W F AG 168
37 03,,00 MT TH WHAM 305
3 8 04, 00 M W F AG 150
39 04, 00 T TH CCMM 1006
04. 00 F COMM 1018
40 04, 00 M W F AG 170
41 04.,00 MT TH COMM 1022
42 06. 00- 07,,25 PM M W COMM 1020
43 06, 00- 07,,25 PM T TH CCMM 1020
44 06, 00- 07. 25 PM M W COMM 1022
45 06, 00- 07.,25 PM M W COMM 1006
46 06, 00- 07, 25 PM M W AG 170
47 06, 00- 07,,25 PM T TH COMM 1006
48 06, 00- 07. 25 PM T TH COMM 1022
49 07,,35- 09. 00 PM M w CCMM 1020
50 07. 35- 09, 00 PM T TH COMM 1020
51 07. 35- 09,,00 PM M W CGMM 1022
52 07. 35- 09, 00 PM M W COMM 1006
53 07. 35- 09, 00 PM T TH COMM 1006
54 07. 35- 09, 00 PM T TH COMM 1022
44
GSD
GSD 103 SECTIONS NOT DESIGNATED AS PUBLIC SPEAKING
HAVE EMPHASIS ON INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS
104 GRAMMAR IN LANGUAGE 03.0 CR
1 10.00 T TH NKRS 8 440 SILVERSTEIN
10.00 F FELTS 130
2 10.00 T TH NKRS B 440 SILVERSTEIN
10.00 F WARREN 129
3 10.00 T TH NKRS 6 440 SILVERSTEIN
10.00 F ABBOTT 129
4 10.00 T TH NKRS B 440 SILVERSTEIN
10.00 M PIERCE 130
5 10.00 T TH NKRS B 440 SILVERSTEIN
10.00 M AG 216
6 11.00 T TH TECH A 111 CARRELL
11.00 F COMM 1018
7 11.00 T TH TECH A 111 CARRELL
11.00 F AG 220
8 11.00 T TH TECH A 111 CARRELL
11.00 F ABBOTT 129
9 11.00 T TH TECH A 111 CARRELL
11.00 M PIERCE 130
10 11.00 T TH TECH A 111 CARRELL
11.00 M BAILEY 130
106 INTtRMtD ALGEBRA 00.0 CR
1 08.00 TWTHF NKRS A 358
2 10.00 MT TH S AG 116
3 11.00 T TH S NKRS C 218
11.00 M AG 168
4 12.00 MTWTH NKRS A 160
5 03.00 MTWTH TECH A 220
6 04.00 MTWTH TECH A 220
7 05.^5-07.25 T TH NKRS A 160
107 BASIC COLLEGE MATH 05.0 CR
PREREQ GSD 106 OR 1 YR H.S. ALGEBRA
1 08.00 MTWTHF TECH A 320
2 08.00 MTWTHF 0862 101
3 09.00 M WTHF AG 116
09.00 T AG 144
4 09.00 T THFS NKRS C 218
09.00 W TECH A 320
5 10.00 MTWTHF BROWN 130
6 10.00 MTWTHF NKRS A 156
7 11.00 MTWTHF ARENA 123
8 11.00 MTW F AG 214
11.00 TH NKRS A 156
9 12.00 MTWTHF TECH A 420
10 12.00 MTWTHF NKRS C 116
11 CI. 00 MTWTHF NKRS A 160
12 01.00 MTWTHF TECH A 303
13 02.00 MTWTHF NKRS C 118
14 C2.00 MTWTHF TECH A 408
15 C3.00 MTwTHF TECH A 408
16 03.00 MTWTHF BROWN 130
17 04.00 MTWTHF NKRS C 118
18 06.00-07.15 PM M WTH NKRS C 118
19 06.00-07.15 PM M WTH TECH A 322
20 07.35-C8.50 PM M WTH NKRS C 118
21 07.35-08.50 PM M WTH TECH A 322
109 ELEMENTS CF PPCeAB 03.0 CR
PREREQ GSD 107
1 08,00 M NKRS C 118
C8.00 T TH TECH A 222
2 C9.CC M TH NKRS C 118
09.00 W TECH A 422
3 12.00 MT TH TECH A 208
4 04.00 M W F TECH A 210
5 07.35-C8.50 PM T TH TECH A 410
110 ECCN-BUS STATISTICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ GSC 1080. 114B,0R EQUIV
1 09.00 M W F LAWSON 161 STOwE






S PULL P 11
General Studies Area E—Health and Physical Development
(GSE)
100B RESTRICTED P E
1 09.00 M W HOLDER LYNN
2 10.00 M W
101A SWIMMING-BEGINNING
1 08.00 T TH
ABOVE SECTION RESTR TO ADV BEGIN SKILLS
2 11.30-12.10 M W F PULL P 11
ABOVE SECTION RESTR TO NG SWIM SKILLS
3 12.15-01.15 M W F PULL P 11
ABOVE SECTION RESTR TO NO SWIM SKILLS
4 02.00-03.50 T TH YMCA 11
ABOVE SECTION RESTR TO ADV BEG SKILLS
5 07.00 PM MT TH PULL P 11
ABOVE SECTION RESTR TC ADV BEGIN SKILLS
Swimming classes meeting at the YMCA pool: Buses leave from
the University Center at 5 minutes after the hour.
101B SWIMMING - INTERMED 01.0 CR
1 10.00-11.50 T TH YMCA 11
2 12.00-01.30 T TH PULL P 11
3 01.00-02.30 T TH PULL P 11
SECT 1&4 RESTR TO SWIMMERS OF 100YDS
4 02.00-03.50 M W
1010 SKIN DIVING
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR
1 09.30-10.25 M w F
10.00 TH
2 10.30-11.25 M W F
10.00 TH
FIRST HALF OF TERM ONLY-CROSSL I STED WITH
GSE HID
101E SCU8A DIVING 01.0 CR
PREREQ GSE 101D
1 09.30-10.25 M W F
10.00 TH
2 10.30-11.25 M W F
10.00 TH
LAST HALF OF TERM ONLY-CRCSSL I STED WITH
GSE HIE
101F LIFE SAVING 01.0 CR
PREREQ PASS SPECIAL SWIMMING TEST
1 TO BE ARRANGED COOPER CAROL
SEE GSE 111F FOR REGISTRATION
YMCA 11
01.0 CR
PULL P 11 CARROLL
LAWSON 121
PULL P 11 CARROLL
LAWSON 121
PULL P 11 CARROLL
LAWSON 121




PHYSICAL FITNESS 02.0 CR
08.00 M W ARENA 555
10.00 M LAWSON 151
09.00 M W ARENA 555
10.00 M LAWSGN 151
10.00 M LAWSON 151
09.00 T TH ARENA 555
10.00 M F ARENA 555
10.00 W LAWSON 151
10.00 T TH ARENA 555
10.00 W LAWSON 151
11.00 M W ARENA 555
10.00 W LAWSON 151
11.00 T TH ARENA 555
10.00 W LAWSON 151
12.00 M W ARENA 555
10.00 M LAWSON 151
CI. 00 M W ARENA 555
10.00 M LAWSON 151
CI. 00 T F ARENA 555
10.00 M LAWSON 151
02.00 M W ARENA 555
10.00 W LAWSON 151
02.00 T F ARENA 555






















103A SQ AND SOC DANCE 01.0 CR
I 11.00-12.30 T TH GYM 114
2 04.00-05.30 M W GYM 114
3 04.00-05.30 T TH GYM 114
4 06.00-07.30 PM M W GYM 114
CROSSLISTED-ALL SECTIONS WITH GSE 113A
103F DANCE-BEGIN BALLET 01.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
SEE GSE 113F FOR REGISTRATI ON
iOtB ACTIVITY-BADMINTON 01.0 CR
1 06.00-09.30 T F ARENA 555
104C ACTIVITY-BASKETBALL 01.0 CR
1 10.00-11.30 M W ARENA 555
2 10.00-11.30 T F ARENA 555
3 01.00 M W F ARENA 555 FCLOER LYNN C
4 08.00 - 09.30 M W PULL 102
5 08.00 - 09.30 T TH PULL 102
10*0 ACTIVITY-BOWLING 01.0 CR
1 08.00 M WTH U CTR 48 MAZIE ROBERT
2 08.00-C9.30 T F U CTR 48
3 09.00 M WTH U CTR 48 MAZIE ROBERT
4 09.30-11.00 T F U CTR 48
5 10.00 M WTH U CTR 48 HARTZOG LEWIS B
6 11.00 M WTH U CTR 48 HARTZOG LEWIS B
7 11.00-12.30 T F U CTR 48
8 01.00 M W F U CTR 48
9 01.30-03.00 T TH U CTR 48
10 02.00 M W F U CTR 48
FEE REQUIRED FOR GSD 1040
104F ACTIVITY-SOCCER 01.0 CR
I 01.00 M W F ARENA 121
10<tQ ACTIVITY-FLY I BAI r 01.0 CR
1 08.00-09.30 T TH ARENA 555 FRANKLIN C C
104R ACTIVITY-STUNTS 01.0 CR
1 11.00 M WTH ARENA 555
2 12.00 M WTH ARENA 555
104S ACTIVITY-GYMNASTICS 01.0 CR
1 01.00 M W F ARENA 555 MAZIE ROBERT
2 02.00 M W F ARENA 555
104U ACTIVITY-WRESTLING 01.0 CR
1 10.00-11.30 M w ARENA 555
2 10.00-11.30 T TH ARENA 555
104W ACTIVITY-JUOQ 01.0 CR
I 11.00-12.30 T TH ARENA 555 FRANKLIN C C JR
105 WEIGHT CGNTRUL
PREKEQ CONSENT 1OF INSTR
01.0 CR
1 09.00 M W F ARENA 555 KNOWLTON RONALD G
106 UNIV ORIENTEERING 01.0 CR
1 09.00-11.50 S ARENA 555
HOB RESTRICTED P E 01.0 CR
1 11.00 M W F PULL 102 COTTEN SARAH ELLEN
111A SWIMMING-BEGINNING 01.0 CR
1 01.00 M W F PULL P 11 ILLNER
iilo SWIMMING-INTERMED 01.0 CR
PREREQ GSE 111A OR ECUIVALENT
1 09.00-10.30 T TH PULL 11 ILLNER JULEE
2 10.00-11.30 T TH PULL 11 ILLNER JULEE
3 CI. 00 M W F PULL 11
111U SKIN DIVING-WOMEN 01.0 CR
PREREQ CUNSENT UF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
SEE GSE 1010 FOR REGISTRATION
HIE SCUBA OIVING-WCMEN 01.0 CR
PREREQ GSE 111D
1 TO BE ARRANGED
SEE GSE 101E FOR REGISTRATION
111F LIFE SAVING 01.0 CR
PREREQ PASS SPECIAL SWIMMING TEST
1 11.00-12.30 T TH PULL P 11
CROSSLISTED WITH GSE 101F
CCOPER
47
112 EXERCISE FOR FITNE S 01 CR
1 10,00 M W F GYM 207
2 12.00 M W F GYM 207
3 12.00 TWTH GYM 207
113A SQUARE DANCE 01 .0 CR
1 11.00-12.30 T TH GYM 114
2 04.00-05.30 M W GYM 114
3 04.00-05.30 T TH GYM 114
4 06.00-07.30 PM M W GYM 114
CROSSLISTED WITH GSE 103A
113B DANCE-FOLK 01 .0 CR
1 09.00 M W F GYM 114
2 12.00 M W F GYM 114
3 07.00-08.30 PM T TH GYM 208
113D DANCE-BEG CONTEMP 01 ,0 CR
1 08.00 M W F GYM 208
2 01.00 M W F PULL 42
3 02.00 M W F PULL 42
113E OANCE-INT CONTEMP 01 .0 CR
PREREQ GSE 113D OR CONSENT OF INSTR
I 09.00 T THF PULL 42
2 10.00 T THF GYM 208
113F DANCE-BEGIN BALLET 01 .0 CR
1 01.00-02.50 T TH GYM 2C6
114B ACTIVITY-BADMINTON 01 .0 CR
1 08.00 M W F GYM 207
2 08.00 TWTH GYM 207
3 09. OC M W F GYM 207
4 09.00 TWTH GYM 207
114C ACTIVITY-BASKETBALL 01 .0 CR
1 09.00 T THF GYM 208
2 10.00-11.30 M W GYM 208
U4D ACTIVITY-BOWLING 01. CR
2 09.00 M W F U CTR 48
3 09.00-10.30 T TH U CTR 48
4 10.00 TW F U CTR 48
5 11.00 M W F U CTR 48
6 12.00 M W F U CTR 48
7 12.00-01.30 T TH U CTR 48
8 01.00-02.30 T TH L CTR 48
9 02.00 M W F U CTR 48
1C 02. 00-03. 30 T TH U CTR 48
11 03.00 M W F U CTR 48
12 C3. 00-04. 30
FEE REQUIRED
T TH U CTR 43
1141 ACTIVITY-VOLLEYBALL 01, CR
1 08.00-09.30 M W GYM 2 08
2 09.00-10.30 M W GYM 208
3 01.OO-C2.3O T TH GYM 208
4 01.00 M W F GYM 2 08
5 06.00-C7.30 PM M W GYM 208
U4M ACTIVITY-FENCING 01, CR
1 09.00-10.30 T TH GYM 114
2 12.00-01.30 T TH GYM 114
3 01.00 M W F GYM 114
4 01.00-02.30 T TH GYM 114
5 02.00 M W F GYM 114
6 02.00-03.30 T TH GYM 114
7 03.00-04.30 T TH GYM 114
8 05.00-06.30 T TH GYM 114
9 05.00-06.30 M W GYM 114
10 06.00-07.30 PM M W GYM 114
114P ACTIVITY-GYM & TUMB 01. CR
1 05.00 MTW GYM 207
2 06.00 PM MTW GYM 207
114S INTERMED BOWLING
PREREQ GSE 114D OR EQUIV
01. CR
1 01.00 M W F U CTR 48


































































































H W F ARENA 119
M W F ARENA 121
M W F H EC 118
M WTH TECH A 310
M WTH TECH A 308
M W F H EC 201
M W F TECH A 222
M W F COMM 1022
M WTH TECH A 308
M WTH TECH A 310
M WTH H EC 102
M W F TECH A 222
M W F COMM 1022
M W F COMM 1018
M WTH ARENA 121
M WTH ARENA 125
M WTH TECH A 222
M WTH TECH A 308
M WTH H EC 206
M W F COMM 1022
M W F H EC 102
M W F H EC 201
M W LAWSON 141
TH ARENA 121
M W LAWSON 141
F ARENA 123
M W LAWSON 141
F ARENA 121
M w LAWSON 141
TH TECH A 210
M W LAWSON 141
F ARENA 121
y W LAWSCN 141
TH ARENA 121
M W LAWSON 141
F ARENA 121
M W LAWSON 141
TH ARENA 123
H W LAWSON 141
TH ARENA 121
M W LAWSON 141
F ARENA 125
M WTH PARK 309
M w WHAM 105
TH ARENA 123
M W WHAM 105
F TECH A 422
M W WHAM 105
F ARENA 125
M W WHAM 105
F ARENA 125
M W WHAM 105
TH ARENA 121
M W WHAM 105
F ARENA 119
M W WHAM 105
F ARENA 123
M W WHAM 105
F ARENA 121
M M WHAM 105
TH ARENA 123
M W WHAM 105
TH TECH D 131
M WTH TECH A 310
M WTH H EC 102
M WTH TfcCH A 308
M W F COMM 1022
M W F H EC 118
M W F TECH A 222





































6 03.00 MT THF
7 05.45-07.25 T TH
261 MANAGEMENT ACCT




3 12.00 MT THF
4 01.00 MT THF
5 05.45-07.25 M W
331 TAX ACCOUNTING
PREREQ ACCT 261











2 02.00 MT THF
432 PROB IN FEC TAX
PREREQ ACCT 331
1 11.00 MT THF
442 ADV COST ACCOUNTING
PREREQ ACCT 341
1 10.00 MT THF
2 01.00 MT THF
459 INTERNSHIP IN ACCT
PREREQ CONSENT OF INTERNSHIP
COMMITTEE






















































































































FORSYTH MILTON D JR
FORSYTH MILTON D JR
FORSYTH MILTON D JR




















STKAT -USSR £ CHINA 01.0 CR
1 09.00 H WHLR 113
2 11.00 w WHLR 113
CORPS TRAINING 00.0 CR
PREREQ CMC QR F1EL0 TRAINING
1 10.00 T LIB 26
AS POWER TODAY 03.0 CR
PREREQ GMC OR F][ELD TRAINING
1 08.00 M WTH WHLR 107
2 10.00 M WTH WHLR 107
CORPS TRAINING 00.0 CR
PREREQ AS 300
L 10.00 T LIB 26
MIL LDRSHIP £ MGT 03.0 CR
PREREQ AS 351
1 09.00 M WTH WHLR 107
2 01.00 M WTH WHLR 107
cu Itural Industries (AG 1)
INTRO TO AG EDUC 02.0 CR
1 04.00 M W AG 214
STRUCTURES 6 ELECT 04.0 CR
1 03.00 T TH AG 225
01.00-02.50 M W 0832 101
2 03.00 T TH AG 225
03.00-04.50 M W 0832 101
3 03.00 T TH AG 225
08.00-09.50 M W 0832 101
AGRICULTURAL EDUC 04.0 CR
PREREQ S ED 310 , AG I 3i;
IN AG
1 09.00-11.50 MTWTHF AG 155
STUDENT TEACH-AG ED 12.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT 309
1 TO BE ARRANGED
FARM MANAGEMENT 05.0 CR
PREREQ AG I 204 OR GSB 211A
1 11.00 MTW F AG 225
10.00-11.50 ii AG 225
2 11.00 MTW F AG 225
11.00-12.50 TH AG 225
FARM FINANCIAL MGT 04.0 CR
PREREQ AG I 350 OR EQUIV
1 02.00 MTW AG 225
01.00-02.50 TH AG 225
AGRICULTURAL MKTG 03.0 CR
PREREQ AG I 204 OR GSB 211A
1 CI. 00 M W F AG 225
INTERN PROGRAM 03,,0 TO 05.0 CR
PREREQ JR STANDING
TO BE ARRANGED
FIELD MACH £ POWER 05.0 CR


































01.0 TC 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPT CHAIRMAN
TO BE ARRANGED
HONORS IN AG INDUST 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ JR STAND, 4.0 GPA, 4.25 IN MAJ




FORSYTH MILTON D JR
CHASTAIN CHARLIE W
CHASTAIN CHARLIE W


























411 AGRIC EXTENSION 03.0 CR
PREREQ JUNICR STANDING
1 04.00 MT TH AG 225 BUILA THEODORE
417 AGRIC DEVELOPMENT 04.0 CR
PREREQ AG I 204 OR GSB 211A
1 09.00 MTW F AG 225 KEEPPER WENDELL E
456A AG MKTG - COOPS 03.0 CR
PREREQ AG I 354, OR CONSENT OF INSTR
1 10.00 MTW AG 225 WILLS WALTER J
456C AG MKTG-FIELU CROPS 02.0 CR
PREREQ AG I 354, OR CONSENT OF INSTR
1 03.00 M W AG 225 WILLS WALTER J
456D AG MKTG-DAIRY-PCULT 02.0 CR
PREREQ AG I 354, CR CONSENT OF INSTR
1 12.00 W F AG 155 SOLVERSON LYLF
CROSSLISTEU WITH AN I 465D
456E AG MKTG-HCRT CROPS 02.0 CR
PREREQ AG I 354, OR CONSENT OF INSTR
1 12.00 T TH AG 155
485 PRIN-PHIL VO TEC ED 03.0 CR
PREREQ STUDENT TEACHING OR CONSENT OF
DEPARTMENT
1 06.00-C8.30 PM M TECH A 208 RAMP WAYNE S
CROSSLISTED WITH SECS ED, TIED 485
505 AG IND RES METHODS 03.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPT CHAIRMAN
HONEGGER, GORDON
HONEGGER GORDON D










01.0 TC 06.0 CR
581 SEMINAR 01.0 TC 06.0 CR









NTRO-CRIMINAL BEH 04.0 CR
1 09.00-10.50 M W 0685 200
2 01.00-02.50 T TH 0685 200
201 SGC RESPCN-CFFENDER 04.0 CR
1 09.00-10.50 M W PULL 34
2 07.00-09.50 PM T COMM 1017
301 HUM REL-JUS AGENCY 04.0 CR
1 01.00-02.50 M W AG 154
COMM-BASED CORRECT 04.0 CR
1 09.00-10.50 M W LS I 205
CRIM INVES I BEH SC 04.0 CR
1 02.00-03.50 T TH 0875 101
VIOL,ENFORC £ COMM 04.0 CR
1 09.00-10.50 T TH TECH A 222
INTERNSHIP 04.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ 16 HRS AJ L WRIT PERMISSION OF
CENTER ACADEMIC COORD
1 TO BE ARRANGED
AJ 383 RESTRICTED-WRITTEN PERMISSION OF
INSTR REQ
READINGS IN AJ 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ WRIT PERM CENTER ACAD COORD &
APPROV OF AJ ADVISOR
I TO BE ARRANGED
RESTRICTED - WRITTEN PERMISSION OF INST
R REQ
INTRO TO RESEARCH 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR
1 01.00-02.50 T TH PULL 41
AM CORRECT SYSTEM 04.0 CR
PREREQ SCC 372 OR CONSENT OF INSTR


















474 LAW ENFORCEMENT AD
PREREQ GOVT 360, 467
STR
1 07.00-08,50 PM T
489A PROBATION-PAROLE
PREREO SOC 481 CR CCN
1 07.00-09.50 PM W
489E INDEPT STOOY COPRS
PREREO WRITTEN PERMIS
ACAD COORD





1 07.00-09.50 PM M
578 SEM IN CCRR REH CO
PREREQ CONSENT OF INS
1 TO BE ARRANGEO
SEE REHB 578 FOR REG1STR
583 SUPER FIELD WK CORR
PREREO WRITTEN PERMIS
ACAD COORD






1 TO BE ARRANGED
03.0 CR










1.0 TO 06.0 CR
TR
ATION
4.0 TC 12.0 CR
SION OF CENTER
N PERMISSION OF







311A EVAL & SEL FARM ANJ[ 02.,0 TO 03.0 CR
PREREQ AN I 121
1 03.00
DAIRY & POULTRY
M F AG 132
2 03.00-05.50 M AG 120
03.00-04.50 W AG 120
LIVESTOCK
315 FEEDS AND FEEDING
PREREQ AN I 121
04.0 CR
1 09.00 MT TH AG 216
09.00-10.50 W AG 120
2 09.00 MT TH AG 216
09.00-10.50 F AG 120
319 HORSES 03.0 CR
PREREQ AN I 315 CR CONSENT OF INSTR
1 10.00 M W AG 154
10.00-11.50 T AG 120
332 ANIM BREEC 6 GENET 04.0 CR
PREREQ AN I 121, , GSA 201B OFt EQUIV








,0 TO 05.0 CR
381 AGRICULTURAL SEM 01.0 CR
PREREQ SENIOR STANDING
1 04.00 T AG 114
390 SPEC STUD AN I 01.,0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ JR OR SR STANDING AND CONSENT
OF DEPT CHAIRMAN
1 TO BE ARRANGED
391 HONORS IN AN I 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ JR STANDING, 4.0 GPA,4.25 IN
MAJ, CONSENT OF DEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
421 AN PRO IN DEV COUN 03.0 CR
PREREQ ONE YR BIOL SCI
























REPRO PHSL-OOM ANIM 04.0 CR
PREREQ AN I 121 OR A COURSE IN PHSL
11,00 M THF AG 116
10.00-11.50 W AG 114
11.00 M THF AG 116
10.00-11.50 T AG 114
AG MKTG-DAIRY-POULT 02.0 CR
PREREQ GSB 211A, AG I 354 OR CONSENT
OF INSTR
12.00 W F AG 155
CROSSLISTEO WITH AG I 465D
ANIMAL BEHAVIOR 04.0 CR
PREREQ GSA 301, 302 OR EQUIV
09.00 M WTH LS II 350
09.00-10.50 T LS II 350
CROSSLISTEO WITH ZOOL 479,PSYC 479
SHEEP PRODUCTION 04.0 CR
PREREQ AN I 315,332,431
01.00 MTW AG 116
01.00-02.50 TH AG 114
COMM LIVESTOCK FEED 04.0 CR
PREREQ AN I 315 AND ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
08.00 MTW AG 116
08.00-09.50 F AG 114
RES METH IN AG SCI 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR
01.00-02.50 MT AG 120
01.00 W AG 120
READINGS IN AN IND 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED
INDIVIDUAL RESEARCH 01.0 TC 06.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED
SEMINAR 01.0 TC 06.0 CR
04.00 TH AG 114
INTERNAT GRAD STUDY 12.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPT
TO BE ARRANGED








KAMMLADE W G JR
KAMMLADE W G JR
LEE D DIXON JR






275 INDIVIDUAL STUDY 01.0 TO 18.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
303 OLD WORLD PREHIST 03.0 CR
PREREQ ANTH 250 OR EQUIV
1 01.00 M W F H EC 106 RILEY
311B PEOPLE-CULT WRLD I 03.0 CR
PREREQ FCR UNDERGRAD - ANTH 250 OR
EQUIV
1 09.00 M W F H EC 106 BENDER
313A PEOPLE-CULT WRLD 3 03.0 CR
PREREQ FCR UNDERGRAD - ANTH 250 OR
EQUIV
1 10.00 M W F H EC 106 GRIMES
404B PRIMITIVE TECHNOLOG 03.0 CR
PREREQ ANTH 250 OR EQUIV
1 10.00-11.50 T H EC 106 DARK
03.00 W H EC 106
430 ARCHAEOL OF N AMER 03. U CR
PREREQ ANTH 250 OR EQUIV
1 11.00 M W F H EC 106 RACKERBY
465B MUSEUM METHODS 02.0 CR
PREREQ JR STANDING
1 11.00 TH H EC 122A HEDRICK BASIL C
ENROL BY PERMISSION-ADDITIONAL HRS TBA
AT MUSEUM
470A SP STUDIES WOR LANG 03.0 CR
PREREQ ANTH 413 OR LING 401, A ORB,
OR CONSENT OF INSTR



















01.0 TO 18.0 CR
471B ETHNOMUSICOLOGY
1 07.00-09.30 PM T
INDIV STUDY IN ANTH
1 TO Bfc ARRANGEO
HONORS IND RESEARCH 01.0 TO 18.0 CR
PREREQ FOR UNOERGRAD - ANTH 250 OR
EQUIV
1 TU Bfc ARRANGEO
HONORS THESIS 03.0 TO 12.0 CR














CONSENT CF DEPARTMENT REQUIRED
READINGS IN ANTH 01.0 TO 27.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED
CONSENT OF DEPARTMENT REQUIRED
FIELD METHODS-ETHNO 03.0 CR
1 03.00-05.30 M H EC 106
FIfcLDWORK IN ANTH 01.0 TC 27.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
CONSENT GF DEPARTMENT REQUIRED
THESIS 01.0 TC 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
DISSERTATION 01.0 TO 36.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
MARING JOEL M
03.0 TO 09.0 CR
H EC 106
03.0 TO 09.0 CR
TH H EC 106
03.0 CR
F H EC 106
03.0 TC 09.0 CR
H EC 106
01.0 TC 27.0 CR
01.0 TO 27.0 CR
Applied Science (AP S)
401B X-RAY CRYSTALLQGPHY
1 04.00 M W
03.00-04.50 F
CROSSLISTED WITH CHEM 472B
410A ELECT I INST FOR LS
1 TO BE ARRANGED
430 SPECIAL PROBLEMS 02.0 TO 08.0 CR
PRERfcQ CONSENT OF COORDINATOR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
4448 MATERIALS SCIENCE
1 TO BE ARRANGED
503B PRCP-CRYST MATERIAL
1 TO BE ARRANGED
570 SPECIAL INVESTIGAT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
580 SEMINAR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS







02.0 TC 06.0 CR
01.0 TC 09.0 CR












100A SCLLPTURE-CRAFTS 04.0 CR
PRfcREQ RESTRICTED TO MAJORS IN SCHOOL
OF ART,PHOTO,QR H EC
1 08.00-09.50 M W F 0549 203
2 10.00-11.50 M U F 0549 203
100B CRAFTS-SCULPTURE 04.0 CR
PREREQ RESTRICTED TO MAJORS IN SCHOOL
OF ART, PHOTO, OR H EC
1 12.00-01.50 M w F PULL 214






100C PAINTING-GRAPHICS 04,0 CR
PREREQ RESTRICTED TO MAJORS IN SCHOOL
Or ART, PHOTO, OR H EC
1 11.00-01.50 T TH PULL 214
2 04.00-05.50 M W F PULL 214
100D GRAPHICS-DRAWING 04.0 CR
PREREQ RESTRICTED TO MAJORS IN SCHOOL
OF ART, PHOTO, OR H EC
1 12.00-01.50 M W F PULL 214
02.00-04.50 T TH PULL 214
DRAWING-PAINTING 04.0 CR
PREREQ RESTRICTED TO MAJORS IN SCHOOL
OF ART, PHOTO, OR H EC
100E
1 08.00-09.50 M W F
2 08.00-10.50 T TH
SCULPTURE
PREREQ 12 HRS OF ART 100
1 08.00-09.50 M W F




PREREQ 12 HRS OF ART 100
1 10.00-11.50 M W F




PREREQ 12 HRS CF ART 100
1 02.00-03.50 M W F
2 02.00-04.50 T TH




225B INTRO TO ART HIST
1 04.00 M W
259 STUDIO
1 TO 8E ARRANGED









5 C8.00 T TH
03.00-04.50 T TH
3008 ART ED FOR EL TEACH
PREREQ ART 300A
i 03^.00-05.50 T TH
302A POTTERY-BEGINNING
PREREQ 12 HRS OF ART
F INSTR
1 08.00-09.50 M W I
2 02.00-04.50 T TH
302B PGTTERY-INTERMED
PREREQ ART 302A
1 08.00-10.50 T TH
307 THEORY&PHIL ART ED
1 09.00 M W I
308 CUR £ ADM - ART ED
1 10.00
320A OIL PAINT TECH-BEG
PREREQ
1 08.00-09.50
320B OIL PAINT TECH-INT
PREREQ ART 320A
1 10.00-11.50 M W I
320C OIL PAINT TECH -ADV
PREREQ ART 320B













































































































0833 103M W F
04.0 CR
ART 200C OR CCNSENT OF INSTR











PULL 214 ONKEN MICHAEL
56
(ART)
325 STUDIO 02.0 TO 15.0 CR
PREREO 8 HRS IN MEDIUM OF CHOICE PLUS
CONSENT OF INSTR
I TO BE ARRANGEC
332A JEWELRY fcMETALSMITH 04.0 CR







RESTRICTED TC THOSE WITH 4HRS ART 332
DRAWING 02.0 TC 12.0 CR






















w F PULL 214





1 08.00-10.50 T TH PULL 214
2 04.00-05.50 M W F PULL 214
PRINTS 02.0 TC 12.0 CR
PREREQ ART 100 & 200 CR CONSENT OF
INSTR
1 02.00-03.50 M W F PULL 214
2 02.00-04.50 T TH PULL 214
ART ED METHCOS 04.0 CR
PREREQ ART 100
I 10.00-11.50 M W F 0833 101
WEAVING - BEGIN 04.0 CR
PREREQ 12 HRS CF ART 100 OR CONSENT
F INSTR
1 08.00-10.50 T TH 0702 101
} WEAVING - INTERMED 04.0 CR
PREREQ ART 385A
1 02.00-04.50 T TH 0702 1C1
SCULPTURE C4.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ ART 200- 12 HRS
1 ca. 00-10.50 T TH 0549 206
2 02.00-04.50 T TH 0549 206
STUDIO IN PAINTING 02.0 TO 12.0 CR
1 08.CO-09.50 M W F 0549 206A
2 12.00-02.50 T TH 0549 206A
STUDIO IN PRINTS 02.0 TC 12.0 CR
1 10.00-11.50 M W F PULL 214
STUDIO IN POTTERY 02.0 TO 12.0 CR
1 11.00-C1.50 T TH PULL 214
STUDIO METAL CONSTR 02.0 TO 12.0 CR
1 10.00-11.50 M w F PULL 214
DRAWING 02.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ APT 341- 12 HRS
1 08.00-10.50 T TH PULL 214
2 08.00-09.50 M W F PULL 214
STUDIO IN WEAVING 02.0 TC 12.0 CR
1 11.00-01.50 T TH 0702 101
STUDIO IN ART ED 02.0 TC 12.0 CR
1 11.00 M W F 0833 103
i ART HIST SEM-MED 03.0 CR
1 02. 00-05. CO F PARK 111
J RES ART HIST-MED 03.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED
ADVANCED SCULPTURE 02.0 TC 12.0 CR
















02.0 TC 12.0 CR
INSTRUCTOR
02.0 TO 12.0 CR




























526 RESEARCH POTTERY 02.0 TO 12.0 CR
1 11.00-01.50 T TH PULL 214
536 RESEARCH METAL CONS 02.0 TO 12.0 CR









546 RESEARCH IN WEAVING 02.0 TO 12.0 CR





02.0 TO 12.0 CR
571 READ ART HISTORY 02.0 TC 05.0 CR
PREREQ GRAD STANDING L CONSENT CF
INSTR



















305 GENETICS-CLAS 6 POL 04.0 CR
PREREQ GSA 201B OR 210B OR ADVANCED
STANDING IN BIOLOGY
306
1 10.00 TWTHF NKRS B 240 WARNER ALEX
DEVELOPMENTAL BIOL 04.0 CR
PREREQ GSA 201B OR 210B OR ADVANCED
STANDING IN BIOLOGY
1 09.00 MTWTH AG 166 BOWERS & PAPPELIS
ENVIRONMENTAL BIOL 04.0 CR
PREREQ GSA 201B OR 210B OR ADVANCED
STANDING
1 11.00 M WTH LAWSON 221 ROBERTSON PHILIP A
2 CI. 00 MTWTH LAWSON 221 LE FEBVRE E A
ORGANISMIC BIOLOGY 04.0 CR
307
308
PREREQ GSA 201B OR 210B OR ADVANCED
STANDING
1 09.00 MTWTHF LAWSON 101
FRIDAY MEETING FOR ABOVE SECTION IS
OPTIONAL
2 02.00 MTWTH LAWSON 101
Black American Studies (BAS)
309 INTRO BLACK STUDIES 03.0 CR








1,0.00 M W LS II 450 SCOTT R N
10.00 F LS I 16
SEM-8LACK STUDIES 02.0 TC 12.0 CR
PREREQ GSB 309 OR GSC 325 OR CONSENT
OF INSTR
06.00-C8.30 PM T LS I I 146 JONES MARCUS
SEM-GROUP LDRSH1P 02.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR
06.00-08.00 PM TH CL 326 HILL MILTON
METHODS-BLACK STUDY 04.0 CR
PREREQ GSB 109 CR CONSENT OF DEPT
06.00-08.30 PM W WHAM 305 HOLMES JOHN
BLACK AM £ THE LAW 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPT OR BAS 309,
GSB 109
07.00-09.50 PM W BAILEY 130 HERMON ZVI
(BOT)
MORPH NON-VAS PLANT 04.0 CR
PREREQ GSA 201B
09.00 M W I
08.00-09.50 T




























T TH LS II 450
M W LS II 40^
T TH LS II 450
M W LS II 404
05.0 CR










08.00 M W F LS I I 450
08.00-09.50 T TH LS II 4b7
08.00 M H F LS I I 450
10.00-11.50 T TH LS II 457
GENETIC MbTHODS 02.0 CR
PREREQ BIOL 305 OR EQUIV
03.00-04.50 T TH LS II 480
ORGANISMIC LA6 02.0 CR
01.00-C2.50 T TH LS II 404
REAOINGS - BOTANY 02.0 TG 04.0 CR
PREREQ BGT MAJOR AND CONSENT OF INSTR
08.00-09.50 M LS II 430
SPEC PROB IN BOTANY 02.0 TO 05.0 CR
PREREQ BOT MAJOR ANC CONSENT OF DEPT
10.00-11.50 TH LS II 430
HONORS IN BOTANY 03. TC 21.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPARTMENT
01.00-02.50 T
PALEOBOTANY




























BOT 320, CHEM 350 OR CHEM
MINOR
M M F LS II 430
T TH LS II 453
05.0 CR
PREREQ BIOL 307 OR CONSENT OF DEPT
11.00 M W F LS II 450
LAB TO BE ARRANGED SAT LS II 423
PLANT GEOGRAPHY 03.0 CR








PHOTO METH - CCLCR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR
TO BE ARRANGED
ADV MICROTECHNIQUE 05.0 CR















T THF LS I I 450 UGENT DONALD
05,,0 CR
IF INSTR
M W F LS II 450 PAPPELIS A J
T TH LS II 423
M W F LS II 450 PAPPELIS A J
T TH LS II 423
04,,0 CR
1 01.00 M W F LS II 430
01.00--02.50 T TH LS I I 480
REJDINGS - BOTANY 02.0 TC 05.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
SEMINAR 01.0 TC 03.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
2 04.00 W LAWSON 221
INTRO TO RESEARCH 02.0 TC 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
2 TU BE ARRANGED
3 12.00 T THF LS II 430
RESEARCH C3.0 TC 09.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
THESIS 03. TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
DISSERTATION 01.0 TG 36.0 CR









PREREQ ENROLLMENT IN MBA
CONSENT OF INSTR
1 10.00-11.50 T TH
510 MGR ACCT £ CONTROL
PREREQ ENROLLMENT IN MBA
CONSENT OF INSTR
1 10.00-11.50 W F
519 SEMINAR IN ACCT
























PREREQ ENROLLMENT IN MBA
CONSENT OF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
598 BUSINESS POLICIES
PREREQ ENROLLMENT IN MBA
CONSENT CF INSTR
1 08.00-09.50 T F
599 THESIS 04.0
PREREQ ENROLLMENT IN MBA
CONSENT OF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
04.0 CR
PROGRAM OR
CL 328 LAUGHHUNN DAN J
04.0 CR
PROGRAM OR





IN MBA PROGRAM OR
INSTR
TH CL 25 VAUGHN
04.0 CR
IN MBA PROGRAM OR
INSTR
TH CL 24 LAUGHHUNN DAN J
04.0 CR
IN MBA PROGRAM OR
INSTR
W CL 24 BISHOP RONALD C
04.0 CR
IN MBA PROGRAM OR
INSTR
W F CL 24 JAMES
04.0 CR
IN MBA PROGRAM UR
INSTR









121A GEN CHEM-QUAL ANAL 05 .0 CR
PREREQ 115 OR 1 YR HIGH SCHOOL CHEM
1 08.00 T THF NKRS 8 440 ARNOLD
08.00-10.50 M NKRS C 104
08.00 W NKRS 8 440 ARNOLD
2 08.00 T THF NKRS B 440 ARNOLD
08.00-10.50 M NKRS C 106
08.00 W NKRS B 440 ARNOLD
3 08.00 T THF NKRS B 440 ARNOLD
08.00-10.50 M NKRS C 108
08.00 W NKRS B 440 ARNOLD
4 12.00 M W F NKRS B 240 HINCKLEY CONRAD
11.00-C1.50 T NKRS C 106
12.00 TH NKRS B 240 HINCKLEY CON RAO
5 12.00 M W F NKRS B 240 HINCKLEY CONRAD
11.00-01.50 T NKRS C 104
12.00 TH NKRS 8 240 HINCKLEY CONRAD
6 12.00 M W F NKRS B 240 HINCKLEY CONRAD
11.00-01.50 T NKRS C 106
12.00 T NKRS C 118 HINCKLEY CONRAD
7 12.00 M W F NKRS B 240 HINCKLEY CONRAD
11.00-01.50 TH NKRS C 107
12.00 TH NKRS B 240 HINCKLEY CONRAD
60
(CHEM)
8 12.00 M W F
11.00-01. 50 TH
12.00 T
9 03.00 M M F
C2.0C-C4.50 T
03.00 TH
10 03.00 M W F
02.00-04.50 T
C3.0C TH
11 03.00 M w F
02.00-04.50 TH
03.00 T
12 03.00 M W F
02.00-04.50 T
03.00 TH
13 03.00 M W F
C2. 00-04. 50 TH
03.00 T
14 06.00-07.25 PM M w
C6.00 PM TH
06.00-08.50 PM T
15 C6. 00-07. 25 PN M H
06.00 PM TH
06.C0-08.50 PM T
16 06.00-07.25 PM M W
06.00 PM T
Ob. 00-08. 50 PM TH
17 06.00-07.25 PM M W
06.00 PM TH
06.00-C8.50 PM T
18 C6. 00-07. 25 PM M w
06.00 PM T
Ofc.00-C8.5C PM TH
1218 GEN CHEM-QUAL ANAL
PREREO 121A
1 08.00 M w F
08.00 T
08.00-10.50 TH
2 08.00 M W F
08.00 T
08.00-10.50 TH
3 08.00 M W F
C8.00 TH
08.00-10.50 T
4 C8.00 M W F
08.00 TH
08.00-1C.50 T
5 11.00 M W F
11.00 TH
08.0C-10.50 T
6 11.00 M V, F
11.00 T
Cfc.00-C8.50 PM TH
7 11.00 M W F
11.00 T
06.00-10.50 TH
8 11.00 M W F
11.00 T
11.00-C1.50 TH
9 03.00 M W F
03.00 T
C2.00-C4.50 TH
10 03.00 M W F
03.00 TH
02.00-C4.50 T
11 03. OC M U F
03.00 T
C2.00-C4.50 TH
12 03.00 M w F
C3.0C T
02.00-04.50 TH
NKRS b 240 HINCKLEY CONRAU
NKRS C 108
NKRS C 118 FINCKLEY CONRAD
NKRS 240 HALL HERBERT
NKRS C 102
NKRS B 240 HALL HERBERT
NKRS B 240 HALL HERBERT
NKRS C 104
NKRS B 240 HALL HERBERT
NKRS B 240 HALL HERBERT
NKRS C 107
NKRS C 116 HALL
NKRS B 240 HALL HERBERT
NKRS C 106
NKRS B 240 HALL HERBERT
NKRS B 240 HALL HERBERT
NKRS C 108
NKRS C 116 HALL HERBERT
NKRS B 240 BOLEN
NKRS B 240 BCLEN
NKRS C 102
NKRS B 240 BOLEN
NKRS B 240 BOLEN
NKRS C 104
NKRS B 240 EOLEN
NKRS C 116 BOLEN
NKRS C 107
NKRS B 240 BOLEN
NKRS B 240 BCLEN
NKRS C 10b
NKRS B 240 BOLEN
NKRS C 116 BOLEN
NKRS C 108
05.0 CR
NKRS B 240 TYRRELL JAMES
NKRS C 118 TYRRELL JAMES
NKRS C 108
NKRS B 240 TYRRELL JAMES
NKRS C 118 TYRRELL JAMES
NKRS C 104
NKRS B 240 TYRRELL JAMES
NKRS C 118 TYRRELL JAMES
NKRS C 106
NKRS B 240 TYRRELL JAMES
NKRS C 118 TYRRELL JAMES
NKRS C 108
NKRS B 240 KQSTER DAVID
NKRS C 116 KCSTER DAVID
NKRS C 102
NKRS B 240 KCSTER PAVID
NKRS B 240 KOSTER DAVID
NKRS C 102
NKRS B 240 KOSTER DAVID
NKRS B 240 KCSTER DAVID
NKRS C 102
NKRS B 240 KOSTER DAVID
NKRS B 240 KOSTER DAVID
NKRS C 102
NKRS B 440 EMPTAGE MICHAEL R
NKRS B 240 EMPTAGE MICHAEL R
NKRS C 104
NKRS B 440 EMPTAGE MICHAEL R
NKRS C 116 EMPTAGE MICHAEL R
NKRS C 108
NKRS B 440 EMPTAGE MICHAEL R
NKRS B 240 EMPTAGE MICHAEL R
NKRS C 1C7
NKRS B 440 EMPTAGE MICHAEL R








GEN QUANT ANALYSIS 05.0 CR
PREREO CHEM L21B
10.00 M W F NKRS C 118
09.00 T NKRS C 118
10.00-11.50 T NKRS C 408
09.00-11.50 TH NKRS C 408
10.00 M W F NKRS C 118
02.00 T NKRS C 116
03.00-04.50 T NKRS C 408
02.00-04.50 TH NKRS C 408
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 04.0 CR
PREREQ 110 OR 121A
09.00 M M F NKRS 8 440
08.00-10.50 T NKRS C 107
09.00 TH NKRS C 116
09.00 M W F NKRS B 440
08.00-10.50 TH NKRS C 107
09.00 T NKRS C 116
09.00 M W F NKRS B 440
08.00-10.50 T NKRS C 109
09.00 TH NKRS C 116
09.00 M W F NKRS B 440
08.00-10.50 TH NKRS C 109
09.00 T NKRS C 116
09.00 M W F NKRS 8 440
11.00-01.50 T NKRS C 109
09.00 T NKRS C 116
09.00 M W F NKRS B 440
06.00-08.50 PM TH NKRS C 109
09.00 TH NKRS C 116
09.00 M W F NKRS B 440
02.00-04.50 T NKRS C 109
09.00 TH NKRS C 116
09.00 M W F NKRS B 440
02.00-04.50 TH NKRS C 109
09.00 TH NKRS C 116
09.00 M W F NKRS B 440
06.00-08.50 PM T NKRS C 109
,
09.00 T NKRS C 116
ORG CHEM-PRE PROF 05.0 CR
PREREO CHEM 305A
11.00 M W F LS I 133
08.00-10.50 T TH NKRS C 205
11.00 T NKRS C 118
11.00 M W F LS I 133
01.00-03.50 T TH NKRS C 205
11.00 T NKRS C 118
11.00 M W F LS I 133
08.00-10.50 \n F NKRS C 205
11.00 TH NKRS C 118
11.00 M W F LS I 133
06.00-08.50 PM T TH NKRS C 205
11.00 TH NKRS C 118
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 05.0 CR
PREREQ CHEM 341A
08.00 M W F NKRS C 218
08.00-10.50 T TH NKRS C 203
09.00 M NKRS C 218
08.00 M W F NKRS C 218
09.00-11.50 M F NKRS C 203
09.00 W NKRS C 218
08.00 M W F NKRS C 218
12.00-02.50 T TH NKRS C 203
08.00 TH NKRS C 213
y 08.00 M W F NKRS C 218
12.00-02.50 M W NKRS C 203
08.00 TH NKRS C 218
UNDERGRAD SEMINAR 00. TO 02. D CR
PREREQ FOR JUNIORS & SENIORS WITH
CONC ENT RATION IN CHEM
GEIGER WILLIAM E JR
GEIGER WILLIAM E JR
GEIGER WILLIAM E JR

















































w F NKRS C
04.0
















































































PREREQ CHEM 461B S 472A
04.00 M W
03.00-04.50 F

























01.0 TC 12.0 CR
NSTRUCTOR AND OEPT
01.0 TO 12.0 CR























01.0 TC 12.0 CR
NSTRUCTOR AND DEPT
01.0 TC 12.0 CR
NSTRUCTOR AND DEPT




W F NKRS C 410
02.0 TC 30.0 CR
CHEM 511A ANC CONSENT OF INS
M W F NKRS C 116
03.0 CR
CHEM 433 OR SATISFACTORY FIELD
EXAM




541 ADV ORG CHEM 03.0 CR
PREREQ CHEM 504 OR SATISFACTORY FIELD
EXAM
1 09.00 M M F NKRS A 156 SLOCLM DONALD
549 ADV TOPICS-ORGANIC 02.0 TC 30.0 CR
PREREQ CHEM 543
1 09.00 M M F NKRS A 258 SMITH
559 ADV T0PICS-8IQCHEM 02.0 TC 30.0 CR
PREREQ CHEM 551
1 10.00 M W F NKRS A 258 BOLEN £ SUNG
562A QUANTUM CHEMISTRY 03.0 CR
PREREQ CHEM 464 OR CONSENT OF IN
STR
1 03.00 M W F NKRS A 258 VUSLIN BORIS
569 ADV TOPICS-PHYSICAL 02.0 TC 30.0 CR
PREREQ CHEM 561
1 11.00 M W F NKRS C 118 GIBBARD H FRANK
594A SP READ-CHEM ANALY 01.0 TO 15.0 CR
PREREQ 24 HRS OF 500 CHEM AND CONSENT
OF DIV
1 TO 8t ARRANGED
594B SP READ-CHEM BIO 01.0 TO 15.0 CR
PREREQ 24 HRS OF 500 CHEM AND CONSENT
OF DIV
1 TO BE ARRANGED
594C SP READ-CHEM INORG 01.0 TO 15.0 CR
PREREQ 24 HRS OF 500 CHEM AND CONSENT
OF DIV
1 TO BE ARRANGED
594D SP READ-CHEM ORGAN 01.0 TO 15.0 CR
PREREQ 24 HRS CF 500 CHEM AND CONSENT
OF DIV
1 TO BE ARRANGED
594E SP READ-CHEM PHYS 01.0 TC 15.0 CR
PREREQ 24 HRS CF 500 CHEM AND CONSENT
CF DIV
1 TO BE ARRANGED
595A ACV SEM-CHEM ANALY OG.O TC 09.0 CR
PREREQ 24 HRS OF 500 CHEM AND CONSENT
OF DIV
1 04.00-05.50 M NKRS C 218 COX
595B ACV SEM-CHEM BIO 00.0 TC 09.0 CR
PREREQ 24 HRS OF 500 CHEM AND CONSENT
OF DIV
1 04.00-05.50 T NKRS C 116 SUNG
595C AOV SEM-CHEM INORG 00.0 TO 09.0 CR
PREREQ 24 HRS CF 500 CHEM AND CONSENT
OF DIV
1 04.00-05.50 M NKRS C 218 TRIMBLE
5950 ADV SEM-CHEM ORGAN 00.0 TO 09.0 CR
PREREQ 24 HRS CF 500 CHEM AND CONSENT
OF DIV
1 04.00-05.50 F NKRS C 218 MYERS
595E ACV SEM-CHEM PHYS 00.0 TO 09.0 CR
PREREQ 24 HRS GF 500 CHEM AND CONSENT
OF DIV
1 04.00-05.50 TH NKRS C 218 MUSULIN
596A ADV CHEM PROB-ANALY 01.0 TO 20.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPT CHAIRMAN
1 07.00-09.50 PM TH NKRS C 410
596B ACV CHEM PROB-BIO 01.0 TC 20.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPT CHAIRMAN
1 TO BE ARRANGED
596C ADV CHEM PROB-INORG 01.0 TO 20.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT GF DEPT CHAIRMAN
i TO BE ARRANGED
5960 ADV CHEM PRDB-ORGAN 01.0 TO 20.0 CR
PREREQ CGNSENT OF DEPT CHAIRMAN
1 04.00-05.45 MTWTHF NKRS B 240
64
(CHEM)



















PREREO M A CEGREE
TO BE ARRANGED
RES-DOCTCR BIOCHEM
PREREQ M A DEGREE
TO BE ARRANGED
RES-DOCTOR INORGAN
PREREQ M A CEGREE
TO BE ARRANGED
RES-DCCTCR ORGANIC
PREREQ M A DEGRE
10.00-12,50
RES-DOCTCR PHYS














01.0 TC 20.0 CR
DEPT CHAIRMAN
01. TC 40.0 CR
DEPT CHAIRMAN
01.0 TC 40.0 CR
DEPT CHAIRMAN
01.0 TC 40.0 CR
DEPT CHAIRMAN
01.0 TC 40.0 CR
DEPT CHAIRMAN
01.0 TO 40.0 CR
DEPT CHAIRMAN
01.0 TC 48.0 CR
OR EQUIV
01.0 TC 48.0 CR
OR EOUIV
01.0 TC 48.0 CR
OR EQUIV
01.0 TC 48.0 CR
E OR EOUIV
S NKRS C 410
01.0 TO 48.0 CR
OR EQUIV
03.0 TC 48.0 CR
TO PH D CANDICACY
03.0 TO 48.0 CR
TO PH D CANDICACY
03.0 TC 48.0 CR
TO PH D CANDICACY
03.0 TC 48.0 CR
TO PH C CANCICACY
03.0 TC 48.0 CR










02.00 M M F
06.00-07.25 PM T TH
CHILD DEVELOPMENT
09.00 M W F
06.00-07.25 PM M W
CHILD DEVELOP PRACT
04.00 T
L 2 HRS TBA
CHILD DEVELOP PRACT
04.00 W
L 3 CONSECUTIVE HRS TBA
FAMILY DEVELOPMENT 03.0 CR
PREREQ CGF 227 CR GSB 341
11.00 M W F H EC
WORKSHOP 02.0 TC 08.
06.CO-09.00 PM h H EC
ADM PRE-SCHOOL PROG 04.
PREREO 345B CR CONSENT OF INSTR















































FIELD EXPERIENCE 02,0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF CHAIRMAN
TO BE ARRANGED
READINGS 02.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR £> CHAIRMAN
TO BE ARRANGED
CH DEV-HOME £ SCH
06.00-09.00 PM T
SPECIAL PROBLEMS 02,
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPT
TO BE ARRANGED




TC 05 ,0 CR




PREREQ C£P 320 6 CONSENT
09.00-10.50 M W
LAB TO BE ARRANGED
09.00-10.50 T TH
LAB TO BE ARRANGED
INTRO TO FILM THECR
01.00 M M
01.00-02.50 F















































362 SOUND FOR MOT PIC
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPT





LAB TO BE ARRANGED
2 01.00-02.50
02.00 W
LAB TO BE ARRANGED
415 TECH&SCIENTIFIC PH
PREREQ 322
1 11.00 M w
10.00-11.50 F
LAB TO BE ARRANGED
422 ADV COLOR PHOTO
PREREQ 322
1 11.00-12.50 T TH
LAB TO BE ARRANGED
456 WORKSHOP-FILM PROD 01
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPT
DUCT ION
1 TO BE ARRANGED






































































457 MIXED MEDIA PRODUCT
PRfcREQ CONSENT OF DEPT
1 07.30-10,00 PM
458 PROJ-CINEMA 6 PHOTC
PREREQ CONSENT
1 TO BE ARRANGEO
460 HIST SILENT FILM
1 01.00-C2.50
SCREENING FEE - 5
480 IND STUDY IN CSP
PREREQ CONSENT GF DEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
04.0 CR
TH COMM 1122 DAVIS, R0BER1




T TH LAWSON 201 BLUMENBERG, RICHARD
DCLLARS
01.0 TC 12.0 CR
BLUMENBERG RICHARD M
Clothing and Textiles (C&T)
127A CLOTHING SELECTION
1 09.00 T TH
127B CLOTHING CONSTRUCT
1 10.00-11.50 T TH
2 01.00-02.50 M W
3 03.00-04.50 T TH




















































PREREQ 127A, OR CGNSENT OF CHAIRMAN
09.00 M W F H EC 203
SPECIAL PROBLEMS 02.0 TO 04.0 CR































H EC 201 BERRY THELMA H
H EC 201 EERRY THELMA H
04.0 CR
ENCY, OR
H EC 303 BERRY THELMA H
H EC 303 BERRY THELMA H
04.0 CR
NT OF CHAIRMAN
H EC 301 PADGETT ROSE
04.0 CR
NSENT CF
H EC 301 PADGETT ROSE
TO 04.0 CR02






NTRO TO CD 04.0 CR








SMALL GP PROCESS-CC 04.0
PREREQ CD 401, CONSENT OF INSTR
03.00-04.50 M « 0686
COMMUNITY & CHANGE 04.0
PREREQ CD 401, INSTR CONSENT
















LAB-SMALL GP PROCES 04.0 CR
PREREQ CD 401, 501 CR CONSENT OF
INSTR
01.00-02.50 M W 0686 29
CHNG AGNT-PLAN CHNG 04.0 CR
PREREQ CO 401 CR CONSENT OF INSTR
TO BE ARRANGED
LAB-STYLES £ TECH 04.0 CR
PREREQ CD 401, CONSENT OF INSTR
TO BE ARRANGED
OELANEY £ THOMAS
INDEPEND STUDY - CO 01.0 TC 08.0 CR
PREREQ CD 401 £ CONSENT OF INSTR
TO BE ARRANGED
RES SEM IN CD 04.0 CR
PREREQ CD 401, 501, 502, 503 & 511
02.00-03.50 M W 0686 29 VOTH DONALD
THESIS RESEARCH 01.0 TC 08.0 CR
PREREQ CD 401, 501, 502, 503, 511 £ 5
98
TO BE ARRANGED







CUTDCOR ECUCATION 04.0 CR
10.00-11.50 M PULL 209
09.00-11.50 W PULL 209
ABOVE SECTION CROSSLISTED WITH REC 301
01.00-02.50 T PULL 209
01.00-03.50 TH PULL 209
NATURE INTERP 04.0 CR
11.00 T PULL 209
08.00-11.30 S PULL 209
CROSSLISTED WITH REC 320
PRACT OUTDOOR ED 02.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ DEPARTMENT CONSENT
TO BE ARRANGEO
CUTDOOR ED WORKSHP 04.0 CR
06.30-09.00 PM T PULL 209
CROSSLISTED WITH REC


















RO-COMPUTEP PROG 03.0 CR
EREQ GSD 107 OR MATH 111A OR 1 1/2
YRS H.S. ALGEBRA
09.00 T TH NKRS B 440
08.00 T TH NKRS A 157
09.00 T TH NKRS B 440
10.00 T TH NKRS A 157
09.00 T TH NKRS B 440
11.00 T TH NKRS A 157
09.00 T TH NKRS B 440
12.00 T TH NKRS A 157
09.00 T TH NKRS B 440
01.00 T TH NKRS A 157
09.00 T TH NKRS B 440
02.00 T TH NKRS A 157
09.00 T TH NKRS B 440
03.00 T TH NKRS A 157
09.00 T TH NKRS B 440
08.00 T TH NKRS A 458
09.00 T TH NKRS B 440
10.00 T TH NKRS A 278
09.00 T TH NKRS B 440
11.00 T TH NKRS A 278
09.00 T TH NKRS B 440









































































































TED WITH MATH 429
L CALCULUS
202 £ MATH 305A & 221
M W F NKRS A 278
L ANALY I 03.0 CR
464A
M W F NKRS A 160
TED WITH MATH 475B
MULATIGN 03.0 CR
202 & EITHER MATH 480A OR 483A
M W F NKPS A 278
01.0 TC 09.0 CR











TED WITH MATH 527
01.0 TC 09.0 CR
CUNSENT OF INSTR
ARRANGED
01.0 TC 09.0 CR
CONSENT OF INSTR & DEPARTMENT
ARRANGED
PROBLEMS 01.0 TO 09.0 CR
CONSENT OF DEPT
ARRANGED


























































MAT a BASIC TECH
TO BE ARRANGED
TO BE ARRANGED
RES IN P-S DESIGN 04.0
PREREQ 12 HRS GF DES 366
TO BE ARRANGED
TO BE ARRANGED
RES IN VISUAL DES 04.0
PREREQ 12 HRS GF DES 375
TO BE ARRANGED
TO BE ARRANGED




EDUC TOOL SYSTEMS 04.0
TO BE ARRANGED
STUD IN IND PROCESS 04.0
TO BE ARRANGED
RES IN PRODUCT DES 04.0
TO BE ARRANGED
STUOIES IN COMM DES 04.0
TO BE ARRANGED
RES IN CCMM DESIGN 04.0
TO BE ARRANGED






























































































PERK HARRY F W
JEROME MICHAEL C







































PREREQ ECON 214 AND 215
11.00 TWTHF
ECON HIST OF EUROPE


























































T THF AG 170
W WHAM 203
04.0 CR




ELLIS ROBERT J JR
ELLIS ROBERT J JR
10.00 MTWTH AG 152 EDELMAN MILTON T
CROSSLISTED WITH GOVT 436
INTERMED MICRO THEO 04.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 215 OR CONSENT OF INSTR
1 11.00 M TH CL 109 FORAN
11.00 W F LS I 323
2 03.00 MTWTH CL 109 ADAMS
INTERMED MACRO TH 04.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 214
1 11.00 M PULL 35 BOHI
11.00 T THF CL 326
2 02.00 MT THF 0871 101
HIST ECON THOUGHT 03.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 450A
I 04.00 MT TH CL 109 WIEGAND
INTRO -ECONOMETRICS 04.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 308
1 09.00 MT THF
501 ECONOMICS READINGS 01.
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
502 READING IN RES ECON 01.
PREREQ CONSENT OF FORES
1 TO BE ARRANGED



























MICRECON THEORY I 04.0 CR
PREREQ 440 CR CONSENT OF INSTR
09.00 TWTHF PULL 41 MARTINSEK
MACROECON TH I L I I 04.0 CR
PREREQ 541A CR CONSENT OF INSTR
03.00 MTWTH WHAM 312 CORNWALL
SEM-CONTEMP MICR TH 04.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 540B
01.00 M TH AG 188 MARTINSEK
01.00 W F CL 326
ECONOMIC REGULATION 04.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 440 OR CONSENT OF INSTR
07.35-09.15 PM M W CL 328 RUSSELL
THESIS 01.0 TO 09.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED




Educational Administration and Foundations
355 PHILOSOPHY OF EDUC
1 08.00 MTWTH WHAM 205
2 09.00 MTWTH WHAM 206
3 10.00 MTWTH WHAM 208
4 10.00 MTWTH H EC 206
5 11.00 MTWTH WHAM 203
6 12.00 MTWTH WHAM 228
7 12.00 MTWTH WHAM 206
8 CI. 00 MTWTH WHAM 202
9 02.00 MTWTH WHAM 202
10 03.00 MTWTH WHAM 206
11 04.00 MTWTH WHAM 302
12 05.45-07.25 M W WHAM 208
13 05.45-07.25 T TH WHAM 22S
14 07.35-09.15 PM M W WHAM 202
431 HIST OF EDUC IN U S 04.0 CR
1 06.30-09.00 PM W WHAM 329
432 EDUC £ SCC FORCES 04.0 CR
1 06.30-09.00 PM W WHAM 321
500 RESEARCH METHODS 04.0 CR
1 09.00-11.30 S WHAM 326
2 06.30-09.00 PM TH WHAM 206
3 06.30-09.00 PM M WHAM 32&
501B SEMINAR IN EDAC 04.0 CR
PREREQ EDAF 501A
1 06.30-09.00 PM M
502 SEMINAR COMP EDUC
1 10.00 MTWTH
507B 20TH CENTURY L EDUC
1 04.30-07.00






1 TO BE ARRANGED
5UB INTERN PRACTICUM
PREREQ 511A
1 TO BE ARRANGED
511C INTERN PRACTICUM
PREREQ 511B
1 TO BE ARRANGED
520A LEGAL BASIS-AMER ED 04.0
1 06.30-09.00 PM T WHAM
524B SCHL ADMINISTRATION 04.0
PREREQ EDAF 524A
1 06.30-09.00 PM T WHAM
524C SCHL ADMINISTRATION 04.0
PREREQ ECAF 524B

















































CUNTRAST PHIL IN ED























IND RES SCHCOL LAW
PREREQ CONSENT OF
TO BE ARRANGED
INO RES COMPAR EDUC
PREREQ CCNSENT CF
TO BE ARRANGED
INU RES HIST EDUC
PAERnQ CONSENT OF
TO BE ARRANGED











































01.0 TC 04.0 CR
INSTR
01.0 TC 04.0 CR
INSTR
01. TC 04.0 CR
INSTR
01.0 TC 04.0 CR
INSTR
01.0 TC 04.0 CR
INSTR
01.0 TC 04.0 CR
INSTR
01.0 TC 04.0 CR
INSTR
01.0 TC 04.0 CR
INSTR
01.0 TO 04.0 CR
INSTR
01.0 TC 04.0 CR
01.0 TC 04.0 CR
















02.0 TC 12.0 CR
INSTRUCTOR
WHAM 231 EAMES S MORRIS
02.0 CR
ANDING






05.0 TC 09.0 CR
01.0 TO 48.0 CR
MCKENZIE WILLIAM R
Elementary Education (ELED)
100 INTRO TO ELEM ECUC 03.0 CR
1 C9.00 M W F WHAM 305
2 10.00 M W F WHAM 317

























INSTR ANAL&FIELD WK 02




T TH WHAM 114
T TH WHAM 114

















ELEM SCHCOL METHODS 04 ,0 CR
PREREQ GUID 305
1 08.00 MTWTH WHAM 206
2 09.00 MTWTH WHAM 203
3 10.00 MTWTH WHAM 205 LEE
4 01.00 MTWTH WHAM 2 06 RANDOLPH VICTOR
5 02.00 MTWTH WHAM 206
6 06.30--09.00 PM W WHAM 328 KNAPP CLIFFORD E
7 06.30--09.00 PM T WHAM 203 TAYLOR THOMAS R
KINDER PRIMARY METH 04, CR
PREREQ GUID 305
1 09.00 MT THF WHAM 303 CUNNINGHAM
READING IN ELEM SCH 04,,0 CR
PREREQ 314
1 09.00 MT THF WHAM 210 MAGGART WILLIAM T
2 10.00 MTWTH WHAM 206 RANDOLPH VICTOR
3 10.00 MTWTH WHAM 2C3 BRCD ERNEST t
4 11.00 MT THF WHAM 206 RANDOLPH VICTOR
5 02.00 MTWTH WHAM 2C3 BROD ERNEST E
6 03.00 MTWTH WHAM 203
7 06.30--09.00 PM M WHAM 210 FISHCO DANIEL T
8 06.30--09.00 PM T WHAM 210 CASPERS
KIND PRI STUD TCH 04.
G
TC 16 ,c CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
SEE FOOTNOTE BELOW
EL STUDENT TCH 04.0 TC 16, CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
GENERAL
2 TO BE ARRANGEI
ART
3 TO BE ARRANGED
EMH
4 TO BE ARRANGED
MUSIC
5 TO BE ARRANGEI
PE
6 TO BE ARRANGEI
PH
7 TO BE ARRANGED
SP C
8 TO BE ARRANGED
SP ED
ELED 350 and 351--Student teachers are expected to be on duty
in the public schools according to the calendar of the
schools in which they are teaching. During the time in
which university students are student teaching, it may
therefore be necessary for them to follow a calendar dif-
ferent from the quarterly University calendar. When this
is necessary, the Director of Student Teaching will
inform the students sufficiently far enough in advance so
that they may make necessary arrangements.
74
(ELED)
375 REAOINGS IN tL ED 02.0 TC 03.0 CR
1 TU BE ARRANGEO SLOAN
2 TO Bfc ARRANGED LINDBERG
411 SEM - INSTRUCTION 02.0 TC 04.0 CR
1 10.00 MT THE WHAM 210 LINDBERG
RESTRICTED - SEE FOOTNOTE BELOW
2 11.00 MT THE WHAM 210 LINOBERG
RESTRICTED - SEE FCCTNCTE BELOW
ELED 411 - sects. 1 and 2 - Block Program: Students must
leave Wednesday free for participation in the school
and take ELED 337, sects. 1, 4, 7 or 8; ELED 431;
ELED 312; and any other specialized method course which
does not conflict with Wednesday.




















431 ED FOR DISADV CHILD
PREREQ 337
1 TO BE ARRANGED SWICK
RESTRICTED - SEE FOOTNOTE BELOW
437 PROS IN READING 04.0 CR
PREREQ SENIOR STANDING, 337, NOT OPEN
TO ONES HAVING HAD 505
I 06.30-C
441
MTwTH WHAM 208 HUSKIN BARBARA B
















MT THE WHAM 329 SHEPHERD
MT THF WHAM 305 SHEPHERD







MT THF WHAM 210 LAMb











1 09.00 PM M WHAM 203 BROD
INTRO-TEACH EL SCI 04.0 CR
PREREQ ELED 314
1 10.00 MTWTH PULL 3 04 HUNGERFORD
2 11.00 MTWTH PULL 304 KNAPP
3 01.00 MTWTH PULL 304 TOMERA
4 06.30-C9.00 PM TH PULL 3C4 HUNGERFORD
5 06.30-09.00 PM W PULL 304 TOMERA
PAR INVULVE IN EDUC 04.0 CR
PREREQ STUDENT TEACHING OR CONSENT OF
INSTRUCTOR
1 06.30-09.00 PM M WHAM 303 CUNNINGHAM
PSY OF ELEM SCH SUB 04.0 CR
PREREQ 314, GUID 305
1 TO BE ARRANGED SLOAN FRED
WKSHP ELED-LANG ART 02.0 TC 08.0 CR
PREREQ ELED 314
1 09.00-11.30 S WHAM 208 SHEPHERD
READINGS IN READING 02.0 TO 04.0 CR
A JR
507
PREREQ 505 ANC CONSENT OF INSTRUCTOR
1 TO BE ARRANGED HILL MARGARET KEYSER
2 TO BE ARRANGED SHEPHERD
5C9 PRACTICUM IN READ 04.0 TC 08.0 CR
PREREQ 521A,B,ANC C, & CONSENT OF
INSTRUCTOR
1 TO BE ARRANGED FISHCO DANIEL T
51C PROBLEMS IN READING 04.0 TC 08.0 CR
1 06.30-09.00 PM TH WHAM 212 FISHCO DANIEL T
515 PRCB ARITH ELEM SCH 04.0 CR
PREREQ 415 CR CONSENT OF INSTRUCTOR
1 06.30-09.00 PM T WHAM 208 BEATTIE IAN D
75
516 INTERN IN REAOING 04
PREREQ 521A, B, AND C,
INSTRUCTOR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
519 READINGS-ELEM MATH
PREREQ 415, 515
1 TO BE ARRANGED
520 DIAG ELEM MATH DISA
PREREQ 515 CR CONCURRE
1 TO BE ARRANGED
DIAG-COR READ DISAB
PREREQ 521A
.0 TO 12,0 CR
6 CONSENT OF





















1 09.00-11.30 S WHAM 118
KIND-PRI SEMINAR 04.0 CR
PREREQ EDAF 500 OR EQUIVALENT
1 06.30-09.00 PM W WHAM 212
PROB, TREND -EL SCI 04.0 CR
PREREQ 441 OR 442 CR CONSEI [NSTR
1 06.30-09.00 PM M PULL 304
SOC STUD IN EL SCH 04.0 CR
1 06.30-09.00 PM T WHAM 206
ELEM PRINCIPALSHIP 04.0 CR
1 06.30-09.00 PM TH WHAM 208
ELEM SCH CURR 04.0 CR
1 06.30-09.00 PM M WHAM 305
INO RES CURRICULUM 02.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
2 TO BE ARRANGEO
IND RES SUPERVISION 02.0 TC 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
IND RES LANG ARTS 02.0 TC 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
2 TO BE ARRANGED
INO RES SCIENCE 02.0 TC 04.0 CR
] TO BE ARRANGED
IND RES READING 02.0 TO 04.0 CR
i TO BE ARRANGED
2 TO BE ARRANGED
INO RES SOC STUD 02.0 TC 04.
G
CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
2 TO BE ARRANGEO
3 TO BE ARRANGED
4 TO BE ARRANGED
IND RES ELEM ED 02.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
2 TO BE ARRANGEO
IND RES ARITHMETIC 02.0 TC 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
IND RES PROB IN K-P 02.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
INDEPENDENT INVEST 05.0 TC 09.0 CR
I TO BE ARRANGED
THESIS 03.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
DISSERTATION 01.0 TO 48.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
2 TO BE ARRANGED
3 TO BE ARRANGED








































100 ORIENTATION 00.0 CR
1 03.00 T TECH A 111

















DIGITAL CCMP PROG 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 1 1 IB
1 09.00 T TH TECH A 111
10.00 T TH TECH A 422
2 09.00 T TH TECH A 111
12.00 T TH TECH A 310
3 09.00 T TH TECH A 111
08.00 T TH TECH A 122
4 09.00 T TH TECH A 111
04.00 M W TECH A 120
5 09.00 T TH TECH A 111
02.00 T TH TECH A 122
6 09.00 T TH TECH A 111
04.00 T TH TECH A 320
7 09.00 T TH TECH A 111
12.00 M W TECH A 120
8 09.00 T TH TECH A 111
02.00 M w TECH A 120
ANALY MECHANICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT ENROLLMENT IN
MATH 150B
1 10.00 M M F TECH A 208
2 06.00-07.25 PM M W TECH A 222
ANALY MECHANICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ ENGR 260A
1 10.00 M W F TECH A 220
2 03.00 M W F TECH A 203
THERMODYNAMICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 252A
1 11.00 M W F TECH A 222
THERMODYNAMICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ ENGR 300A
1 08.00 M W F TECH A 222
2 02.00 M W F TECH A 208
THERMODYNAMICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ ENGR 300A
1 08.00 M W F TECH A 122
HEAT TRANSFER 03.0 CR
PREREQ 222 f 300A L MATH 305A
1 09.00 M W TECH A 408
09.00-10.50 F TECH A 408
2 03.00 w F TECH A 308
03.00-04.50 M TECH A 308
PROPERTIES OF MAT 03.0 CR
PREREQ 260C L MATH 252B
1 01.00 T TH TECH D 14
06.00-08.50 PM T TECH D 14
PROPERTIES OF MAT 03.0 CR






2 02.00 T TH TECH A 208
LAB 6.00-8.50 TH
i FLUID MECHANICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ ENGR 260C
1 10.00 M W F TECH D 14A
2 04.00 M W F TECH D 14A
1 FLUID MECHANICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ ENGR 313A
1 02.00 M W F TECH D 14A
ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS 04.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 252A
1 09.00 MTW F TECH A 210
INTRU TO ELECTRONIC 04.0 CR
PREREQ ENGR 335
1 08.00 M H F TECH A 308
02.00-04.50 M TECH D 106
2 08.00 M W F TECH A 3 08












































11.00 M W F
AIR POLLLT CONTROL
10.00 ^ M W F
HYBRID CCMPUTATION
PREREQ ENGR 222, 432 OR
01.00 M W F
LAB SESSIONS TBA IN TECH D
SPEC PROB IN ENGR 02.0




































































































































TH TECH A 120 MCCALLA
03.0 CR




W F TECH B 42
78
(ENGR)
535B NETWORK ANAL L SYN 03.0 CR
PRtREO 535A
1 11.00 M W F TECH A 120
550 ADV COMPRESS FL FLG 03.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
570 SPECIAL INVESTIGAT 02.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ GRAD STANDING IN ENGR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
580 SEMINAR 01.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 04.00-06.00 TH TECH A 122
599 THESIS 01.0 TC 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
DOOD
EVERS
Engineering Technology (E T)
100 ORIENTATION 00.0 CR
1 03.00 T TECH A 111
102A GRAPHIC COMMUNICAT 03.0 CR
1 10.00 T TECH A 111
08.00-09.50 W F TECH A 209
2 10.00 T TECH A 111
08.00-09.50 W F TECH A 219
3 10.00 T TECH A 111
10.00-11.50 W F TECH A 209
4 10.00 T TECH A 111
10.00-11.50 M F TECH A 219
102B GRAPHIC COMMUNICAT
PREREQ E T 102A
03.0 CR
1 10.00 W TECH A 111
08.00-09.50 M TH TECH A 207
2 10.00 U TECH A 111
08.00-09.50 M TH TECH A 207
3 10.00 W TECH A 111
01.00-02.50 M m TECH A 207
4 10.00 W TECH A 111
03.00-04.50 M rH TECH A 219
5 10.00 W TECH A 111
10.00-11.50 M TH TECH A 207
102C GRAPHIC COMMUNICAT
PREREQ E T 102B
03.0 CR
1 C2.00 T TECH A 111
01.00-02.50 W F TECH A 207
2 02.00 T TECH A 111
03.00-04.50 U F TECH A 207
26CA STATICS & DYNAMICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 150B CONCURRENT
1 10.00 M W F TECH A 410
2 01.00 M W F TECH D 131
260B STATICS L DYNAMICS
PREREQ E T 260A
03.0 CR
1 10.00 M w FS TECH A 420
2 02.00 M W F TECH D 131
09.00 S TECH D 131
303B ELECTRONIC TECH 03.0 CR
PREREQ E T 303A AND 304C
1 11.00 M W TECH A 422
01.00-03.50 W TECH D 106
2 11.00 M k TECH A 422
06.00-09.00 PM T TECH D 106
30AA ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 150B OR CONCURF
ENROLLMENT
1 01.00 T TH TECH A 22?
08.00-09.50 F TECH D 104
304B ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS 03.0 CR
PREREQ E T 304A
1 10.00 T TH TECH A 408
06.00-08.50 PM M TECH D 104
2 10.00 T TH TECH A 4C8
02.00-04.50 T TECH D 104
79
3 10,00 T TH TECH A 408
01.00-03.50 W TECH 104
4 11.00 M W TECH A 208
10.00-12.50 TH TECH D 104
5 11.00 M W TECH A 208
02.00-04.50 TH TECH D 104
308B MACHINE DESIGN
PREREQ E T 308A
03.0 CR
1 12.00 M W F TECH A 310
3108 CONST MECHANICS
PREREQ E T 310A
03.0 CR
1 12.00 M W F TECH A 210
311A STRENGTH-MATERIALS
PREREQ E T 260B
03.0 CR
1 09.00 T TH TECH A 208
02.00-04.50 T TECH D 14
2 09.00 T TH TECH A 2C8
02.00-04.50 TH TECH D 14
311B STRENGTH-MATERIALS
PREREQ E T 260B
03.0 CR
1 08.00 M W TECH A 208
09.00-11.50 S TECH D 14
2 08.00 M W TECH A 208
06.00-08.50 PM W TECH D 14
313A EL HEAT POWER 04.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 150A
1 01.00 MT THF TECH A 422
2 06.00-07.40 PM M W TECH A 310
313B EL HEAT POWER
PREREQ E T 313A
04.0 CR
1 02.00 MT THF TECH A 420
314B SOIL MECHANICS
PREREQ E T 314A
03.0 CR
1 09.00 M W TECH A 120
06.00-09.00 PM T TECH D 12 A
318A HYDRAULICS
PREREQ £ T 260C
03.0 CR
1 08.00 M W F TECH A 310
318B HYDRAULICS
PREREQ E T 318A
03.0 CR
1 10.00 M W TECH A 422
10.00-12.50 F TECH D 14A
2 10.00 M W TECH A 422
06.00-09.00 PM TH TECH D 14A
320A MECHANICAL LAB
PREREQ E T 313A
03.0 CR




i 04.00 M W F TECH A 208
332B ELECT MACHINERY
PREREQ E T 332A
03.0 CR
1 10.00 T TH TECH A 220
01.00-03.50 F TECH D 122
2 10.00 T TH TECH A 220
02.00-04.50 W TECH D 122
338A ELECT INSTRUMENT 04.0 CR
PREREQ E T 304 AND 332A
1 09.00 M W F TECH A 208
02.00-0^.50 T TECH D 122
2 09.00 M W F TECH A 208
02.00-04.50 TH TECH D 122
363B SURVEYING
PREREQ E T 363A
04.0 CR
1 12.00 T TH TECH A 319
02.00-04.50 M W TECH A 319
364A HIGHWAY ENGINEERING 03.0 CR
PREREQ ET 314A, 363A £ SR STANDING
1 01.00 M W F TECH A 319
80
(ET)
430 SPECIAL PROBLEMS 02.0 TO 08.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF COORDINATOR
I TO BE ARRANGED
437B INC ELECT AND COMM 03.0 CR
PREREQ E T 437A
1 11.00 T TH TECH A 208
06.00-08.50 PM TH TECH D 106
2 11.00 T TH TECH A 208
02.00-C4.50 TH TECH D 106
English (ENG)
105A ENG CCMP-FCREIGN ST 03.0 CR
PREREQ EQUIVALENT TO GSD 101-LIMITED
TC FOREIGN STUDENTS
1 08.00 MTW F 0721 101
ABOVE SECTION RESTR TO GRADS
2 11.00 M WTHF 0720 107
105B ENG COMP-FOREIGN 03.0 CR
PREREQ EQUIVALENT TO GSD i 102-LIMITED
TO FOREIGN STUDENTS
1 08.00 M W F WHAM 301A
10.00 T 0720 107
2 10.00 MTW F 0720 107
209 INTRO- THREE GENRES 04.0 CR
PREREQ GSC 103
1 09.00 M LS I 308
09.00 T THF WHAM 307
2 11.00 MT THF WHAM 307
3 02.00 T THF WHAM 307
02.00 W WHAM 210
300A GRAMMATICAL ANAL 03.0 CR
1 09.00 M W F 0720 117
2 11.00 M W F 0720 109
3 12.00 M WTH 0721 102




1 09.00 M W F 0720 105
2 11.00 M W F 0720 105
302A ENG LIT TO 1550 04.0 CR
PREREQ REQUIRED OF STUDENTS WITH
CONCENTRATION IN ENG
1 10.00 MT THF 0720 114
2 02.00 MT THF 0720 116
3 04.00 MT THF 0720 104
302B ENG LIT 1550-1750 04.0 CR
PREREQ REQUIRED OF STUDENTS WITH
CONCENTRATION IN ENG
1 09.00 MT THF 0720 116
2 11.00 MT THF 0720 114
3 02.00 M WTHF 0721 101
302C ENG LIT-AFTER 1750 04.0 CR
PREREQ REQUIRED OF STUDENTS WITH
CONCENTRATION IN ENG
1 01.00 MTW F 0720 108
2 02.00 MT THF 0721 102
3 03.00 M WTHF 0720 117
309A AMER LIT-TO 1860 04.0 CR
1 09.00 MT THF 0720 118
2 12.00 MT THF WHAM 321
3 02.00 MT THF WHAM 312
309B AMER LIT 1860-1920 04.0 CR
1 10.00 TfcTHF 0720 104
309C AM LIT 1920-PRESENT 04.0 CR
1 09.00 T THF WHAM 312
09.00 M PULL 37
2 02.00 MT THF 72 102
390 ADVANCE COMPOSITION 03.0 CR






BAKER LYMAN ALLEN JR
BAKER LYMAN ALLEN JR
ENG MAJ OR DEPT CONS
09.00 M WTH 0720 108
81
2 10.00 M TH H EC 208
10,00 W H EC 120
3 11.00 T THF 0720 108
4 CI. 00 MT TH GYM 204
5 02.00 MT TH 0720 105
6 07.35-08.50 PM T TH H EC 102
403 HIST - ENG LANGUAGE 04.0 CR
10.00 MT THF 0720 108 RAINBOW RAYMOND S J
404B MID ENG LIT-CHAUCER 04.0 CR
10.00 MT THF H EC 120 HATTCN THCMAS J
410 LIT FOR ADOLESCENT 04.0 CR
C2.00-C3.50 T TH 0720 1C9 APPLEBY BRUCE C
4120 AGE OF POPE 04.0 CR
PREREO MAY BE TAKEN SINGLY
08.00 MT THF 0720 105 V1ETH, DAVID
42CB AMER POET - MODERN 04.0 CR
PREREQ MAY BE TAKEN SINGLY
01.00 MT THF H EC 122 STIBITZ,EARLE
4216 ENG POET-LATER ROM 04.0 CR
02.00 M WTHF H EC 122 BENZIGER JAMES G
425 MODERN CONT POETRY 04.0 CR
12.00 MT THF 0720 108 RAIZIS, BYRON
4318 AM WRIT 1800-1865 04.0 CR
03.00 MT THF H EC 122 MOSS SIDNEY PHIL
454B ENG FICT-VICT NOVEL 04.0 CR
11.00 M WTHF 0721 101 PARTLGW ROBERT B JR
45eB AMER FICT - CQNTEMP 04.0 CR
12.00 MT THF WHAM 319 HOWELL
04.00 MT THF WHAM 321 PIPER
46CC BRIT DRAMA-RES-18C 04.0 CR
09.00 M F 0720 102 VIETH
464 MODERN CONT DRAMA 04.0 CR
01.00 MT THF WHAM 321 RAIZIS BYRON M
46 8 AMERICAN DRAMA 04.0 CR
10.00 T THF WHAM 312 HURLEY PAUL JOSEPH




11.00 MT THF 0720 106 SCHULTZ HOWARD
471B SHAKESPEARE 04.0 CR
08.00 MTWTH H EC 122 BALDWIN T W
02.00 MT THF 0720 114 GRIFFIN
485 PROB TEACH ENG /P/ 04.0 CR
10.00-11.50 M F AG 218 BOTTS RODERIC C
03.00-04.50 M W LAW SON 101 EVANS WILLIAM H
492B PROFESSIONAL WR I II 04.0 CR
PREREQ ENGLISH 392
TO BE ARRANGED
493 SP PROB IN ENG
PREREO CONSENT 3F INSTR
04.0 CR
12.00 MT THF 0720 117 BOYLE
01.00 MT THF 721 102 MOSS
495A LIT CRITICISM-HIST 04.0 CR
01.00 M WTHF 0720 106 BENZIGER JAMES G
495B LIT CRITICISM-MOC 04.0 CR
12.00 MT THF 0721 101 RUDNICK




PREREQ DEPARTMENTAL APPROVAL REQUIRED
03.00-04.50 M W WHAM 212 WESHINSKEY
AM DRAMA
HONORS ENGLISH 04.0 CR
PREREQ DEPARTMENTAL APPROVAL REQUIRED
03.00-04.50 M W WHAM 212
AM DRAMA
HONORS ENGLISH 04.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED
READINGS IN ENGLISH 02.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ NC MORE THAN 4HRS MAY BE TAKEN








502 BECWULF 04.0 CR
PREREQ ENGLISH 501
1 08.00 T TH WHAM 3C1A RAINBOw
509 STUC MIO ENG LIT 04.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPT
1 01.00-02.50 T TH 0720 107 HATTON THUMAS J
MED LIT THEORY
511 STUO IN RENAISSANCE 04.0 TC 12.0 CR
PREREO CONSENT OF DEPT
1 08.00-09.50 • T TH WHAM 3016 SCHULTZ HOWARD
SPENSER
513 STOD 17 C ENG LIT C4.0 TC 12.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPT
1 10.00-11.50 T TH 0721 102 SIMEONE WILLIAM
DONNE
514R EARLY 18TH C LIT 04.0 TO 08. C CR
PREREO CONSENT OF DEPT
1 01.00-02.50 M F 0720 104 SCHONFORN
FIELDING
518 STOD ENG LIT 04.0 TC 12.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPT
1 03.00-04.50 T TH 0720 105 FOPKINS
POWY BROS
51S STOD CONT BRIT LIT 04.0 TC 12.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT
1 03.00-04.50 T TH 0721 102 HILLEGAS
LITOPIAN FANTASY
537 STOD 20TH C AM WR 04.0 TC 12.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPT
1 10.00-11.50 M F 0721 102 ST1BITZ E EARLE
ROBERT FRCST
538 PRCB IN AM LIT 04.0 TC 12.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPT
1 05.45-07.25 T TH 0720 106 PIPER
ROBT LOWELL & JANES
555 STOD VIC NOVEL 04.0 TC 12.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPT
1 08.00 M F WHAM 301B PARTLOW
VICT CONSERV L LIBERALISM
579A STODIES IN MOD LIT 04.0 TC 08.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPT
1 03.00-04.50 M F WHAM 301B MOORE
SHAW AND ONEIL
581B PROB TEACHING ENG 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPT
1 07.00-10.00 PM M WHAM 212 APPLEBY
585 TEACHING COL COMP 02.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED HURLEY PAUL JOSEPH
593 SP PRJB IN ENG 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR
1 11.00-12.50 T TH 0720 104 GRIFFIN
598A IND REV ENG AM LIT 01.0 TC 03.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED BOYLE TED EUGENE
598B INC REV ENG AM LIT 01.0 TC 03.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC eOYLE TED EUGENE
60C DISSERTATION 01.0 TC 48.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC BOYLE TED EUGENE
Family Economics and Management ( FE & M)
300 HOME EC FCR MEN 03.0 CR
1 C9.00 M W F H EC 102 MALONE THELMA JEAN
2 01.00 M W H EC 140B FEISLER ARLENE
01.00 TH H EC 102 HEISLER ARLENE
3 01.00 M W H EC 140B HEISLER ARLENE
01.00 F H EC 102 HEISLER ARLENE
4 01.00 M W H EC 140B HEISLER ARLENE
12.00 TH H EC 102 HEISLER ARLENE
5 01.00 M W H EC 140R HEISLER ARLENE
11.00 TH H EC 206 HEISLER ARLENE
6 06.00-07.25 PM TH H EC 102
06.00-07.25 PM T H EC 102
83






331 MGT FAMILY RES
1 02.00
02.00











1 TO BE ARRANGED
481 READINGS
PREREQ CONSENT




550 ADV HOME MANAGEMEN
PREREQ 331 L 33
1 06.00-09.00 PM
572 SPECIAL PROBLEMS
1 TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS





















































S H EC 401
T 04.0 CR
2 OR EQUIV
M H EC 401
02.0 TO 05.0 CR

































































































































430 BUSINESS FINANCE 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Food & Nutrition (F&N)
106 FUNDAMENT F00CS 03,0 CR
PREREQ NOT OPEN TO STUDENTS SPECIALIZ
IN F&N OR HEED
1 02.00 M F H EC 212 BECKER HENRIETTA E
02.00-03.50 W H EC 212 EECKER HENRIETTA E
256 SCIENCE CF FOOD 05.0 CR
PREREQ F&N 100, CHEM 110 ANO 240 OR
EQUIVALENT
1 11.00-12.50 T TH H EC 212 HARPER JENNIE M
11.00 M M F H EC 203 HARPER JENNIE M
2 11.00-12.50 T TH H EC 214
11.00 M M F H EC 2C3 FARPER JENNIE M
320 NUTRITION 03.0 CR
PREREQ F&N 100, CHEM 110 & 240
1 03.00 MT TH H EC 206 PAYNE IRENE R
36CA QUANT FOOD PROD 04.0 CR
PREREQ F&N 256
1 08.00-10.50 F H EC 105 BECKER HENRIETTA E
09.00-11.50 W H EC 105
362 INST EQUIP 6 LAYOUT 03. C CR
PREREQ F&N 256
1 08.00-09.50 M H EC 212 BECKER
09.00 TH H EC 212
420 RECENT DEV IN NUTRI 03.0 CR
PREREQ F&N 320 OR EQUIVALENT
1 02.00 M W F H EC 101 PAYNE IRENE R
481 READINGS 02.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ F&N 320 & CONSENT OF CHAIRMAN
AND INSTRUCTOR
1 TO BE ARRANGED HARPER JENNIE
515 SEMINAR 01.0 CR
PREREQ F&N 420 CR 421
1 C2.00 TH H EC 101 KONISHI
572 SPECIAL PRCBLEMS 02.0 TC 05.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
599 THESIS 01.0 TO 09.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Foreign Languages (F L)
497B SURVEY -VIETNAM LIT 03.0 CR
PREREQ EQUIV OF 2 YRS OF VIETNAMESE
1 03.30-05.00 M F LS I I 330 NGUYEN KHAC-HOACH
Portuguese (PORT)
135A PORT CONVERSATION 01.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT GSC 135A
1 04.00 TH WHLR 207 EKKER CHARLES
135B PORT CONVERSATION 01.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT GSC 135C
1 09.00 T H EC 120
201B INTERMEDIATE PORT 03.0 CR
PREREQ PORT 201A
I 03.00 M W F WHLR 203
03.00 TH 0720 121
Chinese (CHIN)
120B CHIN CONVERSATION 01.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT GSC 120B
1 10.00 TH WHLR 212 TAI JAMtS H-Y
201B INTER CHINESE 05.0 CR
PREREQ CHIN 201A
1 11.00 MTWTHF WHLR 207 TAI JAMES H-Y
315 READINGS IN CHINESE 02.0 TC 06.0 CR
PREREQ CHIN 201C
1 TO BE ARRANGED TAI JAMES H-Y
85
French (FR)
123A FRENCH CONVERSATION 01, CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT GSC 123A
1 10.00 T WHLR 107
2 11.00 W H EC 122A
3 11.00 M CL 25
4 02.00 W PARK 111
1238 FRENCH CONVERSATION 01. CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT ENROLLMENT U1
GSD 1238
1 08.00 T WHLR 107
2 09.00 W CL 25
3 10.00 TH PARK 301
4 11.00 T WHLR 113
5 12.00 T WHLR 214
6 01.00 W LS I 315
7 02.00 F PULL 35
123C FRENCH CONVERSATION 01. CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT GSC 123C
1 03.00 M H EC 122A
2 04.00 T WHLR 107
201A INTERMEOI ATE FRENCH 03. CR
PREREQ GSC 123-9 OR GSC 123C OFt ,? YRS
HIGH SCHOOL FR
i 10.00 TW F GYM 204
10.00 M 0720 121
2 12.00 TW F H EC 118
12.00 M 0720 121
201B INTERMEOI ATE FRENCH 03. CR
PREREQ FR 201A OR EQUIVALENT
1 09.00 T TH WHAM 305
09.00 M CL 24
09.00 F 0720 121
2 11.00 W F WHAM 3C1B
11.00 M WHAM 321
11.00 T 0720 121
3 12.00 MT F GYM 204
12.00 W 0720 121
4 01.00 TW F 0875 101
01.00 M 0720 121
5 02.00 M W F 0871 102
02.00 TH 0720 121
6 03.00 MT TH WHLR 107
03.00 W 0720 121
201C INTERMEDIATE FRENCH 03, CR
PREREQ FR 2018 OR EQUIVALENT
1 01.00 MT TH H EC 120
01.00 W 0720 121
2208 INTER FR CCNVERSAT 02 .0 CR
PREREQ FR 201C GR CONCURRENT
REG ISTRATIGN IN 201
1 09.00 W F LS II 228
2 10.00 T TH WHLR 214
3 12.00 W F WHAM 231
4 02.00 T TH WHLR 113
2888 FR - RESEARCH TOOL 03,,0 CR
1 01.00 M W F WHLR 214
288C FR - RESEARCH TOOL 03, CR
1 01.00 M W F LS I 326
350A ADVANCED COMP-CGNV 03, CP
PREREQ 201C CR ECUIV
1 11.00 T THF WHAM 312
352 FRENCH PHONET 1CS 02, CR
PREREQ 201C GR EQUIV
1 11.00 M W H EC 104
354 INTRO LITf ANALYSIS 04. CR
PREREQ FR 350





SURVEY FR LIT 03.0 CR
PRfcREO 350 CR CONSENT OF INSTRUCTOR
09.00 M TH WHLR 113
09.00 T WHLR 214
SURVEY FR LIT 03.0 CR
PREREQ FR 350 CR CONSENT OF INSTR
01.00 M W F WHLR 207
17TH CENT FR DRAMA 03.0 CR
PREREQ FR 354, 397
12.00 M W F WHAM 212
CONTEM FR NOV L THE 03.0 CR
PREREQ 354 ANC ONE QUARTER OF 397
09.00 M W F WHLR 203
FRENCH CIVILIZATION 04.0 CR
PREREQ 350, Ck CONSENT OF INSTRUCTOR
02.00 MTW F WHLR 212
SEM SELC FR AUTHOR 02.0 TO 06.0 CR
01.00 T TH WHLR 207
19TH CEN FRENCH LIT 02.0 TO 06.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED
GRAU COMPOSITION 04.0 CR
07.00-09.00 PM T TH WHLR 203
RESEARCH PROBLEMS 02.0 TC 06.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED











126A GERMAN CONVERSATION 01.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT GSC 126A
1 09.00 TH WHLR 214
2 01.00 TH 0871 102
3 02.00 TH PULL 39
4 06.00 PM M WHAM 212
126B GERMAN CONVERSATION 01.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT GSC 126B
1 08.00 T WHLR 212
SECT 1 MLST ENRL IN C1268, SECT 1
2 09.00 T PARK 301
3 10.00 TH H EC 1C6
4 11.00 TH WHAM 231
5 01.00 T H EC 104
6 02.00 T H EC 104
7 02.00 TH WHAM 212
8 03.00 TH WHAM 317
9 04.00 T WHLR 214
10 C6.0C PM TH WHLR 203
11 06.00 PM T WHLR 107
126C GERMAN CCNVERSATIGN 01.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT GSC 126C
1 12.00 F WHLR 207
2 04.00 TH WHLR 212
201A INTERMEDIATE GERMAN 03.
C
CR
PREREQ GSC 126-9 OR GSC 126C OR EQUIV
1 09.00 Tw LS I 313
09.00 F LS I 16
09.00 M 0720 121
2 02.00 M W F WHLR 207
02. OC T 0720 121
201B INTERMEDIATE GERMAN 03.0 CR
PREREQ GER 201A OR EQUIVALENT
1 09.00 M THF H EC 208
09.00 W 0720 121
2 01.00 M W F H EC 118
01.00 TH 0720 121
3 03.00 M WTH WHLR 214
03.00 F 0720 121
4 06.00- 07.25 PM T TH 0720 117



























INTEK GER CCNVERSAT 02.0
PREREQ GER 201C OR CONCURRENT
REGISTRATION IN 201
11.00 T TH WHLR
INTER GER CONVERSAT 02.0





GER - RESEARCH TOOL
01.00 TW F
GER - RESEARCH TOOL
02.00 TW F
SUR GER LIT TO 1300
PREREQ GER 301A
09.00 MT THF




02.00 M W F
THE GERMAN COMEOY
09.00 M W F
MIDDLE HIGH GERMAN
11.00 M W F
READG 19TH CT LIT 01.0 TG 02.0
02.00 T TH WHLR
20TH CENTURY NOVEL 03.0
01.00 M W F WHLR
























































CLASSICAL GRK CGNV 01.0 CR

































Romance Philology (R PH)
410 ROMANCE PHILOLOGY I
11.00 M W
11.00 T TH
WHLR 107 INTEGLIA ANTHONY W
PULL 41 INTEGLIA ANTHONY W
03.0 CR





WHLR 203 SPECK CHARLES W
TC 03.0 CR
WHAM 3C1A SPECK CHARLES W
04.0 CR







136A RUSS CONVERSATION 01,.0 CR
PREREO CONCURRENT GSC 136A
1 01.00 TH H EC 106
136b RUSS CONVERSATION 01,.0 C»
PREREO CCNCURRENT GSC 136B
1 11.00 TH H EC 104
2 02.00 TH WHAM 301A
3 06.00 PM TH GYM 2C3
201A INTERMED RUSSIAN 03,.0 CR
1 08.00 TW F WHLR 203






1 09.00 M r, F WHAM 301A
09.00 r 0720 121
22CB INTER RUSS CONVER 02,.0 CR
PREREO RUSS 201 OR CONCURRENT
REGISTRATION






1 10.00 M W F H EC 202
3306 AOV COMP AND CONV 02,.0 CR
PKEREQ CONCURRENT ENROLL UJSS
308B
1 10.00 'r TH H EC 122
416 RUSS POETRY-1920 ON 04,.0 CR
PREREQ RUSS 308C I3R DEPT APPROVAL
1 02.00 M WTHF PARK 309
514B HISTORY - • RUSS LANG 02,.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
52CA RUSSIAN LINGUISTICS 04,.0 CR
PREREO 400» S
1 TO BE ARRANGED






140A SPAN CONVERSATION 01,.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT GSC 140A
1 09.00 TH H EC 122A
2 09.00 M H EC 206
3 10.00 TH H EC 122A
4 11.00 M H EC 122A
5 12.00 TH H EC 122A
6 01.00 M H EC 122
7 02.00 TH WHLR 212
8 C6.00 PM T WHLR 203
140B SPAN CONVERSATION 01,.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT GSC 140B
1 09.00 w WHAM 301B
2 C9.00 F GYM 204
3 10.00 W WHAM 301B
4 10.00 M GYM 204
5 10. JO T H EC 102
6 11.00 M TECH 13 20
7 11.00 r H EC 122A
8 12.00 T WHAM 301B
9 12.00 M H EC 122
10 CI. 00 w WHAM 301B
11 01.00 r LS I 315
12 C2.0C F GYM 203
13 03.00 W PARK 301
140C SPAN CONVERSATION 01 .0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT GSC 140C
1 11.00 T H EC 118
201A INTERMED SPANISH 03,.0 CR
PREREQ GSC 140 OR 2 YRS
EQUIV
MARTIN J L JR
MARTIN J L JR
















































































































































2 10.00 M W LS I 315
3 12.00 T TH WHLR 203
4 01.00 T TH WHLR 203
5 C2.00 M W H EC 122A
SPAN- RESEARCH TOOL 03,.0 CR
1 12.00 H toTH WHLR 207
SPAN- RESEARCH TOOL 03, CR
i 12.00 M WTH H EC 120
AOV CONVERSATION 03,,0 CR




















2 11.00 M W F H EC 2 02
3 02.00 M to F WHLR 113
ADV GRAM AND CCMP 03,,0 CR









ADV GRAM AND COMP 03, CR
PREREQ SPAN 320A
1 08.00 M to F WHLR 214
2 10.00 M to F PULL 39



















2 01.00 M to F WHLR 203
SP LIT 20TH CENT 03, CR
1 10.00 MT TH WHLR 113 ARTILES
LING STRUCT OF SPAN 04, CR



















SPAN AMERICAN DRAMA 03.0
01.00 M TH 0720
01.00 M 0721
GEN TOPICS IN SPAN 03.0 TC 12.0
09.00 M W F WHLR
READINGS IN SPAN 01.0 TG 06.0
PREKEQ PERMISSICN OF DEPT
TO BE ARRANGED
SEMINAR LAT AM FICT 02.0 TO 06.0
02.00 T TH WHLR
SEMINAR SP AUTHOR 02.0 TC 06.0
10.00 W F WHLR
MfcX ESSAYIST-19TH C 03.0
03.00 M W F WHLR
TCH COLLEGE SPAN 01.0
TO BE ARRANGED
RESEARCH PROBLEMS 02.0 TC 06.0
TO BE ARRANGEC
ADV TOPICS IN SPAN 03.0 TO 12.0
02.00 M w F WHLR

































































FCR & CUTCCOR REC
11.00 M W F
FARM FORESTRY
08.00 T THF
LAB TO BE ARRANGED
FOREST MENSURATION
PREREQ GSD 110
02.00 M W F
01.00-03.50 T
02.00 M W F
01.00-03.50 TH
C2.00 M W F
03.00-05.50 F
SILVICULTURE
10.00 M W F
01.00 M
10.00 M W F
01.00 W











SPEC PROB IN FOREST 01.0 TO 06.
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPT
TO BE ARRANGED
HONORS IN FORESTRY 01.0 TO 06.
PREREQ JR STANDING, 4.0 GPA-4.2
MAJ, £ CONSENT OF DEPT
TO BE ARRANGEC
ADV FOR MENSURATION 03.0 CR
PREREQ FOR 363-9 CR EQUIVALENT
TO BE ARRANGED
FOR MGT WILDLIFE
PREREC ZCC 32C 6
OR CONSENT
09.00 M




TECH A 111 MISCHON RAYMOND M
04.0 CR































CR CONSENT OF INSTR











































PREREQ FOR 363A »B 365A, 8
04.0 CR
1 01.00 T THF AG 166 ROTH PAUL L
09.00-11.50 1 AG 187 RCTH PAUL L
2 01.00 T THF AG 166 ROTH PAUL L









520A REAO FOR & FOR REC 01. TO 06.0 CR
•
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
52C8 READINGS RES ECON 01. C TC 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTF> PLUS FOR 475 '
QR EGUIV
1 TO BE ARRANGED FERELL RAYMOND S
520C READ FOR PRO WD SC 01, TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTRUCTOR
1 TO BE ARRANGED MOSLEMI
575 RESEARCH 01, TC 06.0 CR '
1 TO BE ARRANGED
581 ADVANCED FOR SEMIN 01, TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTRUCTOR j
1 07.30-09.30 PM W AG 188 FERELL





1 TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS 01, TC 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Geography (GEOG)
300 INTRO TO GEOG 04.0 CR
















1 12.00 M CCMM L021 IRWIN DANIEL RICHAR
01.00-03.50 1 0431 101
2 12.00 M CCMM 1021 IRWIN DANIEL RICHAR
01.00-03.50 TH 0431 101




PREREQ GEGG 304 OR CONSENT OF DEPT
03.00-04.50 M W 0486 101
ACV CULT GEOG I 04.0 CR
PREREQ GEOG 306 OR CONSENT OF DEPT
11.00 MTWTH AG 152
ACV CULT GEOG II 04.0 CR
PREREQ GECG 306 OR CONSENT OF DEPT
01.00 MTWTH AG 152
ACV GEOG TECHNIQUES 04.0 CR
PREREQ GECG 310 OR CONSENT OF DEPT



















PREREQ GECG MAJCRS CNLY
02.00 MTWTH
HONORS TUTORIAL
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT
TO BE ARRANGED
HONORS READING







































































02.0 TC 36.0 CR
02.0 TC 36.0 CR
02.0 TC 36.0 CR








PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT
TO BE ARRANGED
01.0 TC 48.0 CR
Geology (GEOL)
221 HISTORICAL GEOLOGY 03.0 CR
PREREQ GEOL 220 GR CONSENT OF INSTR,
ELEM BOT CR ZOOL
10.00 T TH PARK 111
01.00-C3.50 TH PARK 2C5
10.00 T TH PARK 111
























302 STRUCTURAL GEOL 04.0 CR
PREREQ 220,221, MATH 111AS6 6 PHYS
111A OR 211A
02.00-04.50 M PARK 205 DAVIS RICHARD




09.00 M W F PARK 103 HOOD WILLIAM C
02.00-04.50 T PARK 103 FOOD WILLIAM C
42QB GEOL OF PETROLEUM
PREREQ GEOL 420A
04.0 CR
01.00 M W F PARK 205 BELL FRANK J




11.00 M WTH PARK 309 FRAUNFELTER GEORGE
01.00-03.50 TH PARK 107 FRAUNFELTER GEORGE
435B HYDROGEOLOGY 04.0 CR
10.00 M W F PARK 115 OAVIS RICHARD W
02.00-04.50 W PARK 115 DAVIS RICHARD W
44C INDEPENDENT STUDY C1.0 TC 04.
C
CR
PREREQ GEOL 220,221 ADVANCED STANDING
TO BE ARRANGED
460 GECL DATA PROCESS 04.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 225 OR ENGR 222
TO BE ARRANGED FANG AND ROBINSON
470B EARTH SCI FOR TEACH 03.0 CR
PREREQ TEACHING EXPERIENCE
06.00-08.30 PM M PARK 206 HARRIS STANLEY
510B SEDIMENT - STRAT
PREREQ GEOL 410
04.0 CR
09.00 M W F PARK 301 ETHRIDGE FRANK
02.00-04.50 M PARK 115 ETHRIDGE FRANK
513 ACV GEOL CATA ANALY 03.0 CR
PREREQ GEOL 460 OR CONSENT OF INSTR
10.00 T TH PARK 2 04 ETHRIDGE FRANK












01.0 TC 09.0 CR
599 THESIS
TO BE ARRANGED
02.0 TC 09.0 CR
Government (GOVT)
200 INTR TO POL SCIENCE 04.0 CR
12.00 MTWTH WHAM 329 LEVINE
232 STATE LOCAL GOVT 04.0 CR
PREREQ 231 OR GS8 211B
08.00 MTWTH WHAM 112 BAKER
11.00 MT THF WHAM 201 ISAKOFF
01.00 MTW F WHAM 112 RIDGEWAY
03.00 MTWTH WHAM 112 SHADE
305 DtV AM CONSTITUTION 04.0 CR
PREREQ GSB 211B OR GOVT 231
09.00 MTWTH WHAM 112 TURNER MAX WESLEY
306 INTRO POLITICAL TH 04.0 CR
12.00 MT* F WHAM 112 ARMOUR
321 READINGS 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ APPROVAL OF GOVT DEPT UNDER-
GRAD AOVISOR
TO BE ARRANGED SAPPENFIELD
TO BE ARRANGED SAPPENFIELD
330 ILL GOVERNMENT 03.0 CR
PREREQ GOVT 232 OR JR STANOING














PREREQ 231 OR GSB
12.00 MT
BLKS&WHTS-AMER POL















PREREQ GSB 392 REC
M
T
GOVT ANO POL AFRICA



















PREREQ 360t 467 OR
02.00 MT
INTERNATIONAL LAW



































W F 0495 220
04.0 CR

















































R CONSENT OF INSTR










































488B REC POLIT THEORY
PREREQ SR OR GRAD STANDING
SENT OF INSTR
1 03.00 MT TH PULL 39
490 HONORS RESEARCH 02.0 TC 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR £. CHAIRMAN
1 TO BE ARRANGED
495B CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
PREREQ 231 CR GS6 211B
1 09.00 MT THF
50CB METH EMPIRICAL RES
PREREQ GOVT 500A
1 07.30-09.30 PM M W 0495
501 SEM LEGISLAT PROCES 02.0 TC 09.0
PREREQ BASIC CCURSES, RELATEO TRNG OR
CONSENT OF INSTR
1 01.00-02.50 M W 0495 241
502 SEM GOVT £ POL PROB 02.0 TC 09.0 CR
PREREQ BASIC COURSES, RELATED TRNG OR
CONSENT OF INSTR
1 10.00-11.50 T TH 0495 241
506 POLITICAL BEHAVIOR 02.0 TC 09.0 CR
PREREQ BASIC COURSES, RELATED TRNG OR
CONSENT OF INSTR
1 03.00 T TH 0495 241
515 SEM CCMPAR GOV GPOL 02.0 TC 09.0 CR
PREREQ BASIC CCURSES, RELATED TRNG OR
CONSENT OF INSTR
1 CI. 00-02. 50 T TH 0495
517 SEM POLIT THEORY 04.0
PREREQ 484 CR 488 OR CONSENT OF i
1 07.35-09.15 PM T TH 0495
521 READINGS 01.0 TC 12.0
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTRUCTOR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
2 TO BE ARRANGED
INTERNSP PUB AFF



















DISSERTATION 01.0 TO 48.0 CR
PREREQ MIN CF 36 HRS TO BE EARNED FOR
















GOVT classes: Building 0495 is located at 600 W. Freeman St.
Guidance and Educational Psychology
305 EDUC PSYCHOLOGY






































































































18 04.00-05.50 M W
19 04.00-05.50 T
20 07.35-09.15 PM T




1 09.00-10.50 M W
2 10.00-11.50 T TH
422A CONST-USE EVAL INST
PREREQ GUID 305
1 09.00-10.50 M W
2 01.00-02.50 T
01.00-02.50 TH
3 06.00-09.00 PM TH




PREREQ GUID 305 AND
INSTRUCTOR I
1 09.00-12.00
501 SPEC RESEARCH PROB
PREREQ ADVANCEC ST
DEPARTMENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
505 INTR TO STAT METH
1 09.00-10.50 M W
2 10.00-11.50 TH
10.00-11.50 T
3 01.00-02.50 M W
506 ADV STATISTICAL MET
PREREQ GUID 505
1 08.00-09.50 M W
2 08.00-09.50 M W
3 09.00-10.50 T
09.00-10.50 TH
4 01.00-02.50 M w
5 06.00-09.00 PM T
6 06.00-09.00 PM M




511 ED IMPL CF LEARN TH
PREREQ ADVANCED ST
1 03.00-0f.50 T
515 PSY ASPECTS OF ED
PREREQ ADVANCEC ST
1 04.00-05.50 M W
521B ANAL-CLASSRM LEARNG
PREREQ GUID 521A
1 10.00-11.50 T TH
543 GUID THROUGH GROUPS
PREREQ GUID 442
1 09.00-10.50 M W
545M SEM-PSYC FOUND - ED
1 10.00-11.50 M w
546A PERSONALITY ASSESS
PREREQ GUIO 532A A
1 06.00-09.00 PM
548A PRACT IN SEC GUID
PREREQ 537 CR CONS
1 09.00-11.50 T
RESTRICTED TU FULL TI
2 06. 00-09. GO PM T

















































































>NC CONSENT CF INSTR
TH WHAM 319


































































PRACT IN ELEM GUID 02.
PREREQ 537 CR CONSENT
01,00-03.00 T
PRAC IN SCHOOL PSYC
PREREO CONSENT OF
TO BE ARRANGED
SEM IN SCHOOL PSYC
PREREQ CONSENT OF
TO BE ARRANGEO
HUM OEV IN ED-ADOL











TUP SEM-STAT £ MEAS 02.
PREREQ INSTRUCTORS PERM
01.00-02.50 M W
PRACT-COUNS £ GUID 01.
PREREQ GUID 548C
TO BE ARRANGEO



































































METH MAT SCH HEALT
02.00




DIS PREVENT £ CONTR
06.30-09.00 PM
06.30-09.00 PM
SEX EDUC IN SCHOOLS
PREREQ JR, SR, C
09.00
01.0 TC 09.0 CR
CONSENT OF DEPT
01.0 TC 48.0 CR
04.0 CR
RIVERS LICENSE








M WTHF ARENA 119
M WTHF ARENA 119
MTWTH ARENA 119









































442S DRIV L TRAP SAFE ED
PREREQ HEC 302S
08,00 MTWTH






























PREREQ MATH 120 OR EQUIVALENT
03.00-05.00 TH ARENA
FLD WK SCH CCMM HEA 02.0 TC 12,
PREREQ CONSENT OP INSTR
TO BE ARRANGED
H TCH-SCHOOL I COMM 04,











CUR LIT IN HTH ED
TO BE ARRANGED
SPEC PRUJ-HED S SAP
TO BE ARRANGED
PROB RES ACCID PREV




PREREQ H ED 533
06.30-09.00 PM

































PREREQ ADVANCEC GRACUATE STAND
CONSENT OF INSTRUCTOR
TO BE ARRANGED
SEM IN HED & SAFETY 01
TO BE ARRANGEC
SEM IN HED & SAFETY 01
TO BE ARRANGED
SEM IN HED & SAFETY 01
TO BE ARRANGED
THESIS 03.0 TC 09
TO BE ARRANGED
DISSERTATION
PREREQ MUST MEET MINIMUM REQ




























































































































01.0 TC 12.0 CR
INSTRUCTOR
01.0 TC 12.0 CR
DEPT
01.0 TC 12.0 CR
DEPT
01.0 TC 12.0 CR
DEPT
01.0 TC 12.0 CR
DEPT















TH WHAM 321 KING JOHN
03.0 CR
W WHAM 301A HAWLEY JCHN BABCOCK
04.0 CR
T WHAM 310 SPEES EMIL
04.0 CR
W WHAM 326 TCLLE DONALD
T WHAM 321 SWINBURNE BRUCE
04.0 CR




01.0 TO 09.0 CR
01.0 TC 48.0 CR
36 HRS TC BE EARNED
R OF PHIL
History (HIST)
251 PRGB-HIST KORLC CIV
PREREQ PRES SCHOLAR CR
GSB 100A f B
I 01.00-02.50 M
01.00-02.50 W
CROSSLISTED WITH PR S 2511
304B ANC WORLD-GREECE
1 04.00 M WTH
309B SURV BLACK AM FIST
1 10.00 T THF
322B ENG HIST- 1603-1815
1 11.00 MT THF
332B MEDIEVAL HISTORY
1 02.00 M W
02.00 TH
333A EARLY MODERN EUROPE
1 03.00 M W F








PARK 308 BREHM DONALD L
03.0 CR
WHAM 308 HUDSON GOSSIE H
04.0 CR
H EC 208 CHERRY GEORGE L
03.0 CR
H EC 201 BREHM DONALD L
H EC 206
03.0 CR
H EC 102 DOTSON JOHN EDW
03.0 CR




333C EUR HIST-20TH CENT 03.0 CP
09,00 T TH H EC 106 ODAY EDWARD J
09,00 F PARK 111
AFRICA CCLCNIAL PRO 03.0 CR
03.00 M LAWSON 231 BER8ERICH CHARLES
03.00 T TH LAWSON 201
LATN AMER-19TH CENT 03.0 CR
10.00 T F LS I 323 WERLICH DAVID P
10.00 W LS II 350
HIST CHINESE CIVIL 03.0 CR
PREREQ 6 HRS OF 300-LEVEL SJC SCIENCE
OR CONSENT OF INSTR
C8.00 MT TH H EC 202 KUO PING-CHIA
HIST CF SOUTH 03.0 CR
11.00 M W F H EC 206 MURPHY JAMES B
TO 1850
AMER ECUNOMIC HIST 03.0 CR
10.00 M WTH 0862 102 CONRAD DAVID E
DEMOC, NAT 6 SECT 03.0 CR
PREREO GSB 300A
01,00 M W H EC 203 AMNION HARRY
01.00 TH LS I 323
U.S. HIST 1850-1896 03.0 CR
PREREQ GSB 300E OR CONSENT OF INSTR
09.00 T TH H EC 203
C9.00 F H EC 206
1865- 1896, RECONSTRUCT I ON
DIPL HIST OF EUROPE 03.0 CR
12.00 T F H EC 206 ODAY EDWARD J
12.00 TH H EC 202
PROB IN BLCK AM HIS 03.0 CR
PREREQ 6HRS 300 LEVEL SOC SCI OR
CONSENT OF INSTR
01.00 T THF H EC 203 HUDSON GOSSIE H
US CONSTITUT HIST 03.0 CR
12.00 M WTH H EC 208 CARROTT MONTGOMERY B
SPECIAL READINGS 02.0 TO 05.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGEC
U S S0C-INT-19TH C 03.0 CR
09.00 T TH H EC 102 ADAMS GEORGE W
09.00 F H EC 2 02
INT-HIST EUR-19TH C 03.0 CR
01.00 M WTH CL 25 VYVERBERG HENRY S
MUD EUR REFORMATION 03.0 CR
11.00 M W F H EC 120 CCTSCN JOHN EDWARD
ADV ENG HIST 03.0 CR
09.00 M W F H EC 104 CHERRY GEORGE L
AMER COLONIAL HIST 03.0 CR
C4.00 M WTH H EC 202 BATINSKI MICHAEL C
SOC-POL HIS MOO EUR 03.0 CR
PREREQ GSB 10CB
12.00 T THF WHAM 305 ZUCKER STANLEY
20TH CENT U.S. HIST 03.0 CR
PREREQ GSB 300C OR CONSENT OF INSTR
01.00 MT TH H EC 206 ALLEN HOWARD W
AMER DIPL 1860-1920 03.0 CR
PREREQ 6 HRS 300-LEVEL SOC SC CR CON-
SENT OF INSTR
02.00 TwTH LS I 205 TRANI EUGENE P
THE WEST-TRANS ALLE 03.0 CR
02.00 M WTH H EC 203 CCNRAC
ACV AFRICAN HISTORY 03.0 CR
PREREQ 1 QTR HIST 349, CONSENT CF
INSTR. OR GRAC STANC.
07.35-09.00 PM M TH CL 24 BER8ERICH CHARLES
METH OF HIST RES 03.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED BERBERICH
HIST INNER-ASIA REL 03.0 CR
10.00 M GYM 203 KUO PING-CHIA
10.00 T TH H EC 201
101
46CB SOC+INSTIT HIS-M A
1 09,00 T TH
09,00 M
461A MID AGE-CULT6INTELL
1 06.00-07.25 PM M W








6 HRS OF 300 LEVEL SGC SCI OR
CONSENT OF DEPARTMENT
i 11.00 M W F H EC 118
464A HISTORY OF GERMANY 03.0 CR
1 03.00 M WTH H EC 202
4656 REV RUSS SINCE 1905 03.0 CR
1 08.00 MT TH H EC 206
472 COL LAT AM-P0L6PRAC 03.0 CR
PREREQ 6 HRS OF 300 LEVEL SOC SCI OR
CONSENT OF INSTR
1 12.00 TW F H EC 106
473B 20TH CENT CARIBBEAN 03.0 CR
1 10.00 M WTH H EC 118
498B RESEARCH HON THESIS 03.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
50CA SEMINAR-AMER HIST 04.0 TC 10.0 CR
1 01.00-03.50 M COMM 1246
2 02.00-04.50 W COMM 1246
510 READING IN HISTORY 02.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPARTMENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
515B SEM 20TH CEN US HIS
1 04.00-05.50 T TH
5196 AGE OF JEFFERSON
1 02.00-C4.50 TH
575C STUDIES-LATIN AMER
1 CI. 00-03. 50 T


























PREREQ GRAD STANDING OR PERMISSION OF
DEPT
F WHAM 3C1A ZUCKER
01.0 TC 09.0 CR
1 02.00-05.00
599 THESIS
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
600 DISSERTATION
1 TC BE ARRANGEC
Home Economics (H EC)
305 HONORS SEMINAR
1 TO Bh ARRANGED
387 SPEC PROB-HONORS
1 TO BE ARRANGED
388 RES L INVESTIGATION
1 TO BE ARRANGED
01.0 TO 48.0 CR
02.0 TC 06. C CR
02.0 TO 08.0 CR
02.0 TC 08.0 CR
HARRISON ROBERTA L
Home Economics Education ( HEED
)
309A PROGRAM PLANNING 03.0 CR
PREREQ GUID 305, S ED 310
1 08.00 M W F H EC 1C2
310 EVAL AND ADULT EDUC 04.0 CR
PREREQ 309 ANC S ED 352 CCNCURREN TLY
1 TO BE ARRANGED
313 SPECIAL PROBLEMS 02.0 TC 04.0 CR
1 01.00-02.50 T TH H EC 118
370 HIST DEV PRIN EXTEN 05.0 CR
1 09.00 MTWTHF H EC 133
481 READINGS 02.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR ANC CHAIRMAN
OF DEPARTMENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
485 PRIN-PHIL VO TEC ED 03.0 CR








06.00-08.30 PM M TECH A 208 KEENAN DOROTHY M
CROSSLISTED WITH AG I , SEC, TIED 485
505 H EC IN SEC SCFCGLS 04.0 CR
C6. 00-09. 00 PM M H EC 120 CARTER
506 EVAL PRGCED IN H EC 04.0 CR
C6. 00-09. 00 PM TH H EC 133 FULTS *NNA CAROL
510A PRACTICUM IN SUPEKV
PREREQ 510 CR EOAF
INSTRUCTOR
01.0 TO 04.0 CR
456 CR CONSENT OF
TO BE ARRANGED CARTER ROSE M
572 SPECIAL PROBLEMS 02.0 TO 05.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED KEENAN DOROTHY M




04.00 M H EC 120 KEENAN
599 THESIS
TO BE ARRANGED
02.0 TO 05.0 CR
600 DISSERTATION
TO BE ARRANGED
03.0 TO 16.0 CR
FULTS I1 KEENAN
Interior Design (ID)
131 INTRO TO CESIGN
1 12.00 M W
10.00-11.50 M
2 12.00 M W
10.00-11.50 W
3 12.00 M W
01.00-02.50 T
4 12.00 M W
01.00-02.50 TH
231A BASIC INTERIOR DES
PREREQ IC MAJORS ONLY
1 08.00-09.50 M w
09.00 F





PREREQ 231A,B OR 131
1 10.00-11.50 T TH
LAB HOURS TBA
































































PREREQ 231A OR EQUIV OR CUNSENT
INSTR
M W H EC01.00-02.50
20TH CENTURY ID 04,
PREREQ *AD 110B, 231A.B CR CONS
INSTR






PREREQ PREVIOUS CR CONCURRENT E
IN AC 110A OR EQUIV
























1 09.00-11.50 M W H EC 304A STEWART
2 01.00-03.50 M w H EC 304A STFWART
ACCITIONAL HOURS TBA
103
394 PROFESSIONAL PRACT 04.0 CR
PREREQ ID 391G OR CONSENT OF 1NSTR
09.00-11.50 T TH H EC 304A STEWART
01.00 F H EC 304A
2 Ol.00-C3.50 T TH H EC 3C4A STEWART
01.00 F H EC 3C4A
396 SPECIAL PROBLEMS 02.0 TO 05.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTRUCTOR
1 TO BE ARRANGED MORAN
470 ID SEMINAR 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF CHM
1 12.00 M W F H EC 122A MQRAN WALTER J
ADDITIONAL HOUR TBA
481 READINGS 02.0 TC 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF CHAIRMAN













I 03.00 T TECH A 111
CROSSLISTED IN SCHOOL OF ENGR & TECH
PLASTIC PROCESS 04.0 CR
PREREQ 300A
1 01.00 M *TH TECH A 208
01.00 T TECH A 208
2 01.00 M *TH TECH A 2 08
01.00 F TECH A 208
CAST&METAL FORMING 05.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 111A
1 12.00 MT THF TECH A 111
06.00-07.50 PM T TECH D 14B
2 12.00 M I THF TECH A 111
01.00-02.50 T TECH D 14B
3 12.00 MT THF TECH A 111
03.00-04.50 T TECH D 14B
4 12.00 MT THF TECH A 111
10.00-11.50 1H TECH D 14B
5 12.00 MT THF TECH A 111
03.00-C4.50 F TECH D 14B
INDUSTRIAL INTERN 03.0 TC 24.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT DF INSTRUCTOR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
MtTAL REMOVAL PROC 05.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 111A
1 09.00 MT THF TECH A 221
10.00-11.50 T TECH D 14B
2 09.00 MT THF TECH A 221
10.00-11.50 TH TECH D 14B
3 09.00 MT THF TECH A 221
08.00-09.50 14 TECH 14B
4 09.00 MT THF TECH A 221
01.00-02.50 TH TECH 14B
INDUSTRIAL FINISHES 03*0 CR
PREREQ
08.00 M 4 F TECH A 42 2
ELECT ELECTRONICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ IT 343A
04.00 M 14 F TECH A 122
MAT HANQ&PL LAYOUT 05.0 CR
PREREQ I T 317 & 325
02.00 MTWTHF TECH A 221
QUALITY CONTROL 04.0 CR
PREREQ JUNICR STANDING
10.00 MT THF TECH A 221
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN 04.0 CR
PREREQ IT 359
03.00 M W TECH A 222
08.00-09.50 S TECH A 307
2 03.00 M ' 4 F TECH A 222




375 PRUD&INVtNT CONTROL 04.0 CR
PREREQ tNGR 111
11.00 MTWTH TECH A 221
INDUSTRIAL SAFETY 04.0 CR
PRtREQ SR STANCING
11.00 MT THE TECH A 210
tional Materials (I M)
INTRO TO CATALOGING 04.0 CR
02.00 M w PULL 310 DALE OCR I S CRUGER
01.00-C2.50 TH PULL 310 DALE DORIS CRUGER
LIB RES METHODS 02.0 CR
CI. 00 M W PULL 310 DALE COP I S CRUGFP
LIB MAT EOR CHILD 04.0 CR
PRtKEQ OPtN TC JUNIORS wITH CONStNT
OF INSTRUCTOR
08.00 MTwTH PULL 310 FLETCHER KATHLEEN G
ADOL LIB MATERIALS 04.0 CR
PREREQ CPtN TC JUMCRS WITH CONSENT
OF INSTRUCTOR
10.00 MTWTH PULL 310 FLETCHER KATHLEEN G
BASIC REF SOURCES 04.0 CR
01.00 MTWTH PULL 318 CCX CORUTHY J
CAT UF NCN-8C0K MAT 04.0 CR
PREREQ 306
12.00 MTWTH PULL 318 COX DURUTHY J
A-V METH IN EOUC 04.0 CR
PREREQ GUID 305
08.00 MTwTH PULL 316
6.00 MTWTH PULL 318
09.00 MTWTH PULL 316
10.00 MTwTH PULL 318
10.00 MTWTH PULL 318
11.00 MTWTH PULL 316
12.00 MTWTH PULL 316
01.00 MTWTH PULL 316
C2,00 MTWTH PULL 316
03.00 MTWTH PULL 316
04. OU MTaTH PULL 316
05.45-07.25 M W PULL 316
05.45-07.25 T TH PULL 316
SCH LIB ACT-PRACT 04.
C
CR
PREREQ 308, 4C3, 405, CR 406, 407
11.00 MTWTH PULL 313 FLETCHEP
PREP TEACH-MACE MAT 04.0 CR
PREREQ 417 CR CONSENT OF INSTRUCTOR
08.00-09.50 MTWTH PULL 307 JURGEMEYER FREDERICK
01.00-02.50 MTWTH PULL 307 JURGEMEYFR
ACMIN CF A-V PROG 04.0 CR
PREREQ <tl7 CR CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
09.00 MTWTH PULL 316 INGLI
MED CF MOTION PICT 04.0 CR
03.00-C5.30 W PULL 318 WENDT
PROGRAM AUTO INST 04.0 CR
C2.00 MTWTH PULL 318 WENDT PAUL R
LIT CF SCC SCIENCES 04.0 CR
PREREQ IM 308, 4C7
03.30-06.00 T PULL 318 DALE
SUR-RES £ DtV IN IM 04.0 CP
PREREQ ^C5, 4C6, 417 CP CONSENT OF
INSTRUCTOR
06.30-C9.00 PM w PULL 310 SPIGLE
SCH FILM PRODUCTION 04.0 CR
PREREQ 417 AND 44C CP CONSENT CF
INSTRUCTUK
11.00-12.50 MTksTH PULL 310 PUTTS GORDON K
SEMINAR IN IM 04.0 CP
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
06.30-09.00 PM T PULL .310
105
576 PROB INST MAT 02.0 TO 08.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTRUCTOR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS 05.0 TC 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGEO
60C DISSERTATION 01.0 TO 48.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED BUTTS GORDON K
Journalism (JRNL)
300 THE NEWS
PREREQ JRNL 345 346
1 08.00 M W
C8.00-C9.50 F
2 09.00 M W
09.00-10.50 TH
3 12.00 M W
11.00-12.50 F






EACH SECT OF 301 HAS ACDIT
302 NEWSWRIT EDIT II
PREREQ JRNL 300
1 08.00 M W F
2 12.00 M WTH
303 NEWS 6 EDIT III
PREREQ JRNL 301 AND 302
1 11.00 T
ADDITIONAL HOURS TBA
31C RACIO TV NEWS
PREREQ JRNL 300, 301, 3
1 08.00 M W F
330 EDITORIAL WRITING
PREREQ JRNL 303
1 10.00 M W
345 HIST OF JOURN
1 11.00 M W
346 MASS MEDIA &MOD SOC
1 08.00 M W
351 COMM NP MANAGEMENT
PREREQ JRNL 350
1 03.00 M W F
37C PRIN OF ADVERTISING
1 09.00 M W F
2 01.00 M W F




373 AOV MEDIA L MARKETS
PREREQ JRNL 374
1 11.00 M W F
374 ADV POL AND PROBS
PREREQ JRNL 370
1 09.00 M W F
376 ADVER CAMPAIGNS
PREREQ JRNL 372
1 03.00-04.50 T F
382 NEWSPAPER PRO & CIR
PREREQ SEMCR STANDING
1 09.00 M W F
383A NP PROD MANAGEMENT
PREREQ JRNL 300
1 08.00 MT TH











































































383B NP PROD MANAGEMENT 03.0 CR
PREREQ JRNL 383A
09.00 M W F COMM 1250
10.00 M W F COMM 1248
BASIC RES IN JRNL 03.0 CR
PREREQ SENIOR STANDING
11.00 M W F FELTS 130 ATWOOD L ERWIN
ADVANCEO REPORTING 03.0 CR
PREREQ JRNL 303
01.00 T THF COMM 1250 GROTTA GERALD L
FEATURt WRITING 03.0 CR
PREREQ JRNL 303
11.00 T TH S COMM 1248 STARCK KENNETH
11.00 M W F COMM 1248 STARCK KENNETH
MAGAZ PROD & LAYOUT 03.0 CR
PREREQ JRNL 383A, B
10.00 T TH COMM 1250 FORD JAMES L C
01.00-02.50 M COMM 1250 FORD JAMES L C
SENIOR SEMINAR 01.0 CR
PREREQ LAST QTR MAJORS
12.00 T COMM 1022 FRAZER MARY KING
TEACH HS JRNL /?/ 03.0 CR
11.00 M kTH ABBOTT 129 RICE W MANION
PUBLIC RELATIONS 03.0 CR
PREREQ SR STANCING-JRNL MAJCRS ONLY
12.00 M AG 188 HOBBS JOHN
12.00 W F CCMM 1021
FOUND MASS COMM THE 03.0 CR
PREREQ UNOERGRAC-JRNL 395, GRAD-433A
OR CONSENT OF INSTR
06.00-09.00 PM T COMM 2012 ATWOOD L ERWIN
LAW OF JOURNALISM 03.0 CR
PREREQ SR STANDING -JRNL MAJORS ONLY
11.00 M W F COMM 1006 STONECIPHER HARRY W
PRACTICUM 02.0 TC 08.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPT
TO BE ARRANGED
06.30-10.00 PM M COMM 1213 RIMERMAN MARVIN H
MASS MEDIA MGT 03.0 CR
PREREQ JRNL 383A,370 I GSB 211A OR EQ
UIV CR CONSENT OF INST
06.30-09.00 PM M COMM 1250 GROTTA GERALD
SE^-MEDIA PRCBLEMS 03.0 CR
PREREQ SR L CONSENT
06.30-09.00 PM W COMM 1250 GROTTA GERALD
CRITICISM & REVIEW 03.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED TENNEY CHARLES D
READINGS 01.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR
TO BE ARRANGEO
SEM- PRESS FREECOM 02.0 CR
10.00-11.50 TH LIB 108 MCCOY RALPH t
MASS COMM THEORY 04.0 CR
PREREQ JRNL 433B CR CONSENT OF INSTR
06.30-09.30 PM TH AG 170 ATWOOD
RESEARCH PRCB-JRNL 01.0 TC 12.0 CR
PREREQ GRAD STANDING
TO BE ARRANGED BROWN
SEMINAR-JRNL HIST 03.0 CR
PREREQ JRNL 545 CR CONSENT OF INSTR
01.00-03.50 W AG 218 HART JIM ALLEE
TOPICAL SEM IN COMM 01.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ GRADUATE STATUS
02.00-04.50 M AG 218 CHU GODWIN
GRADUATE SEMINAR 00.0 CR
03.00-04.50 T COMM 1246 BROWN GEORGE CURTIS
READINGS 01.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ CCNSENT OF INSTR
TO tit ARRANGED BROWN GEORGE
107
599 THESIS 01. TC 08.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED BROWN GEORGE
600 DISSERTATION 01.0 TO 48.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED BRCWN GEORGE
Libera! Arts and Sciences ( LA S
)
300 1NDIV IiMTERDIS READ 01.0 TC 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
301 INDIV INTERDISC RES 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
302 IND INTERDIS F STUD 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
303 INTERDISCIP STUDIES 02.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Linguistics (LING)
100B ORAL ENG-FOREIGN ST 03.0 CR
1 12.00 MTWTHF AG 168 NARDIN MA8ELLE
401A INTRO TO LINGUISTIC 04.0 CR
1 02.00 M TECH A 210 CANAVATI GLORIA K
02.00 T THF NKRS A 258
4C3 ENGLISH PHONOLCGY 04.0 CR
PREREQ LING 401A OR 4Q1B OR EQUIV
1 10.00 MT THF TECH B 20 REDDEN JAMES E
404 AMERICAN DIALECTS 04.0 CR
PREREQ LING 4018, 402A, CR EQUIV
1 03.00 MT THF AG 148 GILBERT
405 STRUCT PFCNOLOGY 04.0 CR
PREREQ LING 402A
1 01.00 MT THF AG 218 GILBERT GLENN
408 TRANSFORM SYNTAX 04.0 CR
PREREQ LING 401B CR CONSENT OF INSTR
1 10.00 M WHAM 112 CARRELL PATRICIA L
10.00 T THF CL 326
2 01.00 M THF ABBOTT 129 KATRANIUES ARISTOTLE
01.00 T AG 188
410H UNCOM LANG-VIET NAM 05.0 CR
PREREQ GSD 210G,H,I OR EQUIV
1 10.00 MTwTHF COMM 1246 NGUYEN DINH HOA
11.00 MTWTHF 0720 121
42QH ADV VIETNAMESE 04.0 CR
PREREQ LING 410 OR EQUIV
1 11.00 MT THF WHAM 319
506A HISTORICAL LING 04.0 CR
PREREQ LING 401B
1 02.00 Th AG 218 HILL BEVERLY GH
02.00 F AG 220 HILL BEVERLY GH
02.00-03.50 M LS II 130
571 LANGUAGE LABS 03.0 CR
1 09.00 M THF CCMM 1246 NARDIN MA8ELLE
09.00 T LS II 430
581A METH PRACT-ENGLISH 02.0 CR
PREREQ 571
1 12.00 MTWTHF AG 168 NARDIN
597 READINGS IN LING 02.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ LING 401B OR EQUIV
1 TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS 02.0 TC 09.0 CR
PREREQ M.A. CANDICACY
1 TG BE ARRANGED
Management (MGT)
170 INTR TO BUS ACKIN 04. C CR
PREREQ FRESHMEN AND SOPHOMORES ONLY
1 08.00 MTWTHF CL 328 BEOWELL R RALPH
301 MGT L SUPERVISION 04.0 CR
PREREQ GSB 201C OR EQUIV, CR CONSENT
OF INSTR





ADMIN CONM IN BUS 04.0 CR
PREREQ GSC 102, ACCT 250 CR 251A, OR
MGT 170 CR 340, CR EQUV
04.00 MT THF CL 326
BUS-ORG ANC MGT 04.0 CR
PRbREQ GSB 201B ANC C, CR EQUIVALENT-
JR STANDING CR CONSENT
12.00 MTrtTHF LAWSON 171
05.45-07.25 M W LAWSON 171
CRGANIZ BtHAVICR I 04.0 CR







PREREO ACCT 261, MGT 340 CR FIN 320
OR MKT 301, CR CONSENT
10.00-11.50 T TH CL 24
03.00-04.50 T TH LS I 323
RtSEARCH IN BUS ACM 04.0 CR
PREREO MGT 340, GSD 102, 103, GSD 110
OR EQUIV CR CONSENT
08.00-09.50 T TH ABBOTT 129
PRODUCTION MGT 04.0 CR
PREREO MGT 340,345, MATH 150A CR
EQUIV. CR CONSENT
Cl.00-C2.50 T TH CL 328
PERF STAND&METh IMP 04.0 CR















M W LS I 323
04.0 CR
MGT 340, GSD 110 OR EQUIVALENT
, CR CONSENT CF INSTR
0875 101
04.0 CR










MEAS-WAGE I SAL CCN
PREREO 385
01.00-02.50 M w
MGT P-ESP IN SOCIETY
PREREO MGT 340, SR STANDING OR
CONSENT uF INSTR
08.00-09.50 W F CL 24
PROBS bUS AND ECON 04.0 CR
PREREQ 340, ECON 215,308 CR 408 OR




T TH CL 109
04.0 CR
MGT 340, FIN 320, MKTG 301 OR






S IN VGT Ol.i










10.00-1 W CL 328 BUSSOM
10.00-1 W AG 144 SANDERS
01.00-0 H EC 201 BUSSCM ROBERT S
Cl.00-C CL 109 HUNT
02.00-0 0862 102 SHERMAN A KIMBROUGH
SPEC TOPICS 01 TL 08,.0 CR
PREREQ f I NESS S CONSENT
Marketing (MKTG)
301 MKTG FUNDAMENTALS 04.0 CR
PREREO ECON 214, ACCT 251A
1 08.00-09.50 T TH CL 24 RGSENBARGER CHARLES
2 09.00 MTwTH CL 328 MOORE JAMES

































































































































































































































































































8 11.00 MTWTHF TECH A 408
9 12.00 MTWTHF BROWN 130
10 12.00 MTWTHF TECH A 410U CI. 00 MTWTHF BROWN 130
12 01.00 MTWTHF TECH A 322
13 C2.00 MTWTHF BROWN 130
14 02.00 MTWTHF TECH A 220
15 03.00 MTWTHF NKRS C 118
16 03.00 MTWTHF ARENA 121
17 06.00-07.25 PM M WTH TECH A 422
18 06.00-07.25 PM M WTH TECH A 308
19 07.35-09.00 PM M WTH TECH A 308
20 07.35-C9.00 PI* M WTH TECH A 422
111B COL ALGEBRA TRIG 05.0 CR
PREREQ MATH U1A CR MATH 108
1 08.00 MTWTHF AG 154
2 08.00 MTWTHF TECH A 220
3 08.00 MTWTHF TECH A 410
* C8.00 MTWTHF BROWN 130
5 09.00 MTWTHF BROWN 130
6 09. CO MTWTHF C875 101
7 10.00 MTWTHF BAILEY 130
8 10.00 MTwTHF NKRS A 160
9 11.00 M W F 0862 102
11-00 T TH TECH A 320
10 11.00 MTWTHF BROWN 130
11 11.00 MTWTHF TECH A 420
12 11.00 MTWTHF TECH D 131
13 12. CC MTWTHF TECH A 422
14 12.00 MTWTHF AG 216
15 01.00 MTW F NKRS C 218
01.00 TH TECH A 320
16 01.00 MTWTHF BAILEY 130
17 CI. 00 MTWTHF NKRS C 116
18 02.00 MTWTHF NKRS C 218
19 02.00 MTWTHF LS I 16
20 02.00 MTWTHF NKRS A 15b
21 03.00 MTWTHF TECH A 420
^^ 03.00 MTWTHF NKRS C 218
23 03.00 MTWTHF NKRS A 156
2* 04.00 MTWTHF TECH D 131
25 C6.C0-07.25 PM M WTH TECH A 420
26 06.00-07.25 PM M WTH TECH A 220
27 07.35-C9.C0 PM M WTH TECH A 420
28 07.35-09.00 PM M WTH TECH A 220
140A SHORT CRSE-CALCULUS 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 111 A
1 08.00 M W F TECH 131
2 11.00 T TH TECH A 308
U.00 F TECH A 422
3 01.00 T THF TECH A 220
4 03.00 M W TECH A 310
C3.00 F TECH A 322
5 04.00 M W F TECH A 410
6 06.00-07.25 PM T TH NKRS A 156
140B SHORT CRSE CALCULUS 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 14CA
1 09.00 MT TH TECH A 422
10.00 M W F 0862 1C1
3 02.00 T THF TECH A 210
* 04.00 M W F TECH A 420
5 07.35-09.00 PM T TH NKRS A 156
15CA ELEM CALC-ANAL GECM 05.0 CR
PREREO MATH 111B
1 08.00 MTWTHF TECH A 408
2 09.00 M W F NKRS C 116
09.00 T TH NKRS A 160
3 10.00 MTwTHF TECH D 131
4 11.00 MTWTHF NKRS A 160















6 01,00 MTWTHF TECH A 210
7 02,00 MTWTHF TECH A 320
8 03,00 MTwTHF AG 216
9 06.00- 07.25 PM M WTH TECH D 131
07.35- 09.00 PM M WTH NKRS A 160
ELEM CALC -ANAL GECM 05.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 150A
1 08.00 MTWTHF NKRS A 160
2 09.00 MTWTHF TECH D 131
3 11.00 MTWTHF TECH A 410
4 12.00 MTWTHF TECH D 131
5 01.00 MTWTHF TECH A 410
6 03.00 MTWTHF TECH D 131
7 7.35- 09.00 PM M WTH TECH A 222
ELEM CALCULUS- iONCR 07.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT DF DEPT
1 01*00 MTWTHF TECH A 122
INTRO LINEAR ALGEBR 03.0 CR
PREREQ 150B
1 10.00 M W F AG 168
2 03.00 T THF TECH A 422
INTER CALC-ANLY GEC 04.0 CR
PREREQ I50B OR 159B
I 08.00 MT THF TECH A 210
2 10.00 TWTHF TECH A 320
3 12.00 TWTHF TECH A 320
4 03.00 MTWTH TECH A 322
INTER CALC-ANLY GEC 03. C CR
PREREQ 252A
I 09.00 T F TECH A 308
09.00 w TECH A 322
2 11.00 M W F TECH A 220
3 02.00 T F TECH A 310
02.00 TH TECH A 410
4 04.00 M W F TECH A 320
FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPT 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 150B
I 09.00 M W F NKRS A 358
2 01.00 M W F TECH A 120
MATH PHYS SCIENCES 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 252B
1 10.00 M W TECH A 408
10.00 F TECH A 310
2 12.00 M W F AG 214
3 02.00 TW F TECH A 410
MATH PHYS SCIENCES 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 305A
1 08.00 M W F TECH A 420
2 12.00 T THF TECH A 322
3 04.00 M W F TECH A 322
TEACHING ELEM MATH 04.0 CR
PREREQ GSO ]L07
1 08.00 TWTHF WHAM 202
2 11.00 MTWTH WHAM 202
3 02.00 MTWTH WHAM 321
4 04.00 MTWTH WHAM 202
5 05.45- 07.25 M A WHAM 202
INTR-ABSTRACT ALG 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 301 OR CONSENT OF DEPT
1 02.00 T THF TECH A 322
ELEM MATR IX ALGEBRA 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 150A OR 14CB
1 11.00 M W F TECH A 320
2 04.00 M W F TECH A 310
INTRO-NUMBER THEORY 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 301 OR CONSENT OF DEPT
i 12.00 M WTH NKRS C 118
CONCEPTS OF GEOM 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 252A, 301 OR CONSENT OF
NSTR
09.00 MT TH TECH A 320
112
(MATH)
335B CONCEPTS OF GEOM 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 335A
03.00 M wTH TECH A 320
REAOINGS IN MATH 02.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ 4.0 GPA IN MAJ £ CONSENT OF
CHAIRMAN
TO BE ARRANGED
STAT ANALYSIS 04.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 410A
10.00 M W F TECH A 322
10.00-11.50 T TECH A 322
ALGEBRAIC STRUCTURE 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 301
02.00 M w F NKRS A 458
LINEAR ALGEBRA 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 252B, 3C1 CR CONSENT OF
DEPT
09.00 M W F NKRS A 160
LINEAR ALGEBRA 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 421A
10.00 T THF TECH A 120
INTRO MATH LOGIC 03.0 CR
PREREQ 426A3
11.00 M W F TECH A 322
DISCRETE STRUCTURES 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 301
02.00 M W F NKRS A 160
CROSSLISTED WITH CS 442
AP BOOLEAN ALGEBRA 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 428
12.00 M W F NKRS A 156
CROSSLISTEC WITH CS 445
INTRO TO TOPOLOGY 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 433A
03.00 T THF TECH A 310
ADVANCED CALCULUS 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 452A
09.00 MT THF TECH A 322
ADV MATH-PHYS SCI 03.0 CR
PREREQ 3C5B CR CONSENT OF INSTR
12.00 T TH NKRS A 358
12.00 F NKRS A 160
NUMERICAL ANALY I 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 475A
03.00 M W F NKRS A 160
CROSSLISTED WITH CS 464B
PROBABILITY 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 480A
01.00 M W NKRS A 258
01.00 TH NKRS A 458
INTRO MATH STAT 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 483A OR MATH 480A, 421A
AND CONSENT OF INSTR
04.00 M W F NKRS A 160
SPECIAL TOPICS 01.0 TC 10.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPT
TO 8fc ARRANGED
REAL ANALYSIS 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 501A
01.00 T THF NKRS A 258
ADV TOP ORO DIF EQ 03.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTRUCTOR
TO BE ARRANGED
TH ORDIN DIFF EQUAT 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 505A
09.00 M W F TECH B 20
MATHEMATICAL LOGIC 03.0 CR
PREREQ 510A






520B MODERN ALGEBRA 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 520A
1 02.00 T THF
522 AOV TOPICS-ALGEBRA
PREREQ MATH 520B
1 CI. 00-02. 50 M W
527 FORMAL LANGUAGES
PREREQ CS 451
1 04.00 M W F NKRS A 458
CROSSLISTEO hITH CS 554
530B GENERAL TOPOLOGY 03.0 CR
PREREQ 530A
I 03.00 T THF NKRS A 358
532 ADV TOPICS TCPOLGGY 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 530B
1 02.00-03.50 M W NKRS A 358
550E SEM IN MATH EOUC 01.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR
1 11.00 T NKRS A 358
2 11.00 TH NKRS A 358
3 11.00 T NKRS A 458
551B FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 551A
1 01.00 T THF NKRS A 358
552 AOV TOPICS-ANALYSIS 03.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPT
1 09.00-10.50 T TH NKRS A 358
555B COMPLEX ANALYSIS 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 555A
1 11.00 M W F NKRS A 358
560A CALC OF VARIATIONS 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 452C
1 12.00 M W F NKRS A 358
581B ADV PROB THEORY 03.0 CR
PREREQ 581A
1 10.00 M W F NKRS A 358
595A SP PROJ ALGEBRA 01.0 TO 10.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
595B SP PROJ GEOMETRY 01.0 TC 10.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
595C SP PROJ ANALYSIS 01.0 TO 10.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
595D SP PROJ PRC8 S STAT 01.0 TC 10.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
595E SP PROJ MATH ECUC 01.0 TC 10.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
595F SP PROJ LOGIC 6 FOU 01.0 TO 10.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGEO
595G SP PROJ TOPOLOGY 01.0 TC 10.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
595H SP PROJ AP MATH 01.0 TC 10.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
5951 SP PROJ DIF EQUAT 01.0 TO 10.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
595J SP PROJ NUMBER TFEO 01.0 TC 10.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS 01.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
60C DISSERTATION 01.0 TC 48.0 CR





















PREREQ 1 YR CF COLLEGE CHEM AND GSA
201A OR EQUIV
08.00 MTWTH TECH A HI
09.00-10.50 M w LS I 6
08.00 F LS I 6
08.00 MTWTH TECH A 111
11.00-12.50 M * LS I 6
09.00 F LS I 6
08.00 MTWTH TECH A HI
01.00-02.50 M W LS I 6
10.00 F LS I 6
08.00 MTWTH TECH A HI
03.00-04.50 M W LS I 6
11.00 F LS I 6
08.00 MTWTH TECH A 111
06.00-07.50 PM M W LS I 6
12.00 f LS I 6
UNDERGRAO RES PART 02.0 TO 05.0 CR
PREREQ 4.00 GPA IN MICR AND CONSENT
OF DEPARTMENT
TO BE ARRANGED
MICR OF FOODS LEC 03.0 CR
PREREQ MICR 301
02.00 MTW LS II 146
MICR OF FOODS LAB 02.0 CR
PREREQ PREVIOUS CR CONCURRENT ENROLL
MENT IN *!ICR 421
01.00-04.50 F LS I 6
IMMUNOLOGY— LECTURE 03.0 CR
PREREQ MICR 302
09.00 MTWTH LS II 130
IMMUNOLOGY— LAB 03.0 CR
PREREQ PREV IOUS CR CONCURRENT ENROLLM
ENT IN MICR 451
02.00-04.50 M W LS II 113
GEN-BACTfcVIRUS LECT 03.0 CR
PREREQ MICR 302
01.00 MTW LS II 130
GEN-BACT&VIRUS LAB 03.0 CR
PREREQ PREV [CUS CR CONCURRENT ENROLL
MENT IN ^ICR 460
03.00-04.50 T TH LS I 6
SEMINAR 01.0 CR
10.00-11.50 F LS II 130
RESTR TO CONSENT OF INSTR
EVO GENETIC THOUGHT 04.0 CR
PREREQ BIOL 305 OR EQUIV
11.00 M W F LS II 430
RESEARCH 01.0 TC 15..0 CR
10.00-11.50 TH LS II 130
RESTR TO CONSENT CF INSTR
BIOCHM PHSL MICRO 03 .0 CR
PREREQ MICR 425
10.00 M WTH LS I 16
BIOCHM PHSL-MICROOR 03. CR
PREREQ MICR 426
01.00-05.50 TH LS II 119
READINGS IN MICRO 01.0 TC 10, CR
10.00-11.50 W LS II 130
RESTR TO CONSENT OF INSTR
THESIS 03.0 TC 09, CR
10.00-11.50 T LS II 130
RESTR TO CUNSENT OF INSTR
DISSERTATION 03.0 TC 48, CR
10.00-11.50 M LS II 130












































































M W ALTG 114
01.0 CR

























CHILCHCCD rCR CONS INST
1 09.00
VIOLIN
T TH 0555 7
2 09.00
MIXED
T TH ALTG 114
CLASS APP--WOODWINDS 01 .0 CR
PREREQ CONC, SEC CONC MUS,ELEO EARLY
CHILCHGCD ,CR CONS INST
1 10.00
CLARINET
T TH 0555 205
2 10.00
OBOE
T TH 0555 7
3 10.00
BASSOON
T TH ALTG 301
CLASS APP -BRASS 01 .0 CR
PREREQ CONC, SEC CONC MUS,ELED, EARLY
CHILDHOCD ,0R CONS INST
1 11.00
TRUMPET
T TH 0555 7
2 11.00
MIXED
T TH ALTG 114
CLASS APP -PERCUSS 01 .0 CR
PREREQ CONC, SEC CONC MUS.ELED .EARLY
CHILDHOOD ,0R CONS INST
1 08.00 T TH ALTG 114
CLASS APP -PIANO 01 .0 CR
PREREQ CONC, SEC CCNC MUS,ELED ,EARLY
CHILDHOOD ,0R CONS INST
1 09.00
KP3


























2 C9.00 M n 0555 201 FRAZfcE MARJORIE A
KP2
3 10.00 T F 0555 201 FRAZEE MARJORIE A
KP1
4 11.00 M W ALTG 301 FARTLINt ELISABETH
MM2
5 11.00 T F ALTG 301 FARTLINE ELISABETH D
MM3
b 12.00 M W ALTG 301 FARTLINt ELISABETH
MM2
7 12.00 T F ALTG 301 FARTLINE ELISABETH D
MM1
8 01.00 M W ALTG 301 FARTLINE ELISABETH D
NM5
9 CI. 00 T F ALTG 301 FARTLINt ELISABETH D
MM4
10 02.00 M Vi ALTG 301 FARTLINE ELISABETH D
MM1
11 C2.00 T F ALTG 301 FARTLINE ELISABETH D
MM6
12 03.00 M W 0555 201 FRAZEE MARJORIE A
KP2
13 03.00 T F 0555 201 FRAZEE MARJORIE A
KP1
010F CLASS APP-VOICE 01.0 CR
PREREQ CONC, SEC CONC MUS , ELED, EAR-LY
CHILCHOCCCR CONS INST
1 01.00 M TH 0555 7 KAGEFF BURT KEITH
MM1
2 01.00 W F 0555 7 KAGEFF 8URT KEITH
MM2
3 01.00 W F ALTG 115 PRESSLEY
MM3
010G CLASS APP-GUITAR 01.0 CR
PREREQ CONC, SEC CONC MUS, ELED , EARLY
CHILCHOCO,CR COND INST
1 12.00 T TH 0555 7 WELSH
2 02.00 T TH 0555 7 WELSH
105A THECRY OF MUSIC 04.0 CR
1 09.00 MTWTHF ALTG 248 HUSSEY GEORGE A
105B THEORY OF MUSIC 04.0 CR
PREREQ MUS 1C5A
1 08.00 MTWTHF ALTG 106 8ATEMAN MARY ANN
2 08.00 MTWTHF ALTG 116 8ARRUS CLYN
3 09.00 MTWTHF ALTG 106 WERNER WARREN KENT
4 09.00 MTWTHF ALTG 116 GRIZZELL MARY JANE
106 SURVEY OF MUS LIT 03.0 CR
PREREQ MAJOR/NINOP IN MUSIC
1 01.00 M W F ALTG 116 FLOYD SAMUEL
140A PRIV APP MUS-VICLIN 01.0 TC 04.0 CR
PREREQ MUS CCNC OR SECONDARY CONC OR
CONSENT OF MUS FACULTY
1 10.00 M ALTG 106 POULOS HELEN E
TO BE ARRANGED POULOS HELEN E
2 10.00 M ALTG 106 STRAWN RICHARD G
TO BE ARRANGED STRAWN RICHARD G
RESTR-SEE NOTE BELCW
140B PRIV APP MUS-VIOLA 01.0 TC 04.0 CR
PREREQ MUS CCNC OR SECONDARY CONC OR
CONSENT OF MUS FACULTY
1 10.00 M ALTG 106 BARRUS CLYN D
TO BE ARRANGED BARRUS CLYN D
RESTRICTEC - SEE NOTE BELCW
140C PRIV APP MUS-CELLC 01.0 TC 04.0 CR
PREREQ MUS CONC OR SECONDARY CONC OR
CONSENT OF MUS FACULTY
1 10.00 M ALTG 106 STROUD JAMES H
TO 8E ARRANGEC STROUD JAMES H











PRIV APP MUS - BASS 01.0 TC 04.0 CR
PREREQ MUS CONC OR SECONDARY CONC OR
CONSENT OF MUS FACULTY
10.00 M
TO BE ARRANGED




01.0 TC 04.0 CR
MUS CONC OR SECONDARY CONC OR













01.0 TC 04.0 CR
MUS CONC OR SECCNDARY CONC OR
CONSENT OF MUS FACULTY
M10.00
TO BE ARRANGED





01.0 TC 04.0 CR
MUS CCNC OR SECONDARY CONC OR







RESTRICTED - SEE NOTE BELOW
PRIV APP MUS-BASSON 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ MUS CONC OR SECONDARY CONC OR
CONSENT OF MUS FACULTY
10.00 M 0555 7
TO BE ARRANGED
RESTRICTED - SEE NOTE BELOW
PRIV APP MUS-SAX 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ MUS CONC OR SECCNDARY CONC OR
CONSENT OF MUS FACULTY
10.00 M 0555 7
TO BE ARRANGED
10.00 M 0555 7
TO BE ARRANGED
RESTRICTED - SEE NOTE BELCW
PRIV APP MUS-PERCUS
PREREQ
01. TC 04.0 CR
MUS CONC OR SECONDARY CCNC OR
CONSENT OF MUS FACULTY
10.00 M ALTG 114
TO BE ARRANGED
RESTRICTED - SEE NOTE BELCW
RESTRICTED - SEE NOTE BELCW
PRIV APP MUS-PIANO 01.0 TC 04.0 CR
PREREQ MUS CONC OR SECONDARY CONC OR




























01.0 TC 04.0 CR
JECGNDARY CCNC OR
CONSENT OF MUS FACULTY
M ALTG 116
TO BE ARRANGED



































PRIV APP MUS-TRUMP 01.0 TC 04.0 CR
PREREQ MUS CGNC OR SECONDARY CONC OR
CONSENT OF MUS FACULTY
10.00 M ALTG 116
TO BE ARRANGED
10.00 M ALTG 116
TO BE ARRANGED
10.00 M ALTG 116
TO BE ARRANGED
RESTRICTED - SEE NOTE BELOW
PRIV APP MUS-TRBONE
PREREQ
01.0 TC 04.0 CR
MUS CONC OR SECONDARY CONC OR
CONSENT OF MUS FACULTY
M10.00
TO BE ARRANGED





MUS CONC OR SECONDARY CONC OR
CCNSENT CF MUS FACULTY
10.00 M
TO BE ARRANGED




01.0 TC 04.0 CR
MUS CONC OR SECONDARY CONC OR
CONSENT OF MUS FACULTY
10.00 M
TO BE ARRANGED




01.0 TC 04.0 CR
MUS CONC OR SECONDARY CONC OR
CONSENT OF MUS FACULTY
1 TO BE ARRANGEO
10.00 M
2 TO BE ARRANGEC
10.00 M
3 TO BE ARRANGED
10.00 M
RESTR-SEE : NOTE BELOW
4 TO BE ARRANGEC
10.00 M
5 TO BE ARRANGED
10.00 M












01.0 TC 04.0 CR
ECONDARY CONC Of
CONSENT OF MUS FACULTY
10.00 M
TO BE ARRANGEC




01.0 TC 04.0 CR
MUS CONC OR SECONDARY CONC OR
CONSENT OF MUS FACULTY
TO BE ARRANGED
10.00 M 0555 5











































T TH ALTG 248 MEADOR
F 0555 201 MEADOR
T TH ALTG 248 MEADOR
M 0555 201 MEADOR
M W ALTG 115 SCHMUTTE
TH 0555 201 SCHMUTTE
M W ALTG 115 SCHMUTTE
F 0555 201 SCHMUTTE
M W ALTG 248 PACE KAY
TH 0555 201 PACE KAY
M W ALTG 248 PACE KAY
F 0555 201 PACE KAY
M W ALTG 248 PACE KAY
TH 0555 201 PACE KAY
M W ALTG 248 PACE KAY
F 0555 201 PACE KAY
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1 11.00 MTWTHF ALTG 106
2 11.00 MTWTHF ALTG 248
3 11.00 MTwTHF ALTG 116
PRIV APP MUS 01.0 TC 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3 QTRS AT PREVIOUS LEVEL ON
OLOFIELD W1LLAR0
J
MUELLER ROBERT E j
EOOINS





EL METH-NON MAJ 4-6
PREREQ MUS 200-3
12.00 M
EL METH-NON MAJ K-3
PREREQ MUS C10E-3
02.00
MUS IN EAR CHLCHOOD









































W F ALTG 248
03.0 CR
GR EQUIV
T THF ALTG 248
03.0 CR
S PIANO OR EQUIV-NON
ONLY
W F ALTG 248
03.0 CR
W F ALTG 106
03.0 CR










T TH ALTG 116
















T TH ALTG 116
01.0 TC 04.0 CR
PREVIOUS LEVEL ON
GR CONSENT

















































































































365D CHAMBER MUS-BRASS 01.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
2 02-00 T TH ALTG 114
365E CHAMBER MUS-PERCUSS 01.0 CR
1 01.00 M W AL;"G 114
411B CHORAL LITERATURE 03.0 CR
1 C2.00 M W F ALTG 106
414 COLLEGIUM MUSICUM 02.0 TC 06.0 CR
PREREQ MUSIC CONCENTRATION AND/OR
CONSENT OF DEPARTMENT
1 01.00 T TH 0415 105
07.00-09.00 PM M 0415 105
44C PRIV APP MUS 01.0 TC 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3 QTRS AT PREVIOUS LEVEL ON
SAME INSTR OR CONSENT










PREREQ 312C ANC C
1 TO BE ARRANGED
2 TU BE ARRANGED
444B INTERMECIATE COMP
PREREQ 444A
1 TO BE ARRANGED
2 TO BE ARRANGEO
447A ELECTRONIC MUSIC
PREREQ GSA 361 OR
SENT OF IN
1 TU BE ARRANGED
461 TEACH TECH AND MAT








481 READINGS IN THEORY
1 TO BE ARRANGED
482 READ IN HIST & LIT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
483 READ IN MUS EDUC
1 TO BE ARRANGED
499 INDEPENDENT STUDY
PREREQ CONSENT OF











1 TO BE ARRANGED
2 TO BE ARRANGED
535 CONTEMPORARY IDIOMS
1 08.00 M
540 PRIV APP MUS
PREREQ 3 QTRS AT
SAME INSTR
02.0 CR









02.0 TO 12.0 CR
T F SHRY 110
03.0 CR
, ANTH 275D-4 CR CON
STRUCTOR
T ALTG 106
02.0 TO 06.0 CR
01.0 TO 06.0 CR
01.0 TC 06.0 CR
01.0 TC 12.0 CR
INSTRUCTOR
02.0 CR
T TH ALTG 115
03.0 TC 04.0 CR
W F ALTG 115
03.0 CR
W F ALTG 116
02.0 TC 09.0 CR
, AND CONSENT OF
03.0 CR
w F ALTG 115























See MUS 140 for listing.
545 PtCAGOGY-MUS THEORY 03.0 TC 09.0 CR





1 TO BE ARRANGED
2 TO BE ARRANGED
3 01.00
566 INST ENSEMBLE
1 TO BE ARRANGED
2 TO BE ARRANGED
567 VOCAL ENSEMBLE






1 TO BE ARRANGEC
599 THESIS
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
Philosophy (PHIL)
03.0 CR
ALTG 106 FLOYD SAMUEL
02.0 TO 06.0 CR
STROUD JAMES H
SIENER MELVIN L
F ALTG 115 KINGSBURY ROBERT to
01.0 TC 12.0 CR






























C7. 00-09. 30 PM M
PHIL OF LANGUAGE
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPT
01.00 M to F
PHIL OF MATHEMATICS
PREREQ PHIL 320 OR 15
01.00-02.50 T
01.00-02.50 TH
ADV PHIL CF ART
03.00-04.50 M to
17TH CENTURY PHIL
PREREQ 383 CR CONSENT
09.00 MTtoTH
19TH CENTURY PHIL












































C7. 00-09. 30 PM M

















































H EC 208 EAMES
- MARCUSE
04.0 CR
H EC 211 CLARKE
04.0 CR
H EC 208 HOWIE JOHN
04.0 CR
H EC 211 CHAN
04.0 CR
H EC 208 MCCLURE GEORGE T
04.0 CR
H EC 211 LEYS
04.0 CR
H EC 208 FRONDIZI RISIFR1
04.0 CR
H EC 211 GILLAN GARTH J
.0 TC 16.0 CR
HAHN LEWIS EDWIN
H EC 208 EAMES, ELIZABETH




591 READINGS IN PHIL
PREREQ CONSENT OF
1 TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS
1 TO BE ARRANGED
600 DISSERTATION




Physical Education for Men





100E M TCH BASIC RHYTHMS
1 08.00
2 09.00


























SEE PEW 230A FOR REGISTRATION
INTERMED&ADV BALLET 02.0 TC 22.0 CR
PREREQ PEM 230A CR CONSENT OF INSTR
TO BE ARRANGED
04.00 T GYM 206
SEE PEW 230B FCR REGISTRATION
KINESIOLOGY 03.0 CR













WATER SAFETY INSTR 01.0 CR
PREREQ CURRENT SR LIFESAVING CERTIFIC
ATION
02.00-03.30 T TH PULL P 11
02.00 W TECH A 420















02.0 TO 09.0 CR
03.0 TO 48.0 CR
(PEM)
02.0 CR
M W F PULL P 11
TH ARENA 125
M W F PULL P 11
TH ARENA 125
01.0 CR
M W ARENA 555




M W F ARENA 555
T ARENA 125
T TH PULL 102
02.0 CR





M W ARENA 125
T TH ARENA 555
M W ARENA 123















FRANKLIN C C JR

















LAWSON 121 GCOD LARRY
TECH A h05A GOOD LARRY
LAWSON 121 GCOD LARRY
TECH A 405A GOOD LARRY
03.0 CR




































































EVALUATION IN P E
03.00
CROSSLISTEO WITH P5W 400
PHY FIT RLE-APPL ED 02.0
07.00-09,30 PM T
CROSSLISTED WITH PEW 408
BEH FOUND OF CCACF
PREREQ GUID 305 OR EQUIV
INSTR
07.00-09.30 PP W




















IND RES-PHSL OF EX
TO BE ARRANGED
IND RES-HIST & PHIL 02.0
TO BE ARRANGED
CROSSLISTED WITH PEW 502
TECH RESEARCH
07.00-09.50 PM TH
CROSSLISTED WITH PEW 500
RESEARCH PROJECTS
PREREQ 500 CR EGUIV
TO BE ARRANGED
MOTOR LRNG-PHY SKIL
PREREQ GRAD STATUS, CONS
07.00-09.30 PM M






























































FRANKLIN C C JR
FRANKLIN C C JR
STOTLAR JOHN W
WILKINSON JAMES J




















1 TO BE ARRANGEC
Physical Education for Women







230A BEGIN TECH BALLET
1 04.00


























CRGSSLISTED WITH THEA 230
INTERMEGSADV BALLET 02.0 TC 22.0 CR
PREREQ PEw 230A OR CONSENT OF INSTR
03.00 MTWTHF GYM
CRGSSLISTED WITH THEATRE 230
THEC-TECH CONT CNCE 02.0 TC 24
10.00-11.50 TWTHF PULL
















10.00 M W F
11.00 M W F
DANCE WORKSHOP 01.0
05.30-07.30 T TH
07.30-09.30 PM T TH
CRGSSLISTED WITH THEATRE 273
TECH-TEACH SPORTS 02.0 CR
PREREQ PEW 244 OR EQUIV
02.00 M W GYM 207
02.00 T TH GYM 207
TECH-TEACH SPORTS 02.0 CR
01.00 T THF GYM 207
01.00 M W F GYM 207
TEACHING CANCE 05.0 CR
PREREQ PEW 212, 222, CR EQUIV
08.00 MTWTHF GYM 204
08.00 MTWTHF PULL 42
TH OFFIC BASKETBALL 01.0 CR
PREREQ PEW 311A
12.00 F GYM 203
DANCE PRODUCTICN 04.0 CR
PREREQ GSE 113E CR CONSENT OF INSTR
02.00-03.50 T TH PULL 42
CROSSLISTED WITH THEATRE 313
fcATER SAFETY INSTRR 01.0 CR
PREREQ CURRENT SR LIFESAVING CERTI-
FICATION
TO BE ARRANGED
TCHG ELEM SCH ACT 04.0 CR

















CROSSLISTEO WITH PEM 400
PHY FIT RLE-APPL ED 02.0 TC 04.0 CR
07.00-09.30 PM T ARENA 125
CROSSLISTED WITH PEM 408
BEH FOUND CF CCACF 04.0 CR
PREREQ GUID 305 OR EQUIV, CONSENT OF
INSTR






















































1 TO BE ARRANGED
IND RES-KINESIOLOGY





INO RES-PHSL OF EX
TO BE ARRANGED










02.0 TC 04,0 CR
02.0 TO 04.0 CR
02.0 TO 04.0 CR
02.0 TC 04.0 CR
02.0 TO 04.0 CR







PEW 400 OR CONCURRENT ENRIN
PEW 400
07.00-09.50 PM TH ARENA 125
CROSSLISTED WITH PEM 500
RESEARCH PROJECTS 04.0 CR
PREREQ 500 OR ECUIV
TO BE ARRANGED
MOTOR LRNG-PHY SKIL 04.0 CR
PREREQ GRAD STUDENT & CONSENT OF
INSTR
07.00-09.30 PM M GYM 204
CROSSLISTED WITH PEM 513
READINGS 01.0 TC 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR AND DEPT
CHAIRMAN
TO BE ARRANGED
THESIS 01.0 TC 09.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED























10.00 M W F
10.00 T




11.00 M W F
11.00 T
11.00 M W F
11.00 TH
11.00 M W F
11.00 T
01.00 M W F
01.00 T
01.00 M W F
01.00 Th




























































































2 06.00-C8.50 PM T NKRS C 403 GUTIERREZ PETER L
I COLLEGE PHYS LAB 01.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT ENR IN PHYS 206
1 08.00-10.50 T NKRS C 405
2 08.00-10.50 W NKRS C 405
3 C9.C0-11.50 S NKRS C 405
4 11.00-01.50 TH NKRS C 405
5 CI. 00-03. 50 M NKRS C 405
6 02.00-04.50 W NKRS C 405
7 06.00-C8.50 PM T NKRS C 405
COLLEGE PHYS LAB 01.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT ENR IN PHYS 206
1 06.00-08.50 PM T NKRS C 407
i UNIVERSITY PHYSICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 150B OR CONC ENROLLMENT
1 09.00 MTW F PARK 308 BENSON BRENT W
2 09.00 M WTHF PARK 308
3 09. CC M W F PARK 308
09.00 TH PARK 301
UNIVERSITY PHYSICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ PHYS 211/i
1 12.00 MTW F PARK 3C8 SCHLECHT
2 12.00 M WTHF PARK 308 SCHLECHT RICHARD G
3 03.00 MTW F PARK 3C8 FENNEBERGER W C
4 03.00 M WTHF PARK 308 HENNEBERGER W C
5 06.00-C7.25 PM M W PARK 308 ZITTER ROBERT N
06.00 PM T PARK 303
UNIVERSITY PHYSICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ PHYS 211A
1 09.00 MTW F PARK 309 BCSE SUBIR
2 09.00 M WTHF PARK 309
UNIVERSITY PHYS-LAB 01.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT ENRL IN PHYS 211
1 08.00-10.50 T NKRS C 403 DAMIRI IBRAHIM A
2 08.00-10.50 TH NKRS C 403
3 02.00-04.50 TH NKRS C 403 GUTIERREZ PETER L
UNIVERSITY PHYS-LAB 01.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT ENRL IN PHYS 211
1 08.00-10.50 TH NKRS C 405 RABOLT JCHN F
2 08.00-10.50 F NKRS C 405
3 C2.00-C4.50 TH NKRS C 405 IMAMI MAHMOOD
4 02. 00-04. 50 T NKRS C 405 SOMOLINOS ALFREDO S
5 06.00-Cd.50 PM W NKRS C 405
6 06.00-08.50 PM TH NKRS C 405 S0M0L1N0S ALFREDO S
UNIVERSITY PHYS-LAB 01.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT ENRL IN PHYS 211
1 02.00-04.50 TH NKRS C 407 OHYA YOSHIHIRO
2 02.00-04.50 T NKRS C 407 HO FAT DUEN
INTRO MODERN PHYS 04.0 CR
PREREQ PHYS 111 OR 206 OR 211
1 03.00 MT F PARK 301 FANG CHUEN-CHUEN C
04.00 T PARK 301 KANELLOPOULOS C D
03.00-05.50 W NKRS C 404 KANELLOPOULGS C D
2 03.00 MT F PARK 301 FANG CHUEN-CHUEN C
04.00 T PARK 301 KANELLOPOULOS C D
03.00-05.50 TH NKRS C 4C4 KANELLOPOULOS C D




PREREQ MATH 15GB L CNE- Al 01 A , PHYS
111A,206A,211A CR CONS





PHYS 111C OR 206C OR 2UC
M W TECH A 120
F TECH A 308
03.0 CR
PHYS 111B OR 2C6B OR 211B
10.00
INTRO ELEC THEORY
PREREQ MATH 305A OR CCNS INSTR L
111 CR 206 OR 211












NKRS A 458 CARRELL JOHN CRAIG
127
01.0 CR
PARK 301 NICKELL WM E
04.0 CR
TECH 8 109 CANUT MARISA L
TECH 8 109 CANUT MARISA L
03.0 CR
NKRS C 410 ZITTER ROBERT
3.0 CR
311 OPTICS LAB 01.0 CR
PREREQ PHYS 310 CR CONCURRENT ENR IN
PHYS 310
1 02.00-04.50 T NKRS C 4C6 CARRELL JOHN
2 02.00-04.50 TH NKRS C 406
312 ELEC CIRC LAB 02.0 CR
PREREQ PHYS 309 OR CONC ENROLLMENT
1 G9. 00-11. 50 T TH NKRS C 406 WATSON RICHARD
404A PHYSICAL ELECTRONIC 03.0 CR
PREREQ PHYS 304, 305, AND 401 CR
CONSENT OF INSTR
1 01.00 M W F NKRS A 458 ZIMMERMAN
410A INTRO TO EM WAVE TH 03.0 CR
PREREQ PHYS 305 AND 310
1 09.00 M W F TECH A 122 BORST WALTER L
415C MODERN PHYSICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ PHYS 415B
1 10.00 M W F NKRS A 278 SCHLECHT RICHARD G
418 MOD PHYSICS LAB 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGEC BORST WALTER
420 SPECIAL PROJECTS I 02.0 TO 05.0 CR
PREREQ PHYS 301 AND 305
1 TO BE ARRANGED
4496 SERV INST-PHYS TEAC
1 09.00-11.50 S
504B X-RAY DIFF LAT DYN
PREREQ PHYS 504A
1 11.00 M W
10.00-11.50 TH
CROSSLISTED WITH AP S
510B CLASSICAL MECHANICS
PREREQ PHYS 51CA
1 09.00 M W F
511B MATH METH OF PHYS
PREREQ MATH 455C OR EQUIV CR CONSENT
OF INSTR
1 08.00 M W F NKRS A 458 FOGLIO MARIO E
520 SPECIAL PROJECTS 02.0 TC 05.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR
1 TO Siz ARRANGED
530B ELECTROMAG THEORY 03.0 CR
PREREQ PHYS 530A
1 10.00 M W F NKRS A 458 JOHNSON KENNETH W
531B QUANTUM MECHANICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 455C, PHYS 415 CR CONSENT
OF INSTR
1 11.00 M W F NKRS A 458 HENNEBERGER W C
532B ADV QUANTUM MECH 03.0 CR
PREREQ PHYS 532A
1 11.00 M W F NKRS C 410 NICKLE HARRY H
550B AT AND MOL SPECTRA 03.0 CR
PREREQ PHYS 55CA
1 08.00 M W F NKRS C 410
560B STAT MECHANICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ PHYS 560A
1 12.00 M W F NKRS A 458 BOSE SUBIR K
570B SOLID STATE PHYS 03.0 CR
PREREQ PHYS 57CA
1 09.00 M W F NKRS A 458 NICKLE
575 GRAD SEMINAR 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGEO
580 SEL TOPICS PHYS 03.0 TO 06.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
592 COLLOQUY IN MOL SCI 01.0 CR
1 04.00-G6.00 M NKRS B 440 HENNEBERGER W C
597 SPEC TOPICS-MOL SCI 03.0 TC 45.0 CR
PREREQ ADMISSION TO *0L SCI DOCTORAL
PROG L CONSENT OF INST
1 TO BE ARRANGED
128
(PHYS)
598 SPEC PROJ-MUL SCI 03.0 TO 25.0 CR
PREREQ ADMISSION TC MOL SCI DOCTORAL
PRCG L CONSENT OF INST
1 TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS 01.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO 6E ARRANGED
600 DISSERTATION 01. TO 48.0 CR
PREREQ ACMSSICN TO ADVANCED STUDY IN
MOLECULAR SCIENCE










PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR
02.00-03.50 M WTHF
PHYSIOL CF SPEECH
1 10. OC MT TH
10.00-11.50 F
CRCSSLISTED KITH SPGA 414
417B PRIN PHARMACOLOGY
PREREQ PHSL 417A
1 08.00 M V.
10.00-11.50 F
2 08.00 M W
10.00-11.50 T
1306 CELLULAR PHYSIOLOGY
1 11.00 M W F
450 SPECIAL PROBLEMS 01.




1 08.00 M W F
08.00-09.50 T TH




1 09.00 M W F
471B BIOPHYS INST
PREREQ PHSL 471A
1 10.00 T THF
500 ADV SEMINAR 01.
1 C4.00 T
521 PHYSIOLOGY READINGS 01.
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPT





Presidents Scholars (PR S)
251B HONORS SEMINAR 04.0 CR
1 01.00-02.50 M CL 24
01.00-02.50 W WHAM 301A
THE NOBLE QUEST - CRCSSLISTED WITH HIST
251
351A HONORS SEMINAR 03.0 CR
1 02.00-03.30 T TH LS II 130
HUMAN ORGANISM: RECENT ADV IN MED SCI
2 03.00-04.30 M W NKRS C 410
RESEARCH UES f. COMPUTER APP IN HUMANITIE
S
351B HONORS SEMINAR 03.0 CR
1 01.00-02.30 T TH CL 326
SOC L PSYC ASPECTS OF AM wOMEN
PR S 35LC -0801 103 IS IN WHLR ANNEX
04.0 CR
LS I 16 MICKUS JOHN
LS I 16 FQOTE FLORENCE
05.0 CR
LS I 130 FCOTE FLORENCE
04.0 CR
LS I 113 KAPLAN H M
LS II 149
03.0 CR
LS II 146 GASS GEORGE HIRAM
LS II 158
LS II 146 GASS GEORGE
LS I I 158
03.0 CR






LS I 113 KAPLAN H M
LS I 113
LS I 113 KAPLAN H M
LS I 113
03.0 CR
LS II 243 RICHARDSON ALFRED W
03.0 CR
LS II 243 RICHARDSON ALFRED W
TO 09.0 CR











351C HONORS SEMINAR 03.0
2 09,00-10.30 T TH 0801
19TH CENTURY GERMAN NUVELLE
3 01.00-02.30 T F 0801
GREEK TRAGEDY: SOME RELEVANT MYTHS
399 HCNCRS PROJECT 02.0 TC 15.0
PREREQ CONSENT CF PR S PROGRAM
1 TO BE ARRANGED












Plant Industries (PL I)



































PREREQ PL I 264, GSA 2016 OR
CONCURRENT
1 11.00 M WTH AG
10.00-11.50 F AG
359 INTERN PROGRAM 03. G TO 05.0
PREREQ JR STANDING
1 TO BE ARRANGED
381 PLANT SCIENCE SEM 01.0 TC 02.0
PREREQ SENICR STANDING
1 04.00 T AG
390 SPEC STUD PLANTS 01.0 TC 06.0
PREREQ CONSENT OF OEPT CHAIRMAN
1 TO BE ARRANGED
391 HONORS IN PLANT IND 01.0 TC 06.0
PREREQ JR STAND, 4.0 GPA-4.25 IN
-& CONSENT OF OEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
401
M W F AG
T AG
M to F AG
TH AG














M to F AG
T AG




































































SOIL PHYSICS 04.0 CR
PREREQ PL I 301
I 02.00 M to F AG 170

















406 RADIOISOTOPES 05.0 CR
PREKEQ GENERAL CHEM £ BIOCHEM OR
EQUIV
1 09.00 M W P AG 218
08.00-09.50 T TH AG 174
424A SOIL MICRCBIOLCGY 03.0 GR
PREREQ ONE GOORSE IN SOILS OR
MIGRCBIOLGGY
1 10.00 M W F AG 188
424B SOIL MIGRO LAB 02.0 GR
PREREO PL I 424A CR CONSENT OF DEPT
1 12.00-01.50 M W AG 181
2 12.00-01.50 T TH AG 181
440 PLANT PROPAGATION 05.0 CR
PREREQ PL I 264
1 10.00 M W F AG 220
08.00-09.50 T TH AG 181
2 10.00 M W F AG 220
10.00-11.50 T TH AG 181
520 READINGS 01.0 TC 06.0 CR
PREREO CONSENT OF DEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
533 GRO DEV IN PLANTS 04.0 CR
PREREQ BOT 320
1 03.00 M W F AG 170
03.00-C4.50 T AG 181
575 RESEARCH 01.0 TC 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
581 SEMINAR 01.0 TC 06.0 CR
1 C4.00 TH AG 181
588 INTERNAT GRAD STUDY 01.0 TC 12.0 CR
PRfcREQ CONSENT OF DEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
590 SPEC STUDIES-PL I 01.0 TC 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS 01.0 TC 09.0 CR


















101 CEV EFFECT RELATION 04 .0 CR
1 01.00 F WHAM 303 BUCK TERENCE
10.00-11.50 M W 0603 19
2 01.00 F WHAM 308 BUCK TERENCE
10.00-11.50 M W LS II 226
3 01.00 F WHAM 308 euCK TERENCE
10.00-11.50 T TH 0603 19
4 CI. 00 F WHAM 303 BUCK TERENCE
10.00-11.50 T TH LS I I 226
5 01.00 F WHAM 308 EUCK TERENCE
01.00-02.50 M W 0603 19
6 01.00 F WHAM 308 ELCK TERENCE
01.O0-C2.50 M W 0609 201
7 01.00 F WHAM 308 BUCK TERENCE
01.00-02.50 T TH 0603 19
8 CI. 00 F WHAM 308 EUCK TERENCE
01.00-02.50 T TH 0609 201
9 CI. 00 F WHAM 308 BUCK TERENCE
03.00-04.50 M W 0603 19
1C CI. 00 F WHAM 3 08 EUCK TERENCE




- discussion meetings: 0603-19 is t he Counsel! ng
and Testing Office in \7ashington Square A, room 19.
060S1-201 is the Office of Harried and Graduate Stude nts
at 615 S. Washington, room 201.
211A PRIN-METH OF PSYC 04 .0 CR
PREREQ GSB 201C









































































EXP PSYC - PHSL
PREREQ GSA 201 OR GSB 2











RES & INV - HONORS 01.
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPT
10.00-11.50 TH
THEORIES OF PERCEP
PREREQ PSYC 211B CR CON
10.00-11.50 T TH
TH OF LEARNING
PREREQ PSYC 2UB CR CCN
01.00-02.50 M w
PSYCHOPATHOLOGY















































































































440 TH OF PbRSUNALITY
PREREQ PSYC 305 CR CONS
01.00 M WTHF
ADV SOCIAL PSYCH
PREREQ PSYC 307 OR CCNS
03.00-04,50 M W
ANIMAL BEHAVIOR




PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR
TO BE ARRANGED
SELECTED TOPICS
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPT
TO BE ARRANGEC
07.00-08.50 PM T TH





09.00 M W F
EXPER OESIGN - PSYC
PREREQ MATH 410A ANC B,
01.00-02.50 M F
FUND OF CCUNSELING
















PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR
CI. 00-02. 50 F
EXP CHILD PSYCH
PREREQ PSYC 451 CR CONS
Gl. 00-02. 50 M w
PSYCH-IND RELATIONS
PREREQ PSYCH 571 CR CON
08.00-09.50 T
REAOINGS-PSYC 01.
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPT
TO BE ARRANGED
RESEARCH IN PSYC 01.
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPT
TO BE ARRANGEC
PRACT-CLI.N PSYC 01.
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR
TO BE ARRANGED
TO BE ARRANGEC





































































C TC 18.0 CR
IN CHARGE






























PRACT-TEACHING PSYC 01.0 TO 18. CR
PREREQ CONSENT jF INSTR IN CHARGE
1 12.00 T LS II 228 CARRIER NEIL ALAN
AOVANCEO SEMINAR 01.0 TC 18. CR
PREREQ CONSENT DF UEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGED CLINICAL STAFF
2 TO BE ARRANGED LIT ALFRED
3 TO BE ARRANGED MACLEAN G DONALD
4 TO BE ARRANGED KCNEEL STEVEN P
5 TO BE ARRANGED PITZ GORDON F
6 TO BE ARRANGED RIMM DAVID
7 TO BE ARRANGED IRWIN DONALD
8 TO BE ARRANGED MITCHELL THOMAS
01.0 CR ONLY FCR ABOVE SECTION
9 10.00 M W F LS II 224 RAMANAIAH NERELLA
10.00-11.50 TH LS II 224
C 11.00-12.50 M LS II 250 MELTZER CCNALD
03.00-04.50 TH LS II 2 50 MELTZER DONALD
1 C1.C0-C4.50 TH LS II 228 PCHOSE JAPES HAYDEN
THESIS 01.0 TO 09. CR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
DISSERTATION 01.0 TO 45. CR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
>-Television (R-T)
R-T PERF-PROC TECH 05. CR
1 01.00 M W F LAWSOIN 171 OLSON THOMAS
ADDITIONAL MTGS TBA
PROGRAM 6 ANALYSIS 05. CR
1 11.00 MTWTHF LAWS* I 171 DYBVIG H EUGENE
FOUNDATIONS OF R-T 05. CR
1 04.00 MTWTHF LAWSOhi 171 LYNCH
BROADCAST EQUIP 02. CR
PREREQ R-T 300M tP,S
1 03.00 T CCMM 1046 HALL CHARLES
09.00-10.50 T COMM 52C
2 03.00 T CCMM 1046 HALL CHARLES
09.00-10.50 W COMM 52C
3 03.00 T CCMM 1046 HALL CHARLES
09.00-10.50 TH COMM 52C
RADIO - TV NEWS 03. CR
PREREQ JRNL 103 ,201, 202 ,303 AND R-T
300M,P,S
1 C8.00 M W F COMM 1022 CRISWELL
PROGS ANC AUDIENCES 05. CR
PREREQ R-T 300M ,P,S
1 09.00 M WTH COMM 1046 DYBVIG HOMER EUGENE
LAWS AND POLICIES 04. CR
PREREQ R-T 3COM ,P,S
1 01.00 M W F COMM 1046 BROWN
TV ANNOUNCING 03. CR
PREREQ R-T 300M ,P,S
1 09.00 M W F COMM 1015 BROWN WILLIAM E
GRADE OF B REQ IN 161 OR 300M
RADIO PRODUCTION 04. C CR
PREREQ R-T 300M ,P,S
1 10.00-11.50 TH COMM 1016 HILDRETH RICHARD
10.00-12.50 T COMM 1016
2 12.00-C1.50 TH COMM 1016 TERWISCHE CAVID K
01.00-03.50 T COMM 1016 TERWISCHE DAVID K
TV PRODUCTION 04, CR
PREREQ R-T 300M ,P,S
1 03.00-04.50 M COMM 1046 OLSON THOMAS
10.00-11.50 T COMM 1015 OLSON THOMAS
2 03.00-04.50 M COMM 1016 OLSON THOMAS
10.00-11.50 TH COMM 1015 OLSON THCMAS
3 03.00-04.50 M COMM 1046 OLSON THOMAS
10.00-11.50 F COMM 1015 OLSON THCMAS
134
(R-T)
369 TV DIRECTING 04.0 CR
PREREQ R-T 300M,P,S AND 364
1 08.00 T TH COMM 1046
LAB TBA - COMPLETED R-T 374
37C TELEVISION FILMS 02.0 CR
PREREO R-T 300M t P f S
1 10.00-11.50 TH COMM 1046
2 10.00-11.50 T COMM 1046
373 ADV RADIC PROD LAB 01.0 TO 02.0 CR
PREREO 300M,P,S & 363 CR CONC-FCC 3RD
PH LICENSE OR CONSENT
1 04.00 T TH COMM 1046
374 ADV TV PROD LAB 01.0 TO 02.0 CR
PREREQ R-T 300M,P,S ANC 364
1 05.00 M COMM 1046
LAB TBA
375J IND RESEARCh PROBS 01.0 TC 02.0 CR
PREREQ R-T 300M,P,S AND CONSENT OF
INSTR
1 10.00 W COMM 1046
377 R-TV ADVERTISING 03.0 CR
PREREQ R-T 300M,P,S AND JRNL 370 AND
371
1 12.00 M U F COMM 1006
383 BROADCAST WRITING 04.0 CR
PREREQ R-T 300M,P,S AND 363 AND 364
1 08.00 M W COMM 1046
08.00-09.50 F COMM 1046
2 11.00 M k COMM 1018
11.00-12.50 F COMM 1016
390 BROADCAST STA MGT 05.0 CR
PREREQ R-T 3C0M,P f S
1 02.00 MTWTHF COMM 1046
393 RADIO-TV & SOCIETY 03.0 CR
PREREQ R-T 300M,P,S, 351 AND 352
1 10.00 M M F COMM 1046
467 RADIO-TV PROD SURV 03.0 CR
PREREQ R-T 300M,P,S
1 11.00 M H F COMM 1046
R-T 467 RESTRICTED TO NON-MAJORS ONLY
475 INDIV PROOUCT PROB 01. C TC 04.0 CR
PREREQ R-T 300M,P,S
1 09.00 T COMM 1046


























315 DRAMATICS IN REC





CROSSLISTED WITH COED 320
03.0 CR
M w F 0720 109 UHLES



























PREREQ REC 201., 202, AND
REC
1 10.00 T TH S
38C FIELD WORK 01.0
PREREQ 20HRS RECREATION
1 to BE ARRANGED
425 REC AREAS AND FAC
1 02.00 M J
490 INTERNSHIP IN REC
PREREQ 20 HRS REC
1 TO BE ARRANGED
510 CUTDOOR EO WKSHP
1 06.30-09.00 PM T
CROSSLISTED WITH COED
520 REC ADMIN WKSHCP
1 06.30-09.00 PM T
525 SPEC POP fcKSHOP
I 06.30-09.00 PM W
540 SURV G PLAN OF FAC
1 06.30-09.00 PM M
596 INDEPENDENT STUDY 02.0





















414 CEV EMP OPPORT
PREREQ SPECIAL ST
INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
417 REH8-EC0N OEPRIVEO
1 05.45-09.15
486 INTRO BEHAV MOD
1 01.00-02.50 M
490 READINGS IN REHB
PREREQ CONSENT OF




















555 REHAB CCUNS-MEN PET









571 SEM IN SEL TOPICS
PREREQ CONSENT OF
1 TO BE ARRANGED
576 SEM IN BEHAV MODIFI
PREREQ CONSENT OF
1 10.00-11.50 M
01.0 TC 16.0 CR




W LS I 323













T TH AG 218








R CONCURRENT ENR IN
*HAM 301B




T TH WHAM 205
01.0 TC 06.0 CR
DEPT


























578 SEM IN CORR REH CO
PREREQ CONSENT CF
1 07.00-C8.50 PM M
585A PRACTICUH IN REHAB
PREREQ CONSENT OF
1 TO BE ARRANGED
585B PRACTICUM IN REHAB
PREREQ CONSENT OF
I TO BE ARRANGED
585C PRACTICOM IN REHAB
PREREQ CONSENT OF
1 TO BE ARRANGED
589 INTERNSHIP IN REHAB
PREREQ REHB 585 AN
1 TO 8E ARRANGEC
590 INDEPENDENT PROJ
PREREQ CONSENT CF
1 TO BE ARRANGED
591 REStARCH IN REHAB
PREREQ CONSENT OF
1 TO Bt ARRANGED
599 THESIS
PREREQ CONSENT OF
1 TO BE ARRANGED
(RELS)
01.0 TO 06.0 CR
INSTR
LAWSON 231
01.0 TC 12.0 CR
INSTR
01.0 TO 12.0 CR
INSTR
01.0 TC 24.0 CR
INSTR
00.0 TC 12.0 CR
D CONSENT OF DEPT
01.0 TC 16.0 CR
INSTR
01.0 TC 16.0 CR
INSTR















T TH WHAM 205
F WHAM 203
03.0 CR
JUNIOR STANDING OR CONSENT OF
INSTRUCTOR
04.00 M W F WHAM 307
HIST WES REL TFOUGH 03.0 CR









1 03 00 M WTH WHAM 328 SMITH L E
andary Education (S ED)
HIST PRIf\i CF SEC EC 04.0 CR
PREREQ GUID 305/PSYC 303
TCHR ED PROGRAM
.ADMISSION TO
1 08.00 M WTHF WHAM 326 MCAFEE
2 09.00 M WTHF WHAM 326 FLIGOR
3 09.00 M WTHF WHAM 228 DIXON BILLY
4 10.00 M WTHF WHAM 326 AIKMAN ARTHUR
5 10.00 M W F WHAM 202 KEEPER DARYLE
10.00 TH WHAM 317
6 11.00 M WTHF WHAM 326 ALSTON M
7 12.00 M WTHF WHAM 326 KEEPER DARYLE
8 01.00 M WTHF WHAM 326 CARR
9 02.00 M WTHF WHAM 329 AIKMAN ARTHUR
10 02.00 M WTHF WHAM 326 JACKSCN MICHAEL
11 03.00 M WTHF WHAM 326 JACKSON
12 04.00 M WTHF WHAM 203 ANTCNELLI GEORGE
13 05.45-•07.25 M W WHAM 317 JACKSON
INSTR ANALSFIELD WK 02.0 TC C8.0 CR
PREREQ ADMISSION 'ro TEACHER EDUCATION
PROGRAM
1 TO BE ARRANGED DIXON BILLY G
SEC SCOL TEACH METH 04.0 CR
PREREQ S ED 310 CR CCNCURRENT ENROLL
1 09.00 M WTHF WHAM 319 LCNG RUTH
2 11.00 M WTHF WHAM 328 JACKSON MICHAEL
TEACH REAO IN H S 04.0 CR
PREREQ GUID 305
1 09.00 MTWTH WHAM 208 DUSENBERY MIRIAM
2 01.00 MTWTH WHAM 329 CUSENBERY MIRIAM
SEC STUD TCH 08.0 TC 16.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
AGRICULTURE
137
2 TO BE ARRANGED
ART
3 TO BE ARRANGED
BIOLOGY
4 TO BE ARRANGEC
BUSINESS
5 TO BE ARRANGED
CHEMISTRY
6 TO BE ARRANGED
ECONOMICS
7 TO BE ARRANGED
ENGLISH
8 TO BE ARRANGED
FOREIGN LANGUAGES
9 TO BE ARRANGED
GENERAL SCIENCE
10 TO BE ARRANGED
GEOGRAPHY
11 TO BE ARRANGED
GOVERNMENT
12 TO BE ARRANGED
HEALTH EDUCATION
13 TO BE ARRANGED
HISTORY
14 TO BE ARRANGED
HOME ECONOMICS
15 TO BE ARRANGEC
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
16 TO BE ARRANGED
JOURNALISM
17 TO BE ARRANGED
MATHEMATICS
18 TO BE ARRANGED
MUSIC
19 TO BE ARRANGEC
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
20 TO BE ARRANGED
PHYSICS
21 TO BE ARRANGED
SOCIOLOGY
22 TO BE ARRANGED
SOCIAL STUDIES
23 TO BE ARRANGEC
SPEECH
24 TO BE ARRANGED
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
25 TO BE ARRANGED
LANGUAGE ARTS
S ED 352--Student teachers are expected to be on duty
in the public schools according to the calendar of the
schools in which they are teaching. During the time in
which university students are student teaching, it may
therefore be necessary for them to follow a calendar dif-
ferent from the quarterly University calendar. When this
is necessary, the Director of Student Teaching will
inform the students sufficiently far enough in advance so
that they may make necessary arrangements.
375A IND RES-CURRICULUM 02.0 TC 0^.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED BUSER ROBERT
375B IND RES-INSTRUCTION 02.0 TC 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED BUSER ROBERT
375C IND RES-LANG ARTS 02.0 TC 04.0 CR
1 • TO BE ARRANGED DUSENBERY MIRIAM C
375D IND RES-SCIENCE 02.0 TC 04.0 CR
1 TO 8E ARRANGED JAMES HELEN H
375E IND RES-READING 02.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED HILL MARGARET KfcYSI
375F IND RES-SOC STUDIES 02.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED MLLER HARRY G
138
(SED)
IND RES-PROB S ED
TO BE ARRANGED
IND RES-JR HIGH MET 02.0
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT
TO BE ARRANGED
MID L JR HIGH SCH
09.00 M WTHF




TCH NAT SCI-SEC SCH
PREREO S ED 310 CR CONCUR
11.00 M WTHF
SOC ST IN SEC SCH
PREREQ S ED 310 OR CONCUR
01.00-02.50 M TH
01.00-02.50 W F
READINGS IN READING 02.0





PREREQ S ED 521C
TO BE ARRANGED
SEM PROBS READING
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR
06.30-09.00 PM TH
INTERN IN READING
PREREQ S ED 5C9 AND 514
TO BE ARRANGED
DIAG-CGRR READ DIS
PREREQ 505 CR 440 CR CCNC























IND RES-SCC STUCIES 02.0
TO BE ARRANGED
IND RES-SEC EDUC 02.0
TO BE ARRANGED


























04.0 TO 08.0 CR
04.0 TC 03.0 CR
WHAM 212






















































01*0 TO 48.0 CR
(SEC)
600 DISSERTATION
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Secretarial and Business Education
201A TYPEWRITING 03.0 CR
1 0-.00 WTHF CL 13
2 01.00 MTW CL 13
3 04.00 MTW CL 13
201B TYPEWRITING 03.0 CR
PREREQ SEC 201A OR EQUIV
1 09.00 WTHF CL 21
2 01.00 MT F CL 21
3 04.00 M WTH CL 21
201C TYPEWRITING 03.0 CR
PREREQ SEC 201B OR EQUIV
1 11.00 MTw CL 13
2 03.00 TWTH CL 13
221A SHORTHANC-TRANS 04.0 CR
1 03.00 MTWTHF CL 17
221B SHORTHAND-TRANS 04.0 CR
PREREQ SEC 221A OR EQUIV
1 02.00 MTWTHF CL 21
221C SHORTHANC-TRANS 04.0 CR
PREREQ SEC 221B OR EQUIV
1 02.00 MTWTHF CL 13
241 DUPLICATING 01.0 CR
PREREQ SEC 201 OR EQUIV
1 08.C0-09.50 T CL 21
2 10.00-11.50 W CL 21
3 12.00-C1.50 TH CL 21
4 03.00-04.50 T CL 21
243 KEYPUNCH 01.0 CR










PREREQ SEC 221C OR EGUIV
1 12.00 MT CL 13
12.00 WTHF CL 17
3246 ADV SHORTHAND-TRANS 04.0 CR
PREREQ SEC 324A OR EGUIV
1 12.00 MT CL 17
12.00 WTHF CL 13
341 OFFICE CALC MCFNS 04.0 CR
1 09.00 MTWTHF CL 17
403 TEACH TYPEWRITING 03.0 CR
PREREQ SEC 304 CR EQUIV
1 03.00 M WTH CL 21
404 TEACHING SHORTHAND 03.0 CR
PREREQ SEC 324A CR EQUIV
1 06.00-07.25 PM M W CL 13
406 TCH OF PR-MACH /P/ 04.0 CR
PREREQ SEC 341 OR EQUIV
1 10.00 MTWTH CL 17
408 TCH BKPG ACCT /P/ 04.0 CR
PREREQ ACCT 251 OR EGUIV
1 05.45-07.25 T TH CL 17
410 TEACH CONSUMER ED 04.0 CR
PREREQ GSB 346 OR FIN 305 OR EGUIV
1 07.35-09.15 PM T TH CL 328
417 OATA PROC IN BUS ED 04.0 CR
1 02.00 MTWTH CL 17
485 PRIN-PHIL VO TEC ED 03.0 CR































1 06.00-08.30 PM M TECH A 208
CR0SSLISTE0 WITH AG I,S ED,TIbD 485
503 TEST-MEAS BUS EDUC 04.0 CR
PREREQ GUID 422A OR MATH 410A
1 C9.00-il.30 S CL 121
591 1N0 RES IN BUS ED 02.0 TO 05.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR












Social Welfare (S W)
375 SW AS A SGC INSTIT
1 09.00 T THF
09.00 W
2 11.00 T THF
11.00 W
383 INTRO INTERVIEWING
1 C9.00 MT THF
2 01.00 MTWTH
396 READINGS 01.0 TC 06.0 CR
PREREO CONSENT UF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
481A PROC IN SOC WORK
PREREO SW 375
1 02.00-03.50 M W
481B PROC IN SOC WORK
PREREQ SW 481A
1 02.00-03.50 T TH
482 SOC WK-SEL AGENCIES
PREREQ SW 481 £ CONSENT CF INSTR
1 05.45-07.25 M
TO BE ARRANGED
490 SEM- PROB 6 ISSUES
PREREO SW 481A & B


















301 PRINCIPLES CF SOC 04.0 CR
PREREQ JR STANDING
1 08.00 TWTHF WHAM 208
ABOVE SECTION PESTR TO SOC MAJORS
2 12.00 MTWTH WHAM 203
302 CUNTEMP SOC PROB 04.0 CR
PRERtQ ONE COURSE IN SGC
1 06.00-07.50 PM M W WHAM 201
308 STAT FOR SOC SCI 04.0 CR
PREREO JR STANDING CR CONSENT CF
INSTR
1 10.00-11.50 T TH LS II 146 DUBECK PAULA
312 ELEM SCC RESEARCH 04.0 CR
PREREO SCC 308 OR EGUIV OR CONSENT OF
INSTR
1 08.00-09.50 T TH WHAM 317
ABOVE SECTION PESTR TO SUC MAJORS
335 URBAN SOCIOLOGY 04.0 CR
PREREQ GSB 201B OR SCC 301
1 09.00 MTWTH LS I 16
ABOVE SECTION PESTR TO SUC MAJORS
338 INDUSTRIAL SOC 04.0 CR
PREREQ GSB 2C1B CR SGC 301
1 10.00 T THF AG 214 RIBBING
10.00 W 0861 102
340 THE FAMILY 04.0 CR
PREREQ GSB 201B OR SOC 301
1 11.00 M w LS II 350 MCGLYNN
11.00 T TH LS II 450
ABOVE SECTION PESTR TC SOC MAJORS
351 SUC OF RELIGION 04.0 CR
PREREQ GSB 201B OR SOC 301







372 CRIMINOLOGY 04.0 CR
PREREO GSB 2018 CR SOC 301
1 03.00 MTWTH
396 READINGS IN SOC 01.0
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
396H HONORS READINGS-SOC 01.0
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPARTMENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
397H HONORS SEM IN SOC 03.0 TC 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF DEPARTMENT
1 03.00-05.30 TH H EC 102 MARTIN
406 SOCIAL CHANGE 04.0 CR
PREREQ TWO COURSES IN SCC CR CCNSENT
OF INSTR
1 03.00-04.50 M W AG 116 DENISE
ABOVE SECTION PESTR TO SOC MAJORS
435 SOC STRATIFICATION 04.0 CR
PREREQ TWO COURSES IN SOC OR CONSENT
OF INSTR
1 09.00 TWTHF CL 326 HAWKES
438 SOC-OCCUPAT 6 PROF 04.0 CR
PREREQ TfcG COURSES IN SCC CR CONSENT
OF INSTR
1 01.00-02.50 T TH AG 144 RAINEY
453 SUCIAL MOVEMENTS 04.0 CR
PREREQ TWO COURSES IN SCC OR CONSENT
OF INSTR
1 09.00-10.50 M LS I 313 PATTERSON
09.00-10.50 W LS II 430
454 SOCIOLOGY OF SCIENC 04.0 CR
PREREQ TWO COURSES IN SOC CR CCNSENT
OF INSTR
1 02.00-C4.30 M WHAM 3C1A GASTON JERRY
472 AM CORRECT SYSTEM 04.0 CR
PREREQ SCC 372 CR CONSENT CF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED EYNON
497 SENIOR SEMINAR 04.0 CR
PREREQ SR STANDING WITH 20 HRS SOC OR
CONSENT OF INSTR
1 01.00-02.50 T TH COMM 1021
498A INDIVIDUAL RESEARCH 04.0 CR
PREREQ SR STANDING WITH 20 HRS SOC &
CONSENT OF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
498B INDIVIDUAL RESEARCH 04.0 CR
PREREQ SR STANDING WITH 20 HRS SOC L
CONSENT OF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
498H HONORS IND RESEARCH
PREREQ CONSENT OF
1 TO BE ARRANGED
502 EUR THEO 1800-1910
PREREQ 15 HRS SOC
1 09.00-11.30 WHAM i
506 SEM CONTEMP THEO
PREREQ 15 HRS 5
1 03.00-05.30
521 SEM SOC PSYCH
PREREQ SOC 426
1 07.00-09.30 PM CL 25 ROSSEL
522 THE SOC-SMALL GROUP
PREREQ SCC 426 CR CONSENT OF INSTR
1 10.00-11.50 T TH PULL 41 ROSSEL
527 QUANT METHODS II 04.0 CR
PREREQ SGC 526 OR EQUIV
1 01.00 W WHAM 231 HAWKES ROLAND
01.00-02.50 F WHAM 231 HAWKES ROLAND
142
01.0 TC 04.0 CR
DEPARTMENT
04.0 CR
OR CONSENT OF [NSTR
F 231
04.0 CR






537 SOCIOLOGY OF LAW




PREREQ 15 HRS SCC
OR CONSEN
1 TO BE ARRANGED
563 RES PROB IN DISORG
PREREQ 15 HRS SOC
1 07.00-09.30 PM
572 SEM IN CRIMINOLOGY





1 TO BE ARRANGED
596 READINGS IN SOC
PREREQ CONSENT OF
CHAIRMAN
1 TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS
PREREQ CONSENT CF
1 TO BE ARRANGED
600 DISSERTATION
PREREQ CONSENT CF
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Special Education (SP E)
410A
04.0 CR
SCC OR CONSENT OF
WHAM 231
04.0 CR





OR CONSENT OF INSTR
T CL 326 SNYDER CHARLES R
04.0 CR
CONSENT OF INSTR
T WHAM 301A ALIX
02.0 TC 06.0 CR
INSTR AND OEPT
02.0 TC 12.0 CR
INSTR AND DEPT
02.0 TC 09.0 CR
DEPT CHAIRMAN
















































10.50 M W WHAM 308
TO TEACHER EDUCATICN PROGRAM
MENT RET 04.0 CR
SP E 414
MT TH WHAM 302
W WHAM 210

































01 GR 303 OR CONSENT OF





M T WHAM 212
DIS 04.0 CR
14 ANC CONSENT OF INSTR
M M WHAM 228 JOINER LEE M
1ST 04.0 CR
T OF INSTR
T TH WHAM 202
LD 04.0 CR
14, SP E 410B CR CONC EN
MAJOR IN SP E
T WHAM 317
04.0 CR























10A ANC CONSENT CF INSTR

















METH & MAT TEACH MR 04
PREREQ SP E 41CB ANC CONSENT
02.00-03.50 T TH WHAM
06.00-08.30 PM M WHAM
METH MAT LRNG CIS 04
PREREQ 414 411
06.00-09.00 PM W WHAM
READ 6 INDEP STUDY 02.0 TO 08
PREREQ SP E 414 AND CONSENT OF
TO QE ARRANGED
SP RESEARCH PROB 04.0 CR











02.0 TC 04.0 CR
10.00-11.50 S WHAM
PART ONE OF TWO COURSE SEQ-TWO AD
TBA
WKSHP-ADM SP E PROG
PREREQ SP E 414
06.00-09.00 PM
PRACTICUM IN SP ED












414 AND CONSENT OF
WHAM
04
SP E 414 AND CONSENT OF
06.00-09.00 PM
ED GF MENT RET
PREREQ SP E
06.00-09.00 PM
SEM ED-PHYS HDCP CH
PREREQ SP E 414 AND CONSENT OF
TO BE ARRANGED
IND INVESTIGATION 05.0 TC 09
TO BE ARRANGEC
THESIS 02.0 TO 09
TO BE ARRANGED













































COMM 10C6 ANDERSCN JOHN
200 PHONETICS 04.0 CR
02.00 MTWTH COMM 1017 GARBUTT CAMERON W
201 PARLIAMENTARY LAW 02.0 CR
11.00 M F COMM 1020 BRENIMAN
202 PRIN OF DISCUSSION 03.0 CR
03.00 MT TH CCMM 1018 PCTTEP DAVID J
03.00 Tw F COMM 1021 GOODIEL EUNICE P
203 INTERPERSONAL CCMM
PREREQ GSD 103 OR EGUIV
04.0 CR
09.00 MTWTH COMM 2012 SANDERS KEITH R
205 ARGUMENT DEBATE 04.0 CR
10.00 MTWTH WARREN 129 KLEINAU
209 FORENSIC ACTIVITIES 01.0 TC 03.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR
10.00 S COMM 2003
301 PERSUASION 04.0 CR
02.00 MTWTH CCMM 1018 SMITH WILLIAM
2 02.00 M W COMM 2012
02.00 T TH FELTS 130
303 BUS PROF SPEAKING 04.0 CR
03.00 MTWTH COMM 1020 WILEY RAYMOND D
304 GREAT SPEECHES 03.0 CR




PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR
10.00 S




PREREO GSC 200 CR CONSEN
11.00 M W F
11.00 T TH
12.00 MTWTHF





TCHG SEC SCHL SPCH





Oo. 00-09. 00 PM M
CRAL INTERP PCETRY
PREREQ GSC 200 AND SPCH
10.00-11.50 T TH
SEC SCHL FOREN PROG
10.00 M WTHF




PREREQ 12 HRS SPCH & CON
TO BE ARRANGED
INTERN-PRACT IN PR 02.0
PREREQ SR, SPCH 331, MGT
301, 3fc3, JRNL 37
TO BE ARRANGEC
WKSHP-GROUP PERFORM
PREREQ GSC 200, SPCH 323
10.00-11.50 T TH
WKSHP-GRCUP PERFORM
PREREQ GRADE OF A IN GSC
401 CR ELED 413 C












MED & REN RHETORIC
10.00-11.50 M h
STUDIES IN PUB ADD
PREREQ SPCH 507A
09.00-11.50
SEM STUDIES IN DISC
07.30-10.00 PM T
SEM PERS SLC CONT
07.00-08.50 PM M *
STUDIES IN INTERP





























































































1 TO BE ARRANGED
01.0 TO 48,0 CR
























TRAINING SPK VOICE 04.0 CR
10.00 MT THE COMM 1006
CROSSLISTEO WITH SPCH 104
VOICE £ CLEFT PAL 04.0 CR
PREREQ SP6A 212 OR CONSENT OF 1NSTR
08.00 MTW F COMM 1006
IND STUDY-SP6A 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ ADVANCED STANDING
TO BE ARRANGED
PRAC SP 6 HEAR THER 02.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ JUNIOR STANDING IN DEPARTMENT
11.00 T TH COMM 1006
HEARING TESTS 04.0 CR
PREREQ SP£A 416 CR CONSENT OF INSTR
09.00 MT THF COMM 1006
CEREBRAL PALSY 04.0 CR
PREREQ SP6A 212, 414 CR CONSENT OF
INSTRUCTOR
01.00 MT THF COMM 1006
PHYSIOL OF SPEECH 04.0 CR
10.00-11.50 F LS I 118
10.00 MT TH LS I 113
CROSSLISTEO WITH PHSL 414
COMM PROB OF H OF H 04.0 CR
PREREQ SP£A 406 OR CONSENT OF INSTR
02.00 MT THF COMM 1006
SP CORR FOR CL TCH 04.0 CR
PREREQ PRACTISING TEACHER, SR CR GRAD
IN EOUC
MTWTH COMM 1006




PREREQ SP£A 406, 416 AND 420
04.00-05.50 T F COMM
SEM-ORG SPCH PROB 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
























RES PROB IN SP6A 01.0
PREREQ ADVANCED STANDING
TO BE ARRANGED

































VISUAL CCMMUNICATNS 03.0 CR
01.00 M W PULL I 17 HUCK JOHN F
01.00-02.50 T PULL I 17 HUCK JOHN F
01.00 M W PULL I 17 HUCK JOHN F
01.00-02.50 TH PULL I 17 HUCK JOHN F
CONSTR MTDS PRI TCH 04.0 CR
10.00 TW PULL I 109 DENNIS WILLIAM H
08.00-10.50 M PULL I 109 CENNIS WILLIAM H
08.00-09.50 W PULL I 109 DENNIS WILLIAM H
10.00 TW PULL I 109
08.00-09.50 T PULL I 109

















































STU TCH IN TECH PRO















PRIN-PHIL VO TEC ED
06.00-08.30 PM M
CROSSLISTED WITH AG
ANAL FOR CCCUP ED















F PULL I 16
PULL I 16
F PULL I 16





TH PULL I 14
03.0 TC 24.0 CR
COORDINATOR
08.0 TC 16.0 CR
PROFESSIONAL COURSES
04.0 CR
w PULL I 14
T PULL I 14
04.0 CR
D
TWTH TECH D 130
02.0 TO 08.0 CR
11.00 M
06.00-09.00 PM





PREREQ 12 HRS IN
09.00 M w
06.00-08.30 PM T
AV MEOIA FOR OCC ED
10.00 M W
06.00-08.30 PM M
RES IN OCC ED
09.00-12.00













It SEC, S ED 485
03.0 CR
TEACHING SPECIALTY
W F TECH A 310
TH TECH A 208
03.0 CR
W F TECH A 308




































F TECH A 420 BAILEY
TECH A 208 BAILEY LARRY J
03.0 CR
F TECH D 130 NYSTRCM
TECH D 130 NYSTROM
04.0 CR
S TECH A 208 ERICKSCN JOHN HOWARD
04.0 CR
TH TECH A 310 RAMP WAYNE S
541
02.0 TC 08.0 CR
COORDINATOR




1 TO BE ARRANGED
01,0 TC 09.0 CR
BAILEY LARRY J
03,0 CR
M W F LAwSON 221
M CCMM 1037
M W F LAWSON 221
W CCMM 1037












203 VOICE AND DICTION
1 09.00
203 DRAMATIC ACTIVITIES 01.0 TC 03.0 CR
1 07.35-C9.00 PM T TH COMM 1045
213 STAGE MOVEMENT 03.0 CR
1 12.00 MTWTHF CCMM 1045
217 ACTING 04.0 CR
1 01.00-02.50 T TH COMM 1045
230A BEGIN TECH BALLET 02.0 CR
1 04. CO MTwTHF GYM 206
230B INTERMED6ADV BALLET 02.0 CP
PREREQ THEA 230A CR CONSENT OF INSTR
1 03.00 MTWTHF GYM ?06
240 THEO-TECH CONT ONCE 02.0 CR
1 10.00-11.50 TWTHF PULL 42
CROSSLISTED WITH PEM 240
273 CANCE WORKSHOP Cl.C TC 06.0 CP
1 05.30-07.30 T TH PULL 42
2 07.30-09.30 PM T TH PULL 42
305 STAGE MAKE-UP 02.0 CR
1 10.00-11.50 W S CCMM 1055
308 DRAMATIC ACTIVITIES 01.0 TC 03.0 CR
1 07.35-09.00 PM T TH CCMM 1037
309 TEACHING DANCE 05.0 CR
PREREQ PEW 212 ANC 222 UR EGUIV
1 08.00 MTWTHF GYM 204
2 08.00 MTWTHF PULL 42
313 DANCE PRODUCTION 04.0 CR
1 02.00-03.50 T TH PULL 42
317 INTERMEDIATE ACTING 04.0 CR
PREREQ THEA 217
1 01.00-02.50 M W COMM 1045
322 THEATRE PRACTICUM 02.0 TG 14.0 CP
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
400 THEATER PROBLEMS 00.0 CR
1 05.00 TH CCMM 1045
402A PLAY DIRECTING 04.0 CR
1 08.00 MTW F CCMM 1045
THE ABOVE SECTION FOR SPCH STUDENTS ONLY
2 C3.00 MTW F CCMM 1045
402B PLAY DIRECTING 04.0 CR
1 11.00 MI THF COMM 1045
403 AESTHETICS DR THEA 04.0 CR
1 08.00 M WTHF CCMM 1246
<»05A SCENIC IMAGINATION 04.0 CR
PREREQ SEMCRS £ GRADS CNLY
1 10.00 MTWTH ABBOTT 129
409 H S THEATRE 04.0 CR
1 01.00 MTwTH CCMM 2042
411 PLAYWRITING 04.0 CP
PREREQ THEA 311 L CONSENT CF INSTR
1 03.00-04.50 M W CCMM 2042
412 STAGE DESIGN 04.0 CR
PREREQ THEA 207
1 09.00 MTW F CCMM 2041
414 COSTUME DESIGN 04.0 CR

































432 STAGE LIGHTING 04.0 CR
1 12.00 M to F COMM 2042 HENDREN PHILIP R
03.00-0^.50 TH COMM 2040 HENDREN PHILIP R
503B STAGE LIGHTING 04. C CR
PREREQ CUNSENT OF UEPT L GRAD
STANDING
1 10.00-11.50 T TH COMM 2042 HENDREN PHILIP R
505 THE TRAGIC THEATRE 04.0 CR
1 04.00 MTto F COMM 2012 RAPHAEL JAY
519 THtATRE PRACTICUM 01.0 TO 12.0 CR
1 TU BE ARRANGED GRAY tolNSTON G
526 SEM IN THEATRE ARTS 03.0 CR
PREREQ GRAD STANDING 6 CONSENT
OF DEPARTMENT
1 09.00-11.50 S LAWSGN 101 MCLECD ARCHIBALD
530 RESEARCH PROBLEMS 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 06.00-07.30 PM W COMM 1017 MCE CHRISTIAN H
599 THESIS 01. C TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC MCE CHRISTIAN H
University (UNIV)
200 UNIV CONVOCATION 01.0 TC 03.0 CP
1 01.00 TH ARENA 555
Zoology (ZOOL)
309 ELEMENTARY CYTCLCGY
PREREQ 15 HRS OF BIOLOGY
1 C9.00 M H F LS II 303 HAAS HERMANN J
09.00-10.50 T TH LS II 303 HAAS HERMANN J
316 INSECT PESTS CCNTL
PREREQ GSA 201B
1 01.00 M to LS II 350 MCPHERSON JOHN E
01.00-02.50 T TH LS II 304 MCPHERSON JOHN E
2 01.00 M to LS II 350 MCPHERSON JOHN E
03.00-04.50 T TH
317A DIVERSITY OF ANIMAL
PREREQ ANY 3 OF FCLLOtoiixo - oiul juj,
306, 307, 3C8
1 11.00 T TH
08.00-09.50 M to F
2 11.00 T TH
10.00-11.50 M W F
317B DIVERSITY OF ANIMAL
PREREQ ZOOL 317A
1 C8.00 T TH LS
08.00-09.50 M to F
2 08.00 T TH LS
10.00-11.50 M w F
318A VERTEBRATE ANATOMY
PREREQ ZCCL 3178 CR CONSENT OF INSTR
1 02.00 MTto LS II 350 BRANDON RONALD A
CI. 00-02. 50 TH LS II 269
2 02.00 MTW LS II 350 BRANDON RONALD A
10.00-11.50 TH LS II 269
321 HISTOLOGICAL TECHN 05. G CR
PREREQ 1 YR OF BIO SCIENCE OR CONSENT
OF INSTRUCTOR
1 C4.0G T TH LS II 330 BOWERS ROGER
03.00-04.50 M to F LS II 381
322 PROBLEMS IN ZOOLOGY 02.0 TC 05.0 CR
PREREQ 4.25 GPA, SENIOR STANDING, AND
DcPT Ok FAC APPROVAL
1 TO bE ARRANGEO KRULL JOHN
382 ZOCL SENIOR SEMINAR 01. TC 03.0 CR
PREREQ SENICR STANDING
1 10.00 F LS II 330
2 12.00 to LS II 330
3 12.00 TH LS II 350 STAHL







LS II 3 04
05.0 CR
BIOL 305
LS I I 350











404 ZOCLOGY FIELD STUC
PREREQ CONSENT OF














1 06.30-08.20 PM M W
459 GAME BIRDS

































582 GRAD ZOOL SEMINAR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
TUPIC-REPROO ECOLCGY





1 TO dt ARRANGED
585G SEM-PARASITOLOGY
PREREQ CONSENT OF
1 02.00 . M
596 SPECIAL RESEARCH
PREREQ CONSENT OF
1 TO BE ARRANGEO
599 RESEARCH AND THESIS
PREREQ CONSENT OF
1 TO B6 ARRANGED
02.0 TC 12.0 CR
INSTR
04.0 CR
T TH LS II 350 GAROIAN GEORGE





T TH LS II 330 8EATTY












317B OR CONSENT OF
TH LS II 330
S LS II 310
04.0 CR
W LS II 330
TH LS II 325
04.0 CR
302 OR EQUIV





W F LS II 350
05.0 CR
INSTRUCTOR
TH LS II 330
W F LS II 304
03.0 CR
INSTRUCTOR
W F LS II 330
03.0 CR
INSTRUCTOR
TH LS II 2 56
04.0 CR
INSTRUCTOR
W LS II 330
F LS II 310
03.0 CR
INSTRUCTOR
WTH LS II 330
01.0 TC 06.0 CR
OF AMPHIBIA-3CR
01.0 CR
IN A BIO SCIENCE





W F LS II 330
01.0 TO 12.0 CR
DEPT






















600 DISSERTATION 01.0 TC 48.0 CR
PRERtQ CONSENT CF DEPT
1 TO Bfc ARRANGED
















M3 101 HARBISON JAMES L
M3 IC3 HARTUNG FRANK H
M3 101 HARBISON JAMES I
04.0 CR
M3 103 HARTUNG FRANK H
General Studies Area B—Man's Social Inheritance and Social
Responsibilities (GSB)
201B CULT-SOCIETY BEHAV 04. CR
901 09.00 MTWTH L3 109 VANROEKEL JOSEPH G
902 12.00 MTWTH L3 109 VANROEKEL JOSEPH G
201C CULT-SOCIETY--BEHAV 04. CR
901 08.00 MTWTH Ml 112 FINN JOHN PATRICK
902 Qv 00 MTWTH Ml 112 FINN JOHN PATRICK
903 10.00 MTWTH Ml 112 FINN JOHN PATRICK
904 12.00 MTWTH H3 151 SANGIULIANO RICHARD
905 01.00 MTWTH H3 151 SANGIULIANO RICHARD
906 C4.00 MTWTH AVTECt-1 117 SANGIULIANO
211A POLITICAL ECONI 04. CR
901 10.00 MTWTH H4 233 TOLLEY RONALD E
902 04.00 MTWTH H4 233 TOLLEY RONALD E
21 IB POLITICAL ECQNI 04.,0 CR
901 08.00 MTWTH Fl 112 SHIN
902 C9.00 MTWTH Fl 112
903 09.00 MTWTH Fl 112
904 12.00 MTWTH Fl 112 SHIN
905 01.00 MTWTH HI 126 CISSELL
906 02.00 MTWTH H3 151 CISSELL


















M W F H9 101 WRIGHT
M W F AVTECH 106
M W F Hi 127
M W F HI 127 WRIGHT
M W F HI 127








M W F HI 127
M W F HI 127
M W F H9 101 HENCEE BEVERLY A
M W F HI 123 HERTZ
M W F H4 233 GRAHAM LOUISE F

















MAY ALSC BE TAKEN BY ARRANGEMENT
M W F HI 123 CUNNINGHAM DONALD
M w F H9 101 HENDEE BEVERLY A
M W F AVTECH 116 GRAHAM
M W F AVTECH 116
03.0 CR
MTWTH AVTECH 117 ENOCH
MTWTH H9 101 WORKUN ARTHUR
MTWTH H9 101 WCRKUN ARTHUR
MTWTH H9 101 WORKUN ARTHUR
MTWTH H9 101 ENCCF ROY H












































































































































PREREQ MUST BE TAKEN
1 08.00-11.50 M W
HOB ARCHITECT DRAFTING
PREREQ *AC 110A
1 08.00-10.50 M W
2 08.00-10.50 W















































121A ARCHITECT DESIGN 02.0 CR
PREREO *AD 110A, 146A, CR CUNSENT OF
ADVISOR
1 10,00-11.50 T TH HI Z31 LADNER J BROOKS
2 02.0O-C3.50 M M HI 237 LETE JOSEPH R
1468 FREEHAND ARCH GRAPH 1 03.0 CR
1 C8. 00-10. 50 T TH Ml 108 LADNER J BROOKS
2 08.00-10.50 T TH H EC 3 04
3 C1.0C-C3.50 M * Ml 108
4 01.00-03.50 T TH H EC 3C4
221B ARCHITECTURAL CES 04.0 CR
1 08.00-10.50 M W F Ml 113 LGUGEAY PAUL J
2 02.00-04.50 M W F Ml 113 LADNER J BRCOKS
25CB MATERIALS £ METHODS i 04.0 CR
1 08.00-11.50 T TH Ml 113
12.00 w Ml 112
2 Cl.00-C4.50 T TH Ml 113 LETE JOSEPH R
12.00 w Ml 112 LETE JOSEPH R
283 CCNSTRUCT COST EST 03.0 CR
PREREQ *AD 250 CR CUNSENT CF ACVISER
1 11.00 M M F Ml 113 RUTLEDGF CLIFTO
2 01,00 M M F Ml 113 RUTLEDGE CLIFTO
29GA STRUCT THE-CONCRETE 03.0 lR
1 CI. 00 M N F Ml 112 LITTLE HAROLD E
2 02.00 M W F Ml 112
Aviation Technology (*AT)
11C AIRC STRUCT-FA6&REP 06.0 CR
1 09.00 T TH AVTECH 116 BURKEY
10.00 T TH AVTECH 131
C2.00 h AVTECH 131
03.00-04.50 W AVTECH 131
04.00 F AVTECH 106
2 09.00 T TH AVTECH 116 RICH
01.00-03.50 T TH AVTECH 131
02.00 W AVTECH 117
C4.0C F AVTECH 106
111 MATERIALS £ PROCESS 05.0 CR
1 10.00 M AVTECH 116 HITER
02.00-04.50 M AVTECH 135
01.00 T AVTECH 117
12.00-01.50 TH AVTECH 116
02.00 F AVTECH 117
CI. 00-03. 50 ta AVTECH 135
2 04.00 T TH AVTECH 116 RITER
Cl.00-C3.50 T TH AVTECH 135
03.00 W AVTECH 117
03.00-C4.50 F AVTECH 117
112 AIRCRFT ELECT-BASIC 06.0 CR
1 C8.00 M AVTECH 116 LEE
09.00 T TH AVTECH 106
03.00 T AVTECH 116
10.00-11.50 TWTH AVTECH 123
2 10.00 MT THF AVTECH 106 PCPOWNIAK
08.00-09.50 M H F AVTECH 128
113 AIRCRFT INSTRUMENTS 03.0 CR
1 08.00 T TH AVTECH 106 SCHAFER
03.00 W F AVTECH 116 SCHAFER
02.00-03.50 M AVTECH 127 SCHAFER
08.00-09.50 W AVTECH 127 SCHAFER
2 C2.00 TkTHF AVTECH 106 CANNCN
03. 00-0*. 50 T TH AVTECH 127 SCHAFER
114 wT & BALANCE & FAR 04.0 CR
1 10.00-11.50 M AVTECH 117 CANNON
02.00 T TH AVTECH 117
08.00 F AVTECH 116
10.00-11.50 F AVTECH 131
2 12.00 MTwTHF AVTECH 117















AIRCRFT ELEC SYS 04.0 CR
PREREQ *AT 112
01,00 M W F AVTECH 117 LEE
02.00-03.50 M F AVTECH 128
01.00 M W F AVTECH 117 LEE
10.00-11.50 M F AVTECH 128
AERODYNAMICS 04.0 CR
09.00 M W F AVTECH 116 VANERKA
10.00-11.50 M F AVTECH 135 VANERKA
09.00 M W F AVTECH 116 VANERKA
02.00-C3.50 M F AVTECH 134 VANERKA
AIRCRAFT HYDRAULICS 04.0 CR
09.00 M F AVTECH 117 GHMAN
10.00-11.50 M F AVTECH 132
12.00 W AVTECH 106
09.00 M F AVTECH 117 CHMAN
12.00 W AVTECH 106
03.00-04.50 M AVTECH 132
08.00-09.50 n AVTECH 132
CABIN ENVIRON - PAC 03.0 CR
02.00 TWTH AVTECH 116 CHMAN
03.00-04.50 T AVTECH 135
02.00 TWTH AVTECH 116 CHMAN
03.00-04.50 TH AVTECH 135
METAL L PROCESSING 05.0 CR
10.00 W AVTECH 106 RITER
11.00 T TH AVTECH 106
08.00-10.50 T TH AVTECH 135
10.00 M AVTECH 106 RITER
11.00 T TH AVTECH 106
10.00-12.50 M w AVTECH 135
AIRCRAFT INSPECTION 02.0 CR
01.00 T AVTECH 116 CANNON
02.00-04.50 M F AVTECH 135
01.00 T AVTECH 116
08.00-10.50 T TH AVTECH 135
03.00-04.50 T AVTECH 135
AIRCRAFT IGNITION 04.0 CR
10.00 T TH AVTECH 117 VANERKA
12.00 T AVTECH 106 VANERKA
02.00-03.50 T TH AVTECH 128 VANERKA
RECIPROCAT PWRPLNTS 05.0 CR
01.00 M W F AVTECH 106 BURKEY
08.00-10.50 M W F AVTECH 134 BURKEY
01.00 M W F AVTECH 106 BURKEY
10.00-11.50 M M F AVTECH 134
CARBURETION & LUB 05.0 CR
02.00 M M F AVTECH 116 RICH
01.00 T TH AVTECH 106 RICH
10.00-11.50 M W F AVTECH 119 RICH
02.00 M AVTECH 116 RICH
01.00 T TH AVTECH 106 RICH
02.00-03.50 TWTH AVTECH 119 RICH
PROPELLERS 03.0 CR
08.00 W AVTECH 116 RICH
09.00 T TH AVTECH 117 RICH
10.00-11.50 T TH AVTECH 118 RICH
PWRPLANT TEST&INSP 04.0 CR
PREREQ 1ST,2ND, 5TH QTRS COURSES
11.00 M F AVTECH 106 SCHAFER
10.00 TH AVTECH 116
08.00-10.50 M F AVTECH 135
11.00-01.50 TH AVTECH 135
JET PROPULSION 05.0 CR
01.00 M W F AVTECH 116 CAROSA
02.00-03.50 M W F AVTECH 133 DEROSA
JET TRANS AIR SYS 03.0 CR
08.00 M AVTECH 119 CHMAN







































































101A BASIC AUTO LAB
PREREQ CONCURRE
1 08.00-10.50








125A BASIC AUTO THEORY
PREREQ CONCURRE
1 11.00




125C BASIC AUTO THEGRY
PREREQ CCNCURRE
1 09.00
201A ADVANCED AUTC LAB
PREREQ AUT 101A
1 02.00-04.50
201B ACVANCED AUTO LAB
PREREQ AUT 1C1A
1 09.00-11.50
201C ADVANCED AUTC LAB
PREREQ AUT 101A
1 02.00-04.50
220A ACV AUTO THEORY
PREREQ AUT 125A
1 10. 00
220B ACV AUTO THEORY
PREREQ AUT 125A
1 08.00



















































































130 AD DESIGN € PRODUCT 10.0 CR
PREREQ *CA 125
1 08.00-11.50 MTWTHF Nl 101 KNUTSEN SUE M
2 01.00-04.50 MTWTHF Nl 101 YACK JOHN L
135 LAYOUT AND COLOR 02.0 CR
1 12.00 T TH Nl 101 KNUTSEN
2108 ADVER I STORY ILLUS 08.0 CR
1 08.00-11.50 M W F Nl 107 MARTIN
2 01.00-04.50 M W F Nl 107 MARTIN KENNETH D
2308 TECHNICAL ILLUST 07.0 CR
1 08.00-11.50 T TH Nl 107 HOFFMAN RICHARD A
2 01.00-04.50 T TH Nl 107 HOFFMAN
Corrections and Law Enforcement (*CLE)
105 CRIMINAL BEHAVIOR 04.0 CR
1 06.30-09.30 PM M 0685 200
107 LAW ENF COM PRCB 03.0 CR
1 06.30-09.00 PM T H3 151
205 PRIN OF INVEST 04.0 CR
1 05.45-09.00 TH H3 151
207 ASSESS IN CRIM 03.0 CR
1 06.30-09.00 PM T HI 127
209 LAW AND CORR 03.0 CR
1 06.30-09.00 PM w H3 151
215 SUP PRAC IN CRIM 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED WALLACE MELVIN
Dental Hygiene (*DH)
1328 HEAO NECK ANATCMY 04.0 CR
1 09.00-11.50 F Fl 110 CAVANESS GEORGE R
02.00-04.50 F F3 144 CAVANESS GEORGE R
135B ORAL BASIC SCIENCE 04.0 CR
1 09.00-11.50 M W Fl 109 BUSHEE ELEANOR JANE
2 02.00-04.50 M W Fl 109 BUSHEE ELEANOR JANE
137A PRECLINICAL DEN HYG 04.0 CR
1 09.00-11.50 T TH Fl 109 PETERSON
2 01.00-03.50 T TH Fl 109 PETERSON
210B CLINICAL DENTAL HYG 05.0 CR
1 09.00-11.50 MTW F F3 132
12.00 F Fl 110 SANDHAAS
2 01.00-03.50 MTW F F3 132
12.00 F Fl 110 SANDHAAS
218C CLIN DENT ROENTGEN
PREREQ *CH 218B
02.0 CR
1 08.00-09.50 TH Fl 110 BUSHEE ELEANOR JANE
2 10.00-11.50 TH Fl 110 BUSHEE ELEANOR JANE
220 DENT PUBLIC HEALTH 03.0 CR
1 02.00-04.50 TH Fl 110 CAVANESS GEORGE R
Data Processing (*DP)
1C1A AUTO DATA PRCC MACH 05.
C
CR
1 01.00 MTWTHF H4 134 ROBfi JAMES




1 08.00 MTWTHF H4 134 DICK ROBERT OLIVER
09.00 MTWTHF H8 235 OICK RUBERT OLIVER
2 11.00 MTWTHF H4 134 CICK ROBERT OLIVER
12.00 MTWTHF H8 235 DICK ROBERT OLIVER
107 AUTO DP CONCEPTS 03.0 CR
1 06.30-09.00 PM M w H4 133 LOHMEIER DAVID D
201B PRCG OPERATING SYS
PREREQ DP 201A
05.0 CR
1 10.00 MTWTHF H4 133 STARKEY RICHARD D
1 1 . 00 MTWTHF H8 140 STARKEY RICHARD D
2 01.00 MTWTHF H4 133 STARKEY RICHARD C
02.00 MTWTHF H8 140 STARKEY RICHARD D
2028 INDUST CCMPUT PROG
PREREQ 202A
05.0 CR













Dental Laboratory Technology (*DT)
101B OENTAL PROSTHET LAB
1 02.00-04.50 M M F
01.00-04.50 T TH
2 02.00-04.50 M W F
01.00-04.50 T TH
113A SCIENCE DENT MATLS
1 11.00 M W
11.00 F
125B DENT PROSTH THECRY
1 01.00 M H F
2 01.00 M W F
128 ORAL ANATOMY
1 12.00 T TH
201B CROWN & BRIOCE LAB
1 C9. 00-11. 50 M W F
08.00-11.50 T TH
2 09. 00-11. 50 M W F
08.00-11.50 T TH
225B CRGWN £ BRIDGE THEC
1 08.00 M W F





































































































Forest Products Technology (*FP)
101B hOODWORK-CAB & MILL
1 C8. 00-10. 50 M W F
10.00 T TH
130 LUMBER SEASONING
1 01.00 M W F
201B WOCDWORK-PREFABICAT






































































M W F Fl 107 HENDEE BEVERLY A





M w F HI 123 HERTZ
M w F HI 123 HERTZ VIVIENNE V
M w F Fl 106






















115B INTRO TO CHEMISTRY
PREREQ 115A
1 01.00 M W F
01.00-03.50 TH

























































(*HCT)Highway and Civil Technology
101B SURVEYING
1 08.00-09.50 M W F
103 BASIC MATERIALS
1 C9. 00-11. 50 T TH
105A STRUCTURAL DRAFTING
1 10.00-11.50 M W F
205 BIT MATERIALS

















Library and Audio-Visual Technology ( * LAV)
107 GENERAL REFERENCE 04.0 CR
PREREQ LAV 101,103, 105
1 01.00 MTWTH HI 123
109 CATALOG BOOK MAT 04.0 CR
1 03.00 MTWTH HI 123
203B PREP OF A V MAT
PREREQ *LAV 203A
1 06.00-10.00 PM M
209 LIB-A V INTERN
PREREQ 20 HRS LAV
1 TO BE ARRANGED
211B LIB TECH SERVICES
1 06.00-09.50 PM
Mortuary Science (*MS)
101B FUNERAL HIST £ CLST
1 08.00 M W
110 EMBALMING CHEMISTRY
PREREQ INTRO COURSE


















































1 01.00 M M F
09.00-11.50 F
02.00-04.50 T
225A EMBALM TH L PRAC























Machine Drafting and Design Technology ( *MT)
101B GRAPHICS 07.0 CR
1 08.00-10.50 MTWTHF Ml 101
127 ELEC HYO PN CONTRLS 03.0 CR
PREREQ 101 VTI G 107
1 08.00 M W F LI 105
175A TECHNICAL DRAWING 03.0 CR
1 09.00 MTWTHF HI 238
2 02.00 MTWTHF HI 238
1758 TECHNICAL DRAWING 03.0 CR
I 08.00 MTWTHF HI 238
201B MACH DRAFTG DESIGN 05.0 CR
PREREQ 127 AND 226 CONCURRENTLY OR
CONSENT OF ADVISER
1 11.00-01.50 MTWTHF Ml 101
226B STAT STRENGTH ^AT 03.0 CR
PREREQ D201B CONCURRENTLY, CR CONSENT
OF ADVISER
1 10.00 M W F HI
Printing Technology (*PT)
101B PRESS LAB-AUTO PLAT 06.0 CR
1 02.00-04.50 MTWTHF L3 110
125B PRESS THE-AUTO PLAT 03.0 CR
1 01.00 M W F L3 110
153 PRINT LAY 6 DESIGN 03.0 CR
I 10.00 M W F L4 106
201B COMPOSITION LAB 06.0 CR
1 08.00-10.50 MTWTHF L3 110
225B COMPOSITION THEORY 03.0 CR
1 11.00 M W F L3 1C9
235 PRINT THEO € PRACT 02.0 CR
PREREQ N210A,B ANC 230A f B
























110 CORNELL HORACE E
Physical Therapy (*PTH)
100B PHYS THERAPY ORIENT 01.0 CR
PREREQ 100A
1 01.00 M PULL 41
200 PHYS THER SCI PRACT 03.0 CR
PREREQ PTH 100-3
1 TO BE ARRANGED
203 PATHOLOGY 02.0 CR
PREREQ GSA 3C1A, PHSL 300
1 TO BE ARRANGED
209 THERAPEUTIC EXER I 03.0 CR
PREREQ PE 303, PHSL 300
1 TO BE ARRANGED
221 CLINICAL INTERNSHIP 06.0 CR
PREREQ ALL REQUIREMENTS OF PROGRAM
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
222 CLINICAL SEMINAR 02.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT REGISTRATION IN PTH
221








1 02.00 M W F
177B PRODUCT INFO LAB
1 10,00 MTWTHF
206 RECORDS € STATISTIC
1 11.00 MTWTHF
207B SALES PROMOTION
1 01.00 T TH
227 PERSONNEL MGT






4 06.30-09.00 PM T TH
104A SHCRTHANC





107 FILING L DUPLICTG





























































































Tool and Manufacturing Technology
101B M TOOL LAB-ENG LATH
1 10.00-12.50 MTWTHF
125B M TOOL THE-MACH
1 01.00 M W F
176B MANUFACTURING PROC
1 01.00 M W F
201B ADV T LAB-PROD MACH
1 08.00-09.50 MTWTHF
225B AD M TOOL THE-PROC








































275B METALLURGY- FERROUS 03.0 CR
1 02.00 MTW M4 102
02.00 TH MA 109
2 03.00 MTW MA 102
03.00 TH MA 109
Welding (*WEL)
175 OXY-ACET-ELEC ARC 03.0 CR
1 11.00 M W F MA 107
11.00 T TH MA 108
2 01.00 M H F MA 107
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This
form
is
provided
for
your
use
in
establishing
a
tentative
2.
Note:
Avoid
scheduling
two
classes
at
the
same
time,
class
schedule
before
coming
to
the
Registration
Center.
3.
It
is
suggested
that
you
also
make
an
alternative
schedule.
1.
Write
in
the
course
and
section
number
in
the
appropriate
4.
Tentative
class
schedules
are
subject
to
the
rules
and
policies
day
and
time
column.
on
registration
of
the
University
and
the
Registration
Center.
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